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The PC learns to fight

While Sony, Sega, 3D0, Atari, and Nintendo SC]U3DDl6 over the videogame

business, the PC game scene continues to grow. The truth is that a PentlUITI-

based PC remains the state-of-the-art gaming platform of choice for the majority of

US gamers, despite how much noise Sony might make celebrating its

1 millionth PlayStation sold.

But instead of merely capitalizing on the PCs strengths — most noticeably its

ability to store large amounts of game data, and the breadth of communication

facilitated by its keyboard — game developers are increasingly keen to tackle the

consoles head on. Arcade-Style action games are currently in vogue, and

sooner or later one of them will better PlayStation's or Saturn's best. With a plethora of

3D graphics cards and "multimedia accelerators" awaiting

launch, the PC's strength in genres currently dominated by dedicated game machines

will only increase.

Hyperblade is one such game that ventures to compete on Sega's and Sony's

home turf. See page 46 for an exclusive preview.

But as the upgradeable PC's strength progressively increases

the graphic power of consoles jumps in leaps and bounds. Nintendo promises that

Ultra 64 will offer a revolution in performance, leaving the PC behind once again.

Caught in the middle of this battle is ^OHy. Marty Homlish, Sony's president,

reveals how he will battle this new threat on page 6.
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you take is equal to the love you make ...

Can PlayStation compete with Ultra 64?
PlayStation ain't the hottest game box on the streets any more. NEXT Generation talks with Marty Homlish, SCEA's president to

discuss PlayStation's eloquent success in 1995 and how the company plans to deal with the imminent arrival of Nintendo's Ultra 64
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The NEXT Generation lexicon: gaming terminology from A to Z
Are you tired of trying to find a way of explaining yourself to family and friends? Venture capitalists not understanding the final points

of your proposal? NEXT Generation delivers on its promise to its dedicated readers with the final word (literally) in tech talk
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Sega's M2 connection resurfaces * Nintendo promises that Ultra 64 will make its April 2 1 launch

schedule • Senator Lieberman once again turns his attention to the game industry

Alphas: 13 new games previewed
A close look at Hyperbfade. a console-style title from Activision chat takes on PlayStation and

Saturn at their own game. Plus a look at all the latest 32-bit releases for Sega, Sony, and 3DO

Can PlayStation compete with U64?
Or is the 32-bit generation doomed before it's truly

begun? Marty Homlish claims he has the ai

14 breakin

All the latest information from the world of gaming

1

9

Movers & Shakers (business news)

21 Joyriding (online gaming news)

23 Arcadia (coin-op news and updates)

24 Generator (development)

28 ng defining

The NEXT Generation lexicon
All of those tricky computer and game terms are

finally defined in one place. Bring on the neophytes!

45 ng software

Alphas
Want to know what will you be playing in the next

few months? Read about it first here. Featuring:

Shellshock (multi); Destiny (Win 95); Theme Hospital

(PC); Shrinking Character (multi); Samurai Spirits (Neo-

Geo); Zombiew'/le (PC); Spycraft (multi); Amok (Saturn);

Sky Target (arcade); Syndicate Wars (PS-X); Scorcher

(Saturn); Secret ofMono 2 (SNES); SF Alpha (multi)

49 subscribing

Save cash and time
Be the first person in your household to subscribe

and get a free tip sheet in your mailbox every month

78 rating

Finals
Thirty-seven reviews of brand new games. Every

single new PlayStation, Saturn, and 3DO game — plus

all the best of the month's PC releases — are

reviewed and rated by the NEXT Generation staff

100 now hiring
Six pages of recruitment advertising for those looking

to get a job in the game industry

107 corresponding
Letters
Good, bad, long, short and simply plain weird

thoughts of the videogame fanatic, aka, you guys

Next month...
How to get a job in the game industry. Everything

you need to know to turn a hobby into a profession

Finals: 37 game reviews
The final word on the very latest games to hit store shelves. If you want to buy games, then

you're going to want the most respected voice in the industry. Check here before you buy

IH'BWBP
The way games ought to be
Hi-octane game theory from the indefatigable Chris

Crawford. This month: his opinions on game graphics
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Martin "Marty" Homlish, the president of Sony Computer Entertainment of America. He's

just sold almost I million* PlayStations in the US, and is rather pleased with himself. Wait a minute,

though, Marty, Nintendo's Ultra 64 is looking damn hot, and NEXT Generation wants to know.

Jte,

....
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I

or Sony, 3DO, and Sega, 1995 was like

a game of SimCity with the "disasters"

option turned off. Each company was

free to build its empire as fast or as

slowly as it saw fit, each forging its own frontier

on the "next-generation" wilderness. A gold-rush

mentality prevailed, with virgin market share

simply waiting to be invaded.

Sony played this game better than anyone else,

and is the current 32-bit leader.

But in April 21 (if Howard Lincoln is to be

believed), this metaphorical game of SimCity will

change forever as the "disasters" option is turned

on. All of a sudden Godzilla will be turned loose

on this next-generation wilderness, destroying

kingdoms, running rampant through carefully laid

plans, and generally making business unpleasant

for all its rivals.This particular Godzilla goes by

the name of Nintendo, the most powerful

videogame company in the world.

So with I million PlayStations already sold,

how did Sony manage to get this far

ahead? And is this head-start big

enough to fend off Nintendo's attack?

NEXT Generation met with Sony's

Marty Homlish — a man never afraid

to wave the company flag (and then

wave it some more) — to find out.

Enter the dragon
NG: How much does the threat of

Nintendo's Ultra 64 worry you?

Marty: Obviously Nintendo is a very,

very capable competitor. And for any

manufacturer to say they're not worried about

competition would be imprudent.

But on the other hand, we've just gotten

started. The second-generation PlayStation games

that are coming— as the developers start to

master the PlayStation platform and tools— are

going to blow everybody away. I mean, this is the

first year, these are the first games. Think about

what's going to happen next year!

Also, I believe that gamers have embraced the

compact disc format. There's something magical

and mystical about CD-driven gaming that the

consumers have stepped up and said "we love it,

it's real, it's the future."

And if you take the power of the brand, the

believability of the message, the challenge to the

end user with the "You're not ready" campaign,

you add the second-generation games, and add on

top of that the fact that you're using compact disc

as the software format, then you've got a natural

pattern for success.

NG: If indeed Nintendo does launch Ultra 64 at

$249 with Super Mario 64 included, presumably

you'll have to drop PlayStation's price to match it,

or go even lower, right?

Marty: I think that we're going to continue with

our plan as we have developed it.

SONYo

NG: OK, so when does your plan tell you to

make the next price drop?

Marty: I'm not sure that we need to worry

about the next price drop right now.

NG: Really? You believe PlayStation can fight

Ultra 64 priced at $299? That's very brave.

Marty: Oh, I think we need to wait and see how
the market falls out. The consumer's got to make

that final decision, and the consumer will decide

what they're willing to pay for the best games in

the marketplace.

NG: Ultra 64 is more powerful than PlayStation.

How will PlayStation's sales change when it loses

the mystique of being the most powerful machine

on the block?

Marty: I have to ask you, why do you think that

Ultra 64 is more advanced than PlayStation?

NG: It features all 64-bit processing, has a host of

on-board graphic manipulation features and it is

essentially two years further up the technology

curve than PlayStation is. Plus, all the developers

who were telling us that PlayStation

was so much better than Saturn, are

now saying that Ultra 64 eclipses both.

Marty: 1 think that the proof, again, is

going to be in the games. You're

comparing first-generation PlayStation

software with the software that Ultra

64 is showing, but unfortunately you

don't have the advantage of seeing

what the next-generation of

PlayStation software will look like.

NG: We saw Phil Harrison (of Sony

Computer Entertainment Europe)

secretly sneaking into Shoshinkai. Did you think

about trying to witness Ultra 64 for yourself?

Marty: [Laughs] I don't think so. Think about

Ultra 64 from the consumer's perspective. I

believe that there's also the potential that

consumers may look at cartridge-based software

as old technology, because — if you think about

the model that's been built, the paradigm that's

been created — a lot of the cartridge-based

software is sitting in shoe boxes in closets in

homes around the country, it's not being played.

They are yesterday's games.

The early leader
NG: How many PlayStations have been sold so

far in the US?

Marty: The last number that we released,

sometime in late October 1 995, was of hardware

sales of about 300,000, with a four-to-one

hardware/software ratio. All of that was achieved

basically in under six weeks.

Now, [Christmas 1995] I think that it's safe to

say that we are close to tripling those numbers.

NG: So that's almost one million PlayStations

sold in the US. How will these numbers compare

to what you expect to hear from Sega regarding

Saturn's performance in the US?

Pnoto; Mark Koehler
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"We believe
we're
outselling our
competitors
by a five-to-

one ratio"

Marty: We believe we're outselling our

competitors by a five-to-one ratio.

NG: How about in Japan, where Sega is claiming

that Saturn's got PlayStation beat?

Marty: 1 think it's holding its own in Japan, and

it's doing very, very well worldwide.

NG: What percentage of the 32-bit market does

PlayStation have?

Marty: Pretty close to the highest

percentage you can have, how's that?

No, we will literally have the dominating

share of the market.

NG: If you got a chance to launch

PlayStation all over again, what would

you do differently?

Marty: I'd probably get a little more

sleep! You know, no one would ever be

able to say we did everything perfectly.

But if I step back and look at all the

elements of the launch, I think we were

right on the money in terms of the way

we approached the end user. And I think that's

the key, because the consumer's perception of the

Sony brand is very very important. We had to

make sure that we could take that perception and

use it to our advantage.

So in this case, we were able to take Sony—
because Sony equals reliability, it equals

performance, it equals high technology, cutting

edge — but then we also had to make it equal the

most incredible gaming experience.

NG: How do you feel PlayStation compares to

the Walkman tn terms of a Sony success story?

Marty: The PlayStation eclipses any Sony success

story in relation to the sheer volume of product

that was sold in the launch cycle. To make a

comparison to the Walkman is different because

when the Walkman was launched, the personal

stereo industry didn't exist. The consumer had no

idea what this thing was, and the consumer didn't

really know that they had a need for aWalkman.

In terms of videogames, they have been here

for a long time. We had somewhat of an educated

consumer base, which really makes this particular

victory even much sweeter, because the consumer

knew what they were looking for. And the fact

that they knew exactly what they wanted, and the

fact that we came from zero and were able to

pre-empt the marketplace in four months, says to

me that this is an absolutely unprecedented

success, not just in Sony's history, but in the

history of the entire gaming industry.

NG: How much sweeter is PlayStation's success

when you consider that this is the third time Sony

has tried to enter the videogame market? In the

past Sony failed with the MS-X standard, and then

failed again when the deal to develop a CD-ROM
drive for Nintendo's Super NES broke down.

Marty: Frankly, I'm not sure that this issue is all

that critical.

Beginner's luck?
NG: How much do you think the Sony brand

name helped PlayStation? Because there was

^^^^^^ debate within Sony before launch as

I to whether or not the Sony name

might be perceived as too old and

too sedate for gamers...

Marty: Well, the Sony brand name is

obviously on the product, and the fact that it's on

the product and it's made by Sony is a very

important factor from the consumer's perspective

because it's a brand name that has a high level of

recognition and a tremendous amount of trust.

NG: So who bought all these PlayStations? Was
it the die-hard gamers? Or was it older, more

wealthy people who were getting into

videogames for the first time?

Marty: Early on it was the die-hard gamers —
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they waited in line. I mean, on September 9 at

12:01 am, there were consumers waiting on line at

the malls to buy PlayStation, and they were the

die-hard fanatical fringe gamers, I mean these guys

just had to have it!

But as the momentum built and the word-of-

mouth built and we moved into the Christmas

season, now we're talking to a much broader-

based consumer: There's going to be hundreds of

thousands of PlayStation consoles and games

under the trees in houses across the nation where

people are going to be opening up their

PlayStation for the first time, and they're probably

not the fanatical gamers, but they're going to now
open up the market for us even further.

NG: All along, Sony's marketing campaign has

been based on getting back to basics, back to the

actual games. Do you feel that this has worked?

Marty: Oh, absolutely. Because it can only work

if you have games that you can show that will

compel the end user to step up and buy.

NG: The great PlayStation games haven't come

from the places that people were expecting. The

quality of Sony's in-house games surprised

everybody, whereas the big 16-bit companies like

Virgin and Electronic Arts have been really slow to

release PlayStation games. Why is this?

Marty: I think we blew away the whole industry

because when the whole PlayStation concept was

announced, I think everybody had a high level of

confidence that Sony could build the hardware

(obviously we've been the leader in compact disc

technology since its development). But I think

there was always a question: Can Sony deliver the

games? And I think you hit it right on the head:

the fact that we have been able to step up with in-

house development and blow the competition

away is really— in my opinion —-well, that's

where we've really delivered.

NG: Successful in-house development helps you

make money, too.

Marty: Oh yeah, that's nice to know.

Sony's competition
NG: On the subject of branding, after Sega CD,

32X. and having been beaten by PlayStation in the

32-bit market, the Sega brand's got to have taken a

bit of kicking recently, right?

Marty: I think that the PlayStation brand has

truly been positioned as the leader in the market.

NG: ...And where does that leave Sega?

Marty: I think you should probably ask Sega!

NG: The end of 1995 saw both Atari and The

3DO Company move toward PC publishing. Do
you see this as a waving of the white flag in the

console wars?

Marty: You know, I'm not really sure what the

true objective is there.

NG: What's your personal take on the whole

3DO/Matsushita/M2 deal? Is a dedicated M2-

based game machine going to come to market?

Martin "Marty" Homlish joined the PlayStation

project almost exactly at the time of its US launch

Marty: It's possible. Again, I think you'd probably

need to ask Matsushita. I hate to sound glib, but I

think you've got to get back again to the end user,

and the end user is really pretty simple to satisfy.

Sure it's tough to do, but their needs are simple.

First, you've got to convince them that you are

dedicated to games, only dedicated to games, and

will continue to be dedicated to the games.

Number two, the only way you can prove that is

to continue to come up with software that will

blow everybody else away. And number three, you

have to be consistent with that message over and

over and over again. The end user will make the

decision, and that decision is made on the retail

floor. Today, the end users have made the decision

that PlayStation has lived up to those

requirements. And I think, going forward, that's

going to continue to happen. As far as Matsushita,

I think we'll have to wait and see, but I think, again,

it's going to be in the gaming experience.

The Future of PlayStation
NG: A lot of people believe that no games

machine priced over $200 can ever achieve the

sort of sales that Genesis and Super NES
managed. Do you believe that this is the case?

Marty: Take a look at the numbers that we've

already achieved, and the market share that we
have this year, and the price of the product that

we're currently selling, and the conclusion is pretty

interesting. We've broken some new ground.

"Obviously
Nintendo is a
very, very
capable
competitor,
and for any
manufacturer
to say they're

not worried
about
competition
would be
imprudent"
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"The key
is in the
entertainment
experience,
not 32-bits or

64-bits. I

don't think
that matters.
I think what
matters to
the end user
is, 'Who's got
the best
games?'"

NG: So you wouldn't agree with those industry

analysts who point to Ultra 64 and to M2 and

conclude that the 32-bit generation is pretty much

going to be over before it's really begun?

Marty: You know, from a consumer's

perspective... I'm not sure the consumer really is

going to care whether it's 32-bit, 64-bit or

whatever. Having been in the audio business for

years before I came here — when I launched

compact discs for Sony — there was competition

going on for years about 2 times oversampling

versus 4 times oversampling versus 8 times

oversampling versus 1 6 times oversampling, but it

got to the point where the consumer said, "You

know, I don't really care about all that. What does

it mean to me? What does the technology mean?

What is that going to do?"

And if it didn't deliver any tangible benefits to

the end user, then the end user would step up and

say, "Okay, that's great, but I'm going to buy the

best-sounding compact disc player."

So in this case, the technology really is in the

background, and the gaming experience is in the

foreground. And that's the key to the success of

the PlayStation. The key is in the entertainment

experience, not 32-bits or 64-bits. I don't think

that matters. I think what matters to the end

user is,"Who's got the best games?" " Where am I

going to have the most fun?" and,"Who will

continue to provide the best games?" Now, that's

the whole story.

NG: Fine, except that right now Virtua Fighter 2

and Sega Rally are the two best home videogames

available. They're kicking PlayStation's best— and

so far you have no second-generation software of

your own with which to answer them. If you

were Tom Kalinske [Sega of America's president]

right now, you must figure on being able to

leverage more success in 1996, right?

Marty: [laughs] We all have our challenges. But,

you know, like I said earlier to you, you should

Critics pointed to the seemingly constant turnover of senior staff at Sony Computer
Entertainment of America as proof that PlayStation was a deeply troubled project

probably ask Sega.

NG: Rumors persist that Psygnosis' PlayStation

titles will be released for Saturn. Can you

comment on this? And if it's true, how damaging

is it for PlayStation?

Marty: Yeah, I think that probably the best thing

is for you to speak to Psygnosis.

NG: How does PlayStation fit into Sony's larger

plans? Does DVD fit into the PlayStation picture?

Marty: PlayStation is really a wonderful example

of Sony positioning itself as a seamless

entertainment company. Because PlayStation is a

product that marries both hardware and software

for Sony in a way that has not been done before.

So the PlayStation is really a wonderful example of

Sony as a total entertainment company.

And I believe this is just the beginning in terms

of the entertainment experiences that Sony will

develop for the consumer of the future. As far as

new formats, there's going to be a tremendous

amount of potential for DVD, and we think that

the end user will also embrace that format: but at

this point in time, PlayStation is a CD-driven game

platform, and it's a platform dedicated only to

gaming. And, again, that is the single most

important communication message we can deliver

to our customers, to our consumers: we are, we
will be, and we will continue to focus on one thing

— delivering the best possible gaming on the

planet. And that's the key, and we're not going to

take our eye off of that very very clear-pointed

kind of focus. That's why we've been able to

achieve what we've achieved in such a short

period of time. It's all about the games.

NG: Critics of Sony and PlayStation have pointed

to the turnover of senior staff at Sony Computer

Entertainment. Steve Race, SCEA's first president,

left just before launch, and then Olaf Olafsson —
his superior— left shortly after. Is all this a sign

that things aren't well within PlayStation HQ?
Marty: Just from a personal perspective, I've

been with Sony for I I years. Every company from

time to time has turnover of staff. It's just —w-.

a natural part of doing business. vs5
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The 64-blt generation arrives (and so soon): Matsushita and Sega discuss the possibilities of M2; the arrival of Nintendo's
I

Ultra 64; Howard Lincoln reaffirms Ultra 64's April 21 arrival date/p.14 • Senate hearings hand game makers a report
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The most current reports from the front line of gaming

64-bit gaming edges
Matsushita and

Sega negotiate an

M2 deal while

Nintendo sticks

to Ultra 64 plans

Sources from 3DO report

(despite denials from

other industry Insiders)

that Sega and
Matsushita are In

discussions over M2

closer to US stores

s Saturn, PlayStation, and 3D0
: fight the 32-bit battle, the* 64-bit generation of game

machines edge nearer US stores. Both

Ultra 64 and Matsushita/3DO's M2
are scheduled to appear as game
machines in 1996.

Regarding M2, Sega and

Matsushita are understood to be

collaborating on an M2-based 64-bit

machine. According to the Japanese

newspaper Yomiuri Shimbun, the two

companies have been tinkering with

Matsushita's M2 technology, which it

licensed from Trip Hawkins' The 3DO
Company late in 1995.

Prior to Matsushita's acquisition,

rumors persisted that Sega was also

interested in 3DO's M2 technology,

either as an addition to its current

supply of arcade hardware, or as a

boost unit for Saturn. 3D0's long-term

partner Matsushita eventually won the

prize for a cool $100 million.

Yomiuri Shimbun reported that an

M2-based gamebox had been delivered

to Sega's headquarters in Tokyo for

"feasibility studies." Not surprisingly,

both Sega and Matsushita moved
swiftly to make official denials of the

story. A spokesperson for Sega in

Japan said: "The report is completely

groundless and has no basis in fact."

In the US, a spokesperson for

Matsushita told NEXT Generation: "To

the best of my knowledge no

discussions of that nature are going

on. The indications we have are that

this has come from Sega."

Nevertheless, sources at 3D0 —
which is still working on completing

M2 in time for hardware and add-on

launches later this year — insist that

the story is correct and that Sega and

Matsushita are working together. It

will not be the first time. Matsushita

already manufactures and sells a

Saturn machine in Japan badged under

its JVC brand. (It must be noted,

however, that it would also not be the

first time that a "factually challenged"

rumor emanated from The 3D0
Company's HQ in Redwood City, CA.)

IT IS WGll known, however, that

Matshushita is looking for

manufacturing partners for M2
machines in order to establish a viable

64-bit user-base that can compete

effectively with Nintendo's Ultra 64.

And it is difficult to believe that Sega

would not take the opportunity to

study Matshushita's plans and

technology — even if it were just to

find out what the competition is up to.

How any deal would work is open

to speculation. It's possible that Sega

is looking to manufacture a 64-bit

machine which is backwardly

compatible with its 32-bit Saturn, or to

sell an upgrade to Saturn owners

looking to take the 64-bit hike. This

hypothesis is unlikely, however, due to

a severe lack of compatibility between

the two machines.

Another theory is that Sega's

name will simply be badged on the

machine while Matsushita will take

care of the more expensive job of

manufacturing. Sega would also set

itself up as a senior provider of

software — something which the firm

"Everyone

knows that we
are trying to

get Ultra 64
[out] as
quickly as
possible.

We're not

playing games,
we're trying

to give the

best estimate

of what might

happen.

We're not

trying to

confuse

anyone"
Howard Lincoln, Nintendo of America
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32-bit war
continues
The first indications of

1.995's total hardware

sales in the New Year put

PlayStation ahead with

Sony claiming sales of

800,000. Sega has yet to

announce figures for

Saturn, although it is

expected to claim sales of

around 500,000.

In a straw poll of

retailers around the US,

NEXT Generation found

that PlayStation sales

were averaging four-to-

one against Saturn's.

Although this news wilt

encourage PlayStation

owners and dismay

Saturn owners, it hides a

trend of growing

popularity for Saturn.

During October and

November the ratio was

anything from six-to-one

to 12-to-one.

Evidently, the arrival of

Virtua Fighter 2 and Sega

Rally has had a positive

effect for Saturn and

retailers are reporting

healthier sales for Saturn.

But the dealers we

spoke to were full of

praise for PlayStation.

In Minnesota, a retailer

said: "The PlayStation

and everything connected

with it have been the

most exciting. But now a

lot of people are coming

into the store and saying

that Saturn is better."

In Texas, one dealer

said: "On hardware sales

PlayStation rocked the

house. I can't believe how
many people came in and

laid down $299 right

away without even asking

questions. It was never

like this even with the

Super NES and Genesis."

In Pennsylvania another

store manager praised

Saturn: "It's definitely

coming back. There was a

lull at the time of

PlayStation's launch but

VF2 has made an impact.

People ask which system

is best, but there really

isn't an answer. We have

the best games running

and let people decide

based on what they like."

The 20%-finished Kirby Bowl 64 shown at Shoshinkal said more about Nintendo's lack of

finished software than It did about its own merits. Mario 64. however, looks ready to go

has hinted is part of its desired future.

Certainly Matsushita — despite

its position as a world-leading

manufacturer of consumer electronics

products and owner of top names such

as Panasonic and JVC — would benefit

from being affiliated with a brand tike

Sega that's familiar to gamers.

Meanwhile, a
frustrated Nintendo has

moved to drown

widespread speculation

that Ultra 64 won't be

available in the US until

September. This follows

weeks of debate in the press on

the viability of a spring launch,

considering the early stages of

development which software such as

Mario 64 has reached.

Nintendo of America's President

Howard Lincoln, along with many
seniors at Nintendo worldwide, has

had enough of hearing that they will be

unable to meet the promised spring

launch date outside the home territory

of Japan. They feel these rumors have

been fueled by rivals to persuade

gamers not to wait for Ultra 64.

Lincoln said: "As we indicated at

Shoshinkai, our philosophy is to

introduce on April 21 in Japan and

we're shooting toward launch in the

US and Europe at April's end, also."

He added:

i\t

Everyone

knows we are trying to get

U64 to all markets as

quickly as possible. We're

not playing games, we're

trying to give the best

estimate of what might

happen. We're not trying

to confuse anyone."

Many arrived back

from Ultra 64's unveiling at

Shoshinkai at the end of 1995
disappointed at the level of completion

of the games. Mario 64— by far the

most advanced of games and the only

available to play — was only half

finished. Many other games only

appeared on nonplayable video. Games
like Kirby Ball were only 20% done.

It is testament to Nintendo's

perfectionism and the difficulty of

producing 64-bit software that Ultra

64 may once again be held back

by a lack of finalized software.

Data
stream

Nintendo of America officials have been quick to reject post-Shoshinkal speculation by

many experts that it would be unable to meet its own April 21 launch schedule
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interact Accessories Let You Dominate

Your PlayStatio n™ !

GAME SHARK™
Make your own rules for your favorite

PlayStation games! Mega-rapid fire in

DOOM™! Tons of new characters in

TEKKEN™! it's the ultimate game
enhancer!

MEMORY CARD PLUS™
Saves an incredible 120
blocks of games-ElGHT TIMES

the storage space of any
other card!

PS ARCADE STICK™
Bring the arcade experience right

into your home! Has eight full-

sized fire buttons and four speeds

of semi- and hands-free auto-fire!

Check out the interact Web Site at: http://www.interact-acc.com

iNTER/lET
Get the edge you need! Humble all competitors, human or computer!

INTERACTS accessories grab your PlayStation by the throat! We have a

wide-range of game enhancing items that will flat-out change the way
you play your games. Don't go into battle unarmed! Play with INTERACT,

or don't bother playing at all.

TEKKEN is a trademark of Namco Ltd. DOOM is a trademark of Id Software, Inc. PlayStation Is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Co. GAME SHARK

IS NOT A GAME. GAME SHARK for the PlayStation and GAME SHARK for the Sega Soturn are each sold separately. GAME SHARK, PS ARCADE, and MEMORY

CARD PLUS are trademarks of Interact Accessories, Inc. © 1996 Interact Accessories. Inc. All Rights Reserved. Interact Accessories, Inc. A RECOTON COMPANY,

10945 Mccormick Road. Hunt Valley. MD 21031, (410) 785-5661.
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One year later, is Senator
Or will the

government see

fit to impose its

will on the video

and computer

game industry?

HIMIIII nrn

m
Do you or anybody you
know pay any attention to

the ratings guides on

videogames? Senator
Lieberman hopes so

Lieberman satisfied?

Night Trap (top) and
Mortal Kombat (above),

the two games that

provoked the ratings

rf 1995 was the year of the 32-

bit wars, then 1994 was the

year of political intervention in

the gaming world. The result was a

"voluntary" adoption of video and

computer game ratings. The deal being

that if, after a year, the game industry

wasn't able to put its own house on

order, then the government would do

it. No thank you very much.

So on December 13, 1995, one

year after the Senate Hearings on

Video Game Violence, Senator Joe

Lieberman, OConn, and

Senator Herb Kohl, D-WI

{the co-Chairmen of the

original hearings) held a

press conference in the

Capitol Building to discuss

the progress of the videogame

rating system, and to announce

whether further government

action would be necessary.

"We want to applaud these

companies for taking a stand on the

part of parents, and accepting some
responsibility for the products they

sell," the Senators wrote in a joint

statement issued to the press.

"In [kids'] eyes, the

words Sega and Santa might as well

be interchangeable," said Lieberman,

who expressed great dissatisfaction

with Sega two years ago, during the

Senate hearings because of the

"excessive" violence in the Genesis

version of Mortal Kombat and the

"sexist nature" of Night Trap, a game
that only played on the Sega CD.

Senators Kohl and Lieberman

worked with the National PTA

[Parents-Teachers Association] to

grade the progress of the rating

system and its participants. They gave

the rating system an A for progress.

According to Lieberman, the vast

majority of videogames properly display

the Entertainment Software Rating

Board (ESRB) rating. The games
currently on the market that haven't

received ratings, said Lieberman, are

generally older games (pre-1993)

that were in stores before the ratings

system was implemented.

The senators and the PTA gave

videogame makers an A for

cooperation. Lieberman said that the

ESRB rating system, which rates

things by maturity level is superior to

the rating system implemented by the

Interactive Digital Software

Association {IDSA) for rating computer

games. He said ESRB ratings such as

A for Kids to Adults are slightly easier

to understand the system of icons

employed by the IDSA.

The senators called for a

unified rating system and suggested

following the ESRB model.

The senators were less impressed

with computer game makers'

implementation of their rating

system. Stating that the level of

participation among computer

game publishers is lower than that of

console game makers, the senators

gave them a B- grade for their

participation so far.

Retailers received only a C grade

for their cooperation. While the

senators were pleased that most of

the videogames in the stores had

ratings, they reported that retailers

still carried many computer games
without ratings and that many clerks

and managers seemed unable to

explain what the ratings mean. When
the senators approached nine retailers

asking them to commit to ban unrated

computer games, none agreed. Since

that time, Toys R Us has agreed to

carry only games with ratings.

In an unscientific survey, the

National PTA investigated retailer

participation in upholding the rating

system in several states. Reporting

the results at the press conference,

Mary Beth Gormley, Virginia State

president of the PTA, said that the

results confirm that there is more
information about videogames

available to parents today. She

reminded the audience at the

conference that "parents must be the

final decision makers" when it comes
to purchasing videogames, but at least

they had better information for fT*^
making those decisions. Ml^5

Saturn gains

Sony support
Sony Interactive

(formerly known as

Psygnosis and part of the

PlayStation empire) has

confirmed that it will be

publishing games for the

rival Saturn system.

WipeOut, the first

"Sony" game for the

Saturn, is now at beta

test stage and could

launch within three

months. Insiders say that

it currently runs much
slower than the Sony hit

but that Psygnosis is

confident that it will run

at "speeds approximating

the PlayStation."

It's the first admission

that a subsidiary of Sony

will be publishing for

Sega's rival platform.

However, the company

has not made an official

announcement and it is

understood that senior

management are still

negotiating final details

of the deal.

That Sony should even

contemplate this

arrangement has shocked

the gaming world.

Opinions are divided as to

Sony's motives: either

Sony is confident that

Saturn is already beaten

and hence it need not

fear "giving away" its

killer apps, or there was

more fine-print in

Psygnosis' contract than

Sony bothered to read at

the time of purchase...



What's yours?
COLLABORATION WITH

WILLIAM COLBY OLEG KALUGIN

CIA KGB
As a CIA agent you defy Life and death every

day. Facing extreme situations like those William

Colby (former CIA Director) and Oleg Kalugin

(former KGB Major General) experienced in their

high-profile careers. It's hard to imagine what the

pressure could do to you. . . But now you don't

have to. The moment death stares you in the face,

you'll know exactly what kind of agent you really

are. CIA. . .Russian mafia. . .or both.

Introducing Spycraft: The Great Game, the

first authentic spy thriller on CD-ROM. Featuring

actual secrets from the real world of espionage,

a true online gaming link and shocking global

predicaments from today's front-page headlines.

Gather intelligence online by

THE SPY HUNT IS NOW ON DOS/WINDOWS" 95 CD-ROM.

SPYCRAFT
Begin your spy hunt at http://www.activision.ciim.

AcliVisioH
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SEGA PULLS PLUG ON SEGA CD
NEWSLINE: Sega announced that it will no

longer develop titles for its four-year-old CD-ROM-

based unit, the Sega CD.

B O T T O M L I N E : The company cited

numerous reasons for dropping the unit that could

easily have been dropped six months ago: 1) The need

to concentrate its efforts on fewer platforms; 2) the

slow and outdated rotational speed of the unit (single

speed); 3) the $200 price tag that the Genesis and

CD attachment carry.

Aside from Core's impressive Thunderstrlke,

most Sega CD games were Genesis ports with

unnecessarily long intros. Unsurprisingly, the CD

system has never sold particularly well.

CATAPULTIN SE6A SATURN DEA|_

NEWSLINE: Catapult Entertainment appears

to be close to signing a deal to provide Sega the

technology for its Saturn Internet Connector, scheduled

to ship in April for $150. Catapult has teamed with

Sega Japan and Nissho Iwai Corp. to develop a modem

for an online Saturn service in Japan.

BOTTOMLINE: Catapult officials offered an

official "no comment" when questioned about the

possibilities of a deal. With the rapidly waning 16-bit

marketplace however,

Catapult, the maker of the

XBand modem, is finding

itself with an audience

that's either migrating to

the PC or to next-

generation platforms. This

deal could likely put the

modem and network

provider in a better

position to capitalize on its

16-bit experience.

BVND
Online gaming for the 32-

bit platforms? Saturn is

the first to sign up

CD-I efforts TRIMMED
NEWSLINE: Philips Media is consolidating its

Compact Disc Interactive (CD-i) activities in North

America under its Washington DC group, including

sales and marketing. As part of the move, Philips will

withdraw all CD-i business from its Los Angeles office.

A monthly look at

business news affecting

the gaming world

by Chris Sherman

BOTTOM LIN E: Youandl knew it along time

ago. CD-i is not going anywhere — at least in its

current form. Now, Philips seems to have all but

admitted it as well.

SANCTUARY WOODS TO ACQUIRE

MORPHEUS
NEWSLINE: Sanctuary Woods Multimedia

will acquire Morpheus Interactive development studio.

BOTTOMLINE: Strictly multimedia

companies have found it increasingly harder to survive

with increased competition. Some have broadened

their business, focusing on the Internet In some cases

and on videogames in others. Sanctuary/Morpheus

will develop several next-generation, 3D action

arcade-style titles in 1996. Morpheus has been

developing a realtime 3D videogame engine, having

tapped knowledge from former employees of Evans

and Sutherland, a developer of military simulations.

And of course, 3D "anything" is hot right now.

ATARI LOWERS JAGUAR TO $99
NEWSLINE: Atari Corp. has lowered the price

of its Jaguar system to $99 — down from $149.

BOTTOMLINE: Hey, why buy a 16-bit

system when you can own an Atari Jaguar for the

same price? The number of decent titles available for

the platform, for one thing. However, Atari promises

that this will change (again). Twenty-three pieces of

software were scheduled to ship for Christmas and

until the end of the first quarter, 1996. Seventeen

more are in development for release later in the year.

A PACK OF GUM, A BASEBALL CARD

AND A CD-ROM
NEWSLINE: Trading card company The Topps

Company, Inc. and Data Systems & Software Inc.

(DSSI) will develop sports-related CD-ROM games.

BOTTOMLINE: This one could go either

way. With a leading brand like Topps, the company

could make a killing in the sports videogame market:

the company has a brand and broad channels of

distribution (think of all the places you can find _^—
Topps products). But, can they make games? U..H

Christopher V. Sherman is the

publisher of MMWIRE,the
leading daily news service on

the business of interactive

entertainment. MMWIRE
ONLINE can be found at

HTTP://www. mmwire.com.

Philips finally admits that

its CD-I Is dead (kinds).

But a company the size

of Philips won't stay out

of the picture for long

A
Atari promises that the

new $99 price for Jaguar

is a bold new start, and
not simply a last ditch

close-out strategy
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Is online gaming for just $500 possible?

Bernard Yee has

authored several

books on gaming,

and can be found

regularly hanging

out at various

online gaming sites.

by Bernard Yee

vistmas has come and gone.

-f* ,*0 arid computers haven't gotten

t^i^L cheaper since I bought my
' first TRS-80 4 K Model I almost 20,

years ago. That computer was $999,

but with the expansion unit, 48 K and

a 5 1/4" floppy drive that stored less

than 100 K (but far better than the

unreliable cassette recorder), the priced

was more than $2,000.

Computer dealers dream about

the day they can provide adequate

equipment to users under the magic

$1,000 price point. Faster than you

can say "open sesame" a whole new
segment of the market is supposed to

magically open up, they say. So why
isn't everyone rushing to embrace
Oracle's new $500 Network Computer
(NC)? Oracle's plan Is to create a

$500 computer that will have minimal

RAM. no hard-drive storage, and stand-

atone processing power that's ready to

jack into the Net. Oracle envisions

that data could be stored on the

server end for users, off-loading much
of the data processing from the users'

computers to the server side. In turn,

necessary data would be downloaded

to the network computer and run

under a common programming

interface, like Java (which even

Microsoft has decided to support).

Oracle sees great markets in

those corporations interested in

reducing the high business costs of

maintain,ng PCs when most people —
according to Oracle — just use word
processors and e-mail, and users,

interested in the World Wide Web, who
would snap up such a box.

What's the problem *<m
a $500 internet box? Think about the

hardware — how are you going to

cobble together even a 486DX2-66
class computer, loca! bus graphics

card, 4 MBs of RAM and a video

monitor for that sum? And Oracle

neglects to mention that the number
two reported use for a computer is

gaming, which means it's probably the

number one activity. Can anyone think

about any time in computer history .

that we've actually taken a step '"-..

backward in terms of processing ^y.-:?.

power? Less storage? Less flexibility?

The NC will be ex pandable to more

memory and hard drives, but that

costs about as much as a computer!

Call me crazy, but my guess is

users want something they can use for

many different purposes. Some Silicon

Valley airhead executives babble about

all the kids who want to play games
: .

on the Net, as if that were some
technologically undemanding but

popular pastime. They have it half right

Hey guys, you can
keep a machine that

doesn't have enough
memory to run

Strike Commander

— online games would be popular

—

but hey guys, you can keep a machine

that doesn't have enough memory to

run Strike Commander. Is there even a

budget for 3D hardware acceleration in

that $500? And a Network Computer
will require ISDN at the very least. And
don't forget about security — do you

really want to keep all that sensitive -

data on someone else's computer?

This isn't to say that there aren't

some excellent uses for an Oracle-type

NC, like an ISDN videophone. Network

Computers will be designed for LANs
first, since the bandwidth to support

them won't be widely installed in

homes yet. But the price point has

"consumer" written all.over it. And a

.

RISC-based NC means that it probably

won't rely on an Intel CPU or a

Microsoft operations system —
excellent for competition. But, unlike

some other pundits, I'm not quite

ready to shovel the dirt on this idea.

It has promise. Prototype boxes are

coming soon, and when I play with

one, you'll hear alt about it.

Besides, despite my earlier

skepticism about the online-

friendliness of the game console

platforms, many NEXT Generation

readers might, have the Internet box

Oracle's been talking about in their

homes already, in the form of the

32-bit game platforms like Sega

Saturn or Sony Playstation.

Oracle cites the low price

of these 32-blt RISC machines as

evidence that it can make the $500
price point. The 32-bit consoles cost

around $300, and a 28.8K bps modem
is hovering above the unbelievably low

$100 price point — a long way from

the $300 300 bps Hayes modem in the

days of my Apple lie, before the $500
Novation AppleCat blazed along at an
amazing 1200 bps. So at a price point

around $500 without software, you

could have an Internet machine.'

How is this miracle possible? Well

remember how Sony and Sega make
their money (selling razor blades, not

razors) off of software. So those crates

of Toshinden and Ridge Racer being

sold are subsidizing that Playstation.

And your console is perilously close to

that cable input — just waiting for

two-way cable modems, running at a

speed that makes ISDN look tike my
antiquated AppleCat.

A Network Computer won't have

the same subsidization from game
sales. There are still a few problems

with using a console machine as a

web browser — primarily, that dinky

television we all have. Most web
pages are created at a resolution of

640x480, or SVGA —there's not a

television out there that can handle

that resolution, and until we all win

the lottery and run out to buy HDTV,

there won't be. But stayed tuned...

Finally, you've probably

heard about the Telecommunications

Bill which could have a chilling effect

op free speech on the Internet. Even if .

you're too young to vote, you can be
heard on Voteilnk (http:// r-wi
www.votellnk.com). ^XrS



Could Zillions Of Drooling Python Zealots Be Wrong?
Absolutely.

So, Listen To The Experts Instead.
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Monty Python's Complete Waste of Time.

Check out this ground breaking

CD-ROM featuring a stupendous

strategy game, classic clips,

archetypal arcade games, silly

songs, strange screen savers,

, sick system sounds and
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Arcadia
News from the world of coin-op and arcade games

Marcus Webb is

the editor-in-chief

of RePlay

magazine, the US'

leading trade

amusement
magazine

by Marcus Webb

Want to buy a software

house? TWi is up for sale

to the highest bidder

Area SI was TWI's first

number one in years (and

rt wasn't a best seller)

Designed for

m
Microsoft8

Windows95

Bill Gates' involvement in

the gaming industry looks

set to increase again

Time Warner
Interactive is for sale
The videogame company that launched

an industry nearly a quarter-century ago

is on the auction block, and

insiders are questioning whether

it will survive reasonably intact.

Time Warner Interactive (TWi),

formerly Atari Games, was put up

for sale in mid-November 1995

by parent company Time Warner

Inc. Ironically, the move came
during the first time in nearly two

years that TWi had a number one

hit arcade game: Area 51

claimed the top slot on the

December 1995 edition of

RePlay Magazine's "Player's

Choice" chart. The old Atari has been

bought and sold many times during its

23-year history, but the question is

whether it will remain an intact unit in its

next incarnation.

Leading candidates to make the

purchase were thought to include

Acclaim (which is getting into coin-op

games this year anyway) and Electronic

Arts (which dipped its toe into the coin-

op pool last year, then got out). In any

case, some potential buyers already have

their own facilities and might just need

one or two departments (R&D,

manufacturing, whatever).

The LA Times said the sale will

raise funds to pay $18 billion of the

parent company's debt, adding: "Despite

its library of hundreds of titles, [TWi] has

been a disappointment in recent years

and is thought to be losing money." It's

true TWi had not produced a no.l hit

from in-house until lately.

However, some of TWi's problems

may be due to internal politics beyond its

control. Reliable sources say that the

"fit" between the former Atari and the

world's largest multimedia giant was
problematic from day one. It seems every

separate division of Time Warner (books,

music, etc) wanted to set up its own
little "interactive-media empire," and was
therefore reluctant to turn over any

power by farming out CD-ROM projects to

TWi. Thus, the much trumpeted

"synergy" which was supposed to result

from cross-fertilizing all those intellectual

properties, never happened.

More home and arcade overlap?
Leading arcade owners and operators believe that networked videogames

will be a big part of their future, but they're dreading the possibility that

every game manufacturer may come out with a different (noncompatible)

network system. But given the super-competitive nature of the game
business, can such conflicts be avoided? Surprisingly, the answer is

"maybe." Arcade super-operator Frank Seninsky, guru of the arcade

industry's Joint Standardization Committees, said it's possible that some

form of "universal home-arcade hardware" could emerge within years.

Two factors are spurring this possibility. First is the fact that "home

video is stalling at a certain level of market penetration," Seninsky

explained. "Home game manufacturers may decide they need to make
common cause with the arcade market, in order to reach the rest of

those consumers who will never be able to afford $250 home game
systems or libraries of $60 game cartridges.

"It's no secret the home video industry had a terrible year last

year," he added. "What many coin machine operators may not realize, is

that the home video industry is bumping into a ceiling of sorts: 40% of ail

U.S. homes probably have a home videogame platform. However, the

industry has been hovering around 40% for years, and it took them years

to build up to that. To go higher than 40% penetration, the home video

industry will require considerable effort, a major breakthrough.

"So I think it's likely that if the home video market wants to make
the leap from 40% to, say, 80% penetration, it will need a tie-in with the

arcade market which has the remaining 40% of game players (assuming

20% of the public will never play under any circumstances). That's where

we arcade operators come in," Seninsky said. "Common home-arcade

hardware platforms and joint cross-over promotions, etc., could lift the

video industry into a new level of earnings. So yes, I believe you will see

nearly identical platforms in the home and arcade markets. As a matter

of fact, I think this development is inevitable and it will become a key

segment of our industry."

The second big factor which could push a common home-arcade

platform is that 800-pound gorilla named Microsoft. Now that Bill Gates'

outfit has secured desktop computer rights to practically every

videogame under the sun, it's beginning to look for new markets and

avenues and revenue streams. Microsoft has always taken an open-

market, common platform approach. And it usually gets what it wants.

Meantime, Seninsky warns that any "universal" platform will be

constantly changing. "It will have to be changed and updated frequently,

in order to keep up with rapidly advancing technology," he pointed out.

"And don't forget, software requirements for the home and arcade

markets are quite different. A coin-op game has to deliver the same thrill

in 90 seconds to a few minutes, that a home game develops in 55 hours.

This difference can be an obstacle to creating common hardware, or it

can be a benefit to keep the two marketsjust "different enough" that

each can succeed while basically working together."

Another Network test
Chicago-based game creator Incredible Technologies, Inc. ran a test of

24 networked versions of Peter Jacobson's Golden Tee 3D Go/fin the

Windy City region from Nov. 24 to Dec. 17, 1995. Rather than remote

interactive gameplay, this network links all units to a central computer

so scores can be compared for tournament play and prizes. Local players

flocked to the games, which offered $1,000 to the winner, with

smaller prizes offered to the best player in each location. Ll3
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February

The eighth Networks Expo Boston lands In the Hynes Veterans

Memorial Convention Center, Boston, MA, February 13 to 15 and will

present new software and hardware solutions for future Internet

business, networking, and Web pages. Open to the public. Contact

the Blenheim Group at 1 (801) 655-8024 for more information.
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Mark Ramshaw is a freelance game cor "

designer. E-mail him at markr@hoops.de

Intermedia World convenes on March 5 to 7, 1996. This show is open

to the public and is set up to address the needs of developers,

technologists, educators, and pros from the computer, entertainment,

information, and communications industries. Call 1 (203) 840-5834.

The ACME (American Coin Machine Exhibition) ,
is the annual

amusement and coin-op show sponsored by AAMA, held March 7

through 9, at the Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, Fla. For

exhibitor, attendee, or accommodations information, please contact

William T. Glasgow, Inc. at 1 (708) 333-9292. Not open to the public.

The 10th Annual Computer Game Developers' Conference will

Sunday through Tuesday, March 30 to April 2, at the Westin Hotel,

Santa Clara Convention Center, Silicon Valley, CA. New technology,

industry big-wigs, tutorials, job fair, you name it, and it's there. This

event is open to the public and three-day passes are available, but

one-day passes aren't. For hotels call 1 (800) 944-9090; for

registration, call 1 (214) 245-8874.

April

The first annual l-Magic Awards Festival will be held this April 17

through 18, at the New York Information Technology Center, NY, NY.

This event provides achievement awards for excellence in consumer

relevant categories. Contact Bonnie Harper at 1 (212) 431-8923.

WinHEC'96 (Microsoft Windows Hardware Engineering Conference)

will appear on April 1 through 2 at the San Jose Convention Center

and will feature discussions on new initiatives and standards, and

look at the latest and hottest software, and more. Call 1 (612) 550-

6390 for more information. Not open to the public.

May

Orlando Consumer Electronics Show '96 will occur from May 23 to

25 at the Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, Fla. Complete

with electronics, games, and Internet gadgets, the Orlando CES

(open to the public) should be attended. FAX: 1 (703) 907-7690.

The Electronics Entertainment Expo, the main event of the year, will

appear at the LA Convention Center, Thursday through Saturday, May

16 to 18, and all the biggest game companies will be there! It's a

must. For more information, please call 1 (415) 349-4300.

SHOW ORGANIZERS: If your show isn't listed here, it's because you

haven't told us about it. Call 1 (415) 696-1688 Ext 143, or FAX 1

(415) 696-1678, or send details to DATEBOOK, NEXT Generation,

1350 Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010.
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When you try to speak to someone about videogames are you often met with a blank

stare just as words like "mip-mapping" or "non-linear adventure" come out of your

mouth? Fret no longer. NEXT Generation's definitive guide to game terminology is here

RMINOLOGY



defining

A Although some people use jargon to blanket their ignorance in discussion, to exclude outsiders, or even to be "on the cutting edge.'

the fact is that specialized industries and trades are constantly developing specialized language to describe new technologies and to

speed up communication. Its much easier to say "there's a one-up loop on level .1 of Sonic 2" than to explain the concepts of one-i

loop, level, and free guy over and over every time you want to discuss the subject. It's easier, however, only if the person you're tall

ing with lias the same background knowledge — a dangerous assumption, With the exploding popularity of the game industry, it's a

risky to assume others know what you're talking about when speaking in videogame jargon. So what do you do when you need to speak about

videogames in plain, clear English? Turn to us.

Whether you're discussing why full-motion video won't work to a studio producer, or you're explaining to a venture capitalist what the extra

8100,000 for better SOI machines can do, speaking in plain English enables you to communicate effectively, where jargon will probably just leave

them confused and irritated. The prohlem is. hy the time you're reading NEXT Generation, you often can't remember the English equivalents for a '.

of these words anymore. That's where we come in. From a list of about 600 initial videogame industry terms, we've identified 369 of the most impc

tant ones and defined them for you. in plain English. Read it. Clip it. Show it to your mom. Doubtless, a few of you will think some of the terms or

people listed here are too obvious for definition, some will gape at the omission of a word they find critical, and others will take issue with the fine

points of the odd definition. Whatever your reaction, our compilation is complete for I W6. We look forward to your letters.

V

A Action-

Adventure * .

game which i;

nearly all acti

f>

ie). but that

also includes a good deal of strat-

egy and more advanced problem
solving. Often this is simply in

the form of finding the correct

series of buttons, levers, switches,

ete. which can give the player

access to new stages and levels

(Shigem Miyamoto's Mario World

series), but can be much more
complicated and include collect-

ing special objects for later use

(Zelda 2. Soul Blazer)

Action Giidc • A game charac-

terized hy simple action and

response gameplay. This is the

broadest category of games, there

are many variants and sub-genres,

and not many games fit neatly

into just one. Under the most
l>asie definition the player's on-

screen character can run, jump,

roll, shoot, or fly. hut the defining

characteristic is that enemies and
obstacles are overcome by "phys-

ical" means, rather than involved

intellectual problem solving.

Examples include some of the

earliest videogames (Donkey
Kong), but the genre also

ioeludcs more recent 3D efforts

(Jumping Flash!)

Affiliate Label • A company
whose products are packaged and

distributed (and sometimes man-
ufactured!, but not marketed, by

a publisher who docs not own the

company is known as an "affiliate

label" to the puhlisher

AI (Artificial Intelligence) • A
set of computer instructions or

algorithms designed to simulate

the actions of an intelligent being

AL (Artificial Lift) • in a nut-

shell, AL is the antithesis of AI.

While AI seeks to simulate real-

world behavior by following a

complex series of rules. AL starts

with very simple rules for a sys-

tem and enables complex behav-

ior to emerge from them.

GuUtpttgos from Anark is the first

tl game to use AL, but

s abound that several AL-

based RPGs are in the works

Algorithm • An algorithm is a

group of instructions for perform-

ing a task or solving a problem,

such as an algebraic formula or a

program for a computer. Many 2D
fighting games from the same
companies have the same algo-

rithms, except different graphics

Aliasing * A digital phe

In the realm of graphics, when
trying to display an image on a

portion of the screen where the

resolution is too low to display it:

details correctly, aliasing can
'

Anti-aliasing (left) works by blurring pixels at the edges of lines to

make the Image appear smooth. Contrast with the original Image (right)

occur. Edges look jagged instead

of smooth, moire patterns devel-

op in fine parallel lines, and the

image quality is degraded overall.

The problem is most prevalent in

diagonal lines

Alpha • The first playable version

of a game. Alpha software gener-

ally barely runs and is missing

major features like gameplay and
complete levels. See also beta

Alpha Channel • The alpha chan-

nel is an extra 8-bits of informa-

tion that's sent to the screen in

the RGB color model (see RGH),

it doesn't show up as red. green,

or blue, but it has uses in numer-

ous special effects. It is particu-

larly useful in communicating

transparency in objects. An alpha

value of 100% wotdd be totally

opaque, 50% would be translu-

cent, and 0% is completely trans-

parent

Amiga • Started by R.J. Mieal and

David Needle, this company made
add-ons for the Atari 2600 before

creating a true multitasking com-
puter, the Amiga, which was

released hy Commodore. The
company was acquired hy

Commodore and the name can

also generically refer to the com-

puter, which was not successful in

the US except in vertical markets



defining

for video processing and editing

AMOA (Amusement and Music
Operators Association) A trade

group representing companies

and individuals involved in the

coin-operated machine industry,

from cigarette units to arcade

videogames to redemption

Analog • A way of representing

information (such as the position

of a joystick or the height of a

sound wave) that uses a continu-

ous range of values. Contrast

with dU>itul

Anti-aliasing • A graphics proce-

dure designed to eliminate a stair-

stepping effect, known as jaggies.

occurring at low resolutions. It

works by blurring pixels at edges

of lines to make the difference

between two color areas less

Apple II • Pioneering home com-

puter designed by Steve Wozniak
and released by Apple Computer
in 1977. Steve Jobs was influen-

tial in marketing the system and

in building the Apple Corporation

Arakawa, Minora
President of Nintendo of America

Arcade • A place where one can

play coin-operation amusement
machines, from videogames to

pinball to redemption machines
which dispense tickets that can

be traded in for prizes

Arcade Conversion • An arcade

facsimile found on home systems.

These games are rarely straight

conversions because, despite the

claims of every home-system

manufacturer, arcade systems are

usually one or two steps beyond

home systems in terms of resolu-

tion, speed, and graphic power

Arcade Game • A coin-operated

Arcade Perfect • A term used to

describe a flawless conversion of

an arcade game to a home system

ASIC (Application Specific

Integrated Circuit) • Simply, a

custom chip dedicated to a single

task, like processing graphics

Atari VCS/2600 • The first home
videogame system to achieve

major consumer success, the

Atari VCS (Video Computer
System), later renamed the 2600.

sported an 1.19 MHz 6507
processor and 128 bytes of RAM.
Games came on ROM cartridges.

Graphically primitive to today's

eyes, it was amazingly popular,

creating an awesome boom and

raking in hundreds of millions of

dollars for Atari, a division of

Warner Bros. Eventually, the

market became super saturated

with bad games and crashed

between 1983 and 1984

Away Team • A group of mar-

keters and producers at Sega of

America who spearheaded the

introduction of Saturn into the

US Market (formerly known as

the Tiger Team)

B
Bandwidth •

how many bits of

information can

itted at

:. it is

generally used as a generic jargon

term (e.g. "the Net doesn't have

enough bandwidth to transmit

video, dude") rather than as a

technical term (e.g. "the band-

width of X is Y")

Batter?- Back-up • In cartridges,

a long-life battery is often used to

preserve the contents of small

RAM chips, for the purpose of

saving one's place in a game after

the system is turned off. Battery

back-ups are used in PCs to save

preference settings, clock times,

Baud • Measurement of the data

transmission speed of a telephone

or network. At low speeds, the

baud rate is equal to the number
of bits transmitted per second,

thus it is often used incorrectly as

a synonym for bits per second

(see BPS)

Beat-'em-up • See l-'i^lithti;

Game

Beta • Software nearing the

release stage of development that

still contains bugs or other prob-

lems. At the beta stage, software

is stable enough to distribute to

reviewers and to show to retail-

ers: all the final play elements

should be in place

Bit • 1) Contraction of Binary

diglT. The smallest discrete unit

of information available to a com-
puting device. Since all non-eso-

terie modern computing devices

are binary, a bit is usually repre-

sented as a 1 or a 0. meaning on

or off 2) The bit is the basic mea-

suring device for information in

computing and videogames. It

used to measure the computing

power of systems, referring to

how many bits the microproces-

sor or CPU of the system could

process at once. An S-bit system,

like the original NES, works with

8-bit "words" and is less powerful

than a 16-bit system, like the

Genesis or Super NES, which can

process 16-bit "words." This is

confusing because often a system

will have processors using differ-

ently sized bit "words." The NEC
TurboGrafx had an 8-bit CPU but

a 16-bit graphics chip. The Atari

Jaguar uses 16- and 32-bit chips

but has a 64-bit wide bus 3) The
color generation capability of a

system is also measured in bits.

Color on a computer screen is

made up by combining different

intensities of red. green, and blue

in a pixel. The number of colors a

system can generate is measured

in bits. In general, the formula 2\

where X is the number of bits,

shows how many colors can he

generated. Thus. 8-bit color is

256 colors. 4-bit color is 16 col-

ors, and so on. Sometimes, with

16-bit and 32-bit color, some bits

are used as check-bits or for gen-

erating alpha channels, and are

unavailable for actual color gen-

Bitmap • A 2D digital image. A
bitmap exists in the computer's

memory as an exact representa-

tion of the image. Strictly speak-

ing, a bitmap refers to images

that are bi-level (that is. each

pixel in the image is either "off"

or "on," as in black or white),

but the term is commonly used in

place of the correct term.

"pixmap." to describe color digi-

tal images (similar to the way
that "font," which means one

typeface at a specific size, and

Style, has come to be synonymous
with the term "typeface" which

refers to every font of a given

typeface). Every pixel in the

image is stored (mapped) in

memory' at a specific location.

("Pixel 1. line 1 has a color value

of X, pixel 2, line one has a color

value of Y, etc."). Backgrounds

and sprites are examples of

bitmaps. Storing bitmaps takes a

very large amount of computer

Blast Processing • A marketing

term coined by Sega to promote

Sonic 2. It referred to a then-new

graphics routine which supposed-

ly gave Genesis faster graphics

processing

Blitter • A blitter is a device that

enables a system to copy data

directly from memory to the

screen without going through a

graphics processor. It is the

fastest way to put an image on

screen, but it's very crude —
graphics can't be altered when
they are "blittercd"

Bomb-o'clock • A cry heard

throughout Entertainment Alley

when work is finished and it's

time to play the videogame of

choice of game developers every-

where. Super Iltmibcrman 2 for

the Super NES. from Hudson Soft.

The four-player game is insanely

addictive

Bomhaholie • One who is addict-

ed to Super Bomhermmt 2

Bonus level • A level or stage in

a game where the character can-

not be hurt, but can gain special

items, like free guys, power-ups.

or extra points. Typically, bonus

levels are either hidden and

reqtiire discovery or appear after

a certain number of regular levels

have been completed

Boot. Boot l"p • To start a com-

puter system — the term was

originally called IPL (initial pro-

gram load), but later the word

"boot" came as a shortening of

the phrase "boot-strap process."

During the boot, a computer

checks set locations on a disk to

be told the location of that sys-

tem's operating system

Boss • Any larger, more powerful

and more difficult to defeat

enemy encountered in a game. A
typical boss is a singular enemy
fought only once, usually at or

near the end of a level or stage

(sec h-VL'i. stage), although in

some games it may be encoun-

tered several times, but may be

more powerful and difficult to

defeat each time. If the same boss

is encountered multiple times, it

generally requires a different

strategy to defeat each time

BPS • An acronym for bits per

second. It is a technically accu-

rate term for measuring the speed

at which data can be transmitted

over a telephone or network line

Bug • An unintentional flaw in a

computer program. When
encountered by the user it often

generates unexpected or erro-

neous results. For example, a bug

in EA's NHL Hockey 95 prevents

players with extremely good

records for their hockey teams in

the regular season from entering

the playoffs

Bus • The pathway hetween

devices (usually chips) on a cir-

cuit board. A bus is measured in

width, by bit. A wide bus carries

more bits of information and is

thus faster than a narrower bus

Bushnell, Nolan • Creator of

Pong, founder of Atari and Chuck
E. Cheese. He is regarded as the

godfather of videogames, even if

he didn't aetuallv invent tliein

Byte "The standard

used in computer

comprised of eight bits
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c
Cache • Special

RAM (sometimes

built into the

processor) in

which frequently

accessed pieces of

ion can be stored to

ring to search the entire

for them. Caches can

greatly speed the execution of a

program

Cache Coherent Memory •

Systems which have more than

one processor (like Sega Saturn)

often have more than one cache.

Caehe coherent memory means
that the processor will check

both its own, and any other

processors' caches, when writing

to or reading from memory, to

make sure it is always writing to

or reading from the most up-to-

date memory- whether that's in

another processors' cache or gen-

Cartridgc • A small device, con-

taining chips, designed to be

inserted into a computer or sys-

tem. It contains either ROM
chips with program information

or RAM chips (generally for sav-

ing information]. Before the

advent of CD-ROMs, most

videogames for home systems

used to come on cartridges (also

called "carts")

CD-i • A CD-ROM standard

designed by Philips that could

only be played in its proprietary

CD-i consoles. Marketed as a

high-end multimedia machine, it

was slaughtered in the market-

place by cheap multimedia PCs. A
last ditch attempt in 1994 to

emphasize the gameplaying

aspects of the system failed as

well

CD-Recordable • A CD which
can be written to by using a spe-

cial hardware device. In actual

CDs. pits carved into the surface

of the CD are read by the laser in

the CD-ROM drive. CD-
Recordahles. or CD-Rs. simulate

the pits by putting ink spots on

the CD. CD-Rs are generally gold

in color, not silver or black

CD-ROM • A compact disc, simi-

lar to an audio CD. containing

information that can be read by a

computer or console. Since CDs

(using special equipment), they

are functionally read-only in

nature, hence the suffix ROM
(see ROM). CD-ROMS can hold

about 650 megabytes (650 mil-

lion bytes), far more than a mag-

netic disk or cartridge, allowing

them to store memory intensive

data, like video. Reading from a

CD-ROM is far slower than read-

CD-X • Compact Sega

Genesis/Sega CD combo that sold

at S399. it barely made it into

production. If you've got one, it's

a collector's item

CES • Consumer Electronics

Show. A huge trade show for con-

sumer electronics, like stereos

and TVs. Until E\ it was also the

premier tradeshow for video and
computer games. Although some
companies still have a presence at

CES. its influence is greatly on

the wane

Chance • Used for "life" in many
Disney games, since Disney

prefers not to insinuate that its

cute characters could die. See life

CGA (Color Graphics

Architecture )
• A graphics stan-

dard designed for the XT
machines. CGA cards were capa-

ble of displaying graphics at

320x200 and 4 colors — black.

white, magenta, and cyan. Even

for the time (early 1980s), these

graphics were terrible, paling in

comparison to other color

machines available on the market

Cheats • Codes or tricks that are

programmed into a game which

give the player special abilities,

like invulnerability or extra

weapons. Cheats are often pro-

grammed into games to facilitate

easy testing, and left in to add

depth. Many magazines print

cheats for games that they have

discovered

Chip • A generic term for a semi-

conducting integrated circuit.

Chips are generally nearly flat

black quadrangles a few millime-

ters thick. They are far faster

than using transistors or vacuum
tubes (to put it mildly)

Cinepack • Compression stan-

dard for video, developed by

Apple. It provides excellent com-
pression and good video quality,

it is an asynchronous compres-
sion process — it takes orders of

magnitude longer to compress
video than to play it back

CISC » Complex Instruction Set

Computer. The traditional archi-

tecture of a computer processor,

it accepts instructions which it

then interprets. CISC chips can

process more complex instruc-

tions than RISC chips, which

makes them easier to program

for, hut they deliver slower per-

formance even at comparable

speeds. Thus, a 20 MHz CISC
chip will, all things being equal,

be slower than a 20 MHz RISC

chip. The Motorola 680X0 and
Intel X86 and Pentium chips are

examples of CISC chips. Contrast

with RISC

Classic • In game terms, a classic

game is an old game that still has

excellent replay value. like /
J«c-

Man. More generically. it is used

to describe consoles and software

from before the crash of '8.V84.

like the Atari 2600 and
Intcllivrsion and games like

Combat, Target Fun. and Xinja

Golf— whether or not they were

actually classic in the fun-to-play

sense

Claymation « A form of stop-

malleable characters. Examples

include Gumby. the California

Raisin ads. and Clayfighter from

Interplay

Clipping • A process that occurs

in 3D graphics. If an object in 3D
space cannot be viewed, it is not

drawn by the computer. If it can

be seen, it is drawn. If only part

nf the object can be seen, it is

"clipped" and the visible portions

are drawn. Computing the por-

tions which are visible takes

many more processor cycles than

simply drawing an object or not

drawing it. Sloppy programming
can result in improper clipping,

so that when the view is very

close to the edge of an object, it

may not be drawn when it is sup-

posed to be

Clock Speed • The speed at

which a computer chip operates,

usually measured in Megahertz

(MHz)

CLUT • Color Look Up Table.

See color palette

Coaster • A CD-ROM which is so

terrible that it has more function-

ality as a coaster for drinks than

it does when inserted into a com-
puter or game system

Code • 1 ) A series of key clicks

or button presses in a game that

can activate a cheat. See cheat 2)

The program ins tmetions that

run a computer or console. See

Coin-op • Any coin-operated

machine. Usually refers to a coin-

operated arcade videogame

Coleco • A videogame pioneer.

Coleco designed the first digital

home videogame system in 1976.

the TclStar arcade, which could

only play one type of game. Pong.

A cartridge-based system, the

ColecoVision. followed in 1982.

The ADAM computer (1984) was

released just as the home com-

puter and videogame industries

crashed simultaneously. Coleco i.

actually an acronym for

Connecticut LEathcr COmpany

ColecoVision • A cartridge sys-

tem introduced by Coleco in

1982. It was far more powerful

than the other systems availabli

at the time (the Intellivis

Atari 2600). Although it sold

more than 500.000 units in t

years, it didn't have the

base to survive the crash of '83-

'84 and was discontinued in 'S4

lied

Color Palette • Can refer to two

things. The color palette may be

the total number of colors a sys-

tem is capable of generating, even

if they cannot all he displayed at

once (the Genesis can display 64

colors from a palette of 65.000),

or it may refer to the (64. say)

colors that are being used on-

screen at that time, in which case

it would more correctly be

referred to as a GLUT. Since 32-

bit systems can generally display

thousands or millions of colors

simultaneously, discussion of

color palettes is rapidly becoming
archaic. Creating custom, well

designed CLUTs is still a factor

on PCs which can display only

256 colors, however.

Comho • In a fighting game, a

"combo" is a combination of

moves executed in rapid

sequence, often following so

closely together that the oppo-

nent has no time to respond. In

some recent games (Killer

Instinct being the first) combos
can do more damage to the other

character than the sum of the

damage inflicted by the individual

moves. Some moves are only

available during or after combos

COMDEX • A massive PC indus-

try trade show at which many PC
game companies have displays

and provide demonstrations

Commodore C64 • Classic 64 K
computer introduced by

Commodore in 1982. It had a

cartridge slot and was originally

intended to be used with a cas-

sette tape as the storage mecha-

nism. It was very inexpensive,

but displayed only 40 characters

across the screen at a time, could

not display lower ease, and was

functionally unexpandahle. It bad

better graphic abilities than a

stock Apple II (hut not an Apple

He or lie with 128 K of memory).
Arguments about whether the

Commodore 64 is a better com-

puter than the Apple II still rage

among certain members of the

(geek) population, years after

both systems have passed into

obscurity. People without emo-
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tional attachments to their com-
puters, though, quickly realize

the superiority of the Apple II.

(Discussion of this topic is forbid-

den at the NEXT Generation

offices, so please don't send let-

ters questioning this definition or

its conclusions)

Coinpilation • A collection of old

games, presented as a single pack-

age. Compilations of classic

games are becoming more popu-

lar with companies who want to

eash in on past hits: Williams.

Namco. Ac tivision. Atari and oth-

ers are releasing versions of clas-

sic games which run on modern

Compiler • A piece of software

that converts source code written

in a high-level language (such as

C) to object code (typically

Assembly language) that a micro-

processor can run. Also can be

used as a noun, compile — to

refer to the object code itself

Console • A computer which is

dedicated to playing videogames

and which generally has a very

limited input mechanism (a joy-

pad). Examples include .1DO.

Sega Genesis, and Sony

PlayStation

Continue • In arcades, when a

game is Over, one is often pre-

sented with the opportunity to

continue where one died (instead

of starting over at the beginning

of the game) by inserting another

quarter or token. Most home
games also have the continue

option, hut have a limit of some
set number of continues to pre-

vent one from finishing the game
the first time it is played

Conversion • A game originally

written for one platform (Super

NES. for instance) that's translat-

ed to work on another platform

(like Genesis): also called a port

Copy Protection • Special code

in a program that prevents a disk

from being copied using conven-

tional measures. Copy protection

may also require a "key disk" to

be inserted every time a game is

played, or information to be

retrieved from the manual (such

as a series of numbers) every

time the program is started.

Designed to foil piracy, copy pro-

tection is such a hassle for end

users that few programs employ
it. The fact that most games now
ship on CD. which makes them
more difficult to copy, is about as

strong as copy protection gets in

the industry today

Counterfeit • Bootleg software

presented as the legitimate arti-

cle. The counterfeit software

trade costs the industry billions

of dollars a year worldwide,

although it's a problem more in

countries with less stringent

intellectual property laws, like

Hong Kong. India, and South

America than in the US

CPU (Central processing unit) *

The "brain" of a computer
i including a game system). It

accepts instructions from a pro-

gram, executes them via the ALU
(arithmetic logic unit) and gener-

ates an output. While graphics

output is generated by the CPUs

use dedicated graphics co-proces-

sors to speed the generation of

complex graphics, like 3D poly-

gon spaces

Crawford, Chris • Founder of the

annual Computer Game
Developers" Conference in Santa

Clara

Culling • A way of rastcriziiig

convex objects, culling tells the

rasterizer not to hother drawing

polygons on the back of convex

objects, like spheres, that will be

hidden from view*

Cut-Scene • An i

ing gameplay in a game, i

scenes usually feature a

information about the next level,

or full-motion video. In the car-

tridge days, when space was at a

premium, cut-scenes which con-

tained lots to see and hear were

very popular, because they were
very rare. With the surfeit of stor-

age space that CDs provide, they

have become almost obligatory:

usually a tedious video must be

endured or if possible, aborted by

pressing a button on the joypad

D Dataglove • A
control unit that

fits on the hand

and enables the

trol on-screen actions. Perhaps

the most famous example is

Mattel's Power Glove for the orig-

inal N^S

Itata Path • The physical path

that bits (in the form of elec-

trons) travel between compo-
nents on a circuit board.

Measured in hit-width (i.e. a 64-

bit data path)

Depth Shading • Also known as

distance shading, fog shading, or

depth cueing. To prevent a

processor from having to render

ohjeets in a 3D environment out

to infinity, which would cause

monumental slowdown, many
games employ depth shading.

After a certain arbitrary distance,

every object is considered to be

out of the view volume and is not

rendered. To compensate for

ohjeets suddenly popping into

view, objects at the far edges of

the view volume are shaded to

appear as though they are coming

out of a fog

Debabclizer • A software pack-

age that, at its most basic, con-

verts graphics files from one for-

mat to another. It also enables a

user to dither images to different

resolutions or color depths,

enables for batch processing, and

more. Debabelizer is used on

almost every single piece of game

Delayed • Software which has

missed its ship date

Deluxe • In arcades, a deluxe

unit is one that goes beyond the

Standard stand-up construct. It

may feature a sit-down format or

active response (i.e. it shakes).

Namco's Alpine Racer, which you

stand on like a pair of skis, is per-

haps the ultimate deluxe game

Design Document • The com-

plete "script" for a game, it con-

tains (or should contain) every

piece of information needed by

programmers and artists to create

Designer • The designer is the

person who specs out the game,

coming up with the plot, the for-

mat, the puzzles, and the goals.

She or he docs not (necessarily)

program the game or create the

Developer • Refers to the compa-

ny that actually creates the game
versus the company that publish-

es it (duplicating the discs, print-

ing the boxes, working out distri-

bution, etc). Often, the developer

is given a brief initial specifica-

tion sheet by the publisher

Development Studio A devel-

oper wholly owned by a publish-

er, but that operates at least

semi-autonomously. An example
would be Origin, which is wholly

owned by Electronic Arts, but

which operates largely as its own
entity

Digital • A way of representing

information (such as the height of

a sound wave or the color of a

pixel) that uses a number of dis-

crete values. A sine wave would

be analog, a digital representation

of a sine wave would be made of

tiny stair steps

Digitize • To convert a photo-

graph or video image, etc. from

analog form into digital form

Direetor • The premier multime-

dia authoring tool. Director

makes creating very standard

looking and acting multimedia

presentations fairly easy

Distributor • A company that

handles the allocation of software

packages to retail outlets. Many
companies act as their own dis-

tributors, whereas many choose

to employ a third party

Dither • A process which enables

a system to create the illusion of

displaying more colors than it can

actually generate, dithering is

accomplished by placing dots of

different colors next to each

other in a variety of patterns. For

instance, placing red and yellow

dots next to each other in a

checkerboard pattern will create

an impression of the color orange

Dooirt-liUc • A game with a simi-

lar first-person perspective to Id's

landmark game Doom, which also

generally liberally copies its

gameplay. which consists largely

of running around mazes, looking

for hidden doors, and lulling

DOS (Disk Operating System) •

DOS has come to be a casual

term for the MS-DOS operating

svstem that runs IBM-PC compat-

ibles

DRAM (Dynamic RAM) • DRAM
refers to the standard RAM in a

computing device, as opposed to

video RAM (VRAM) or other

types of RAM which may be pre-

Druw In • In a 3D game, whole

objects sometimes suddenly

"pop" into the view volume. This

is draw-in. It occurs because of

cither sloppy programming of

clipping areas, or a lack of

processor power, which causes

the system to not render objects

until they are very close and

important in the game

Drop Out • When too many poly-

gons are being displayed on

screen for the computer to con-

tinue to update the display at a

constant rate, some of the poly-

gons may "drop out" and disap-

pear. This effect can be very dis-

concerting

DVD (Digital Video Disc) • A
new standard fur optical discs,

D\T> is the next step beyond CD.

It promises up to 10 times the

storage capability of current CD-
ROMs

Dynamic Play Adjustment • An
AI routine, pioneered by Sega.
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that adjusts the difficulty i>f the

^amc on the fly to the user's skill

level

E hid-

Eastcr Egg • A
small item, usuall;

an inside jok<

den in a program

which

by performing

certain sequence of commands.
The first easier egg was found in

the Atari 2600 game Adventure.

By following a special sequence of

commands, the character could

pass through a wall into a hidden

room that contained the pro-

grammer's initials. Kaster eggs are

present in almost every program,

from QuarkXPress to Microsoft

Windows

El : I S (European Computer
Trade Shaw) • The European

equivalent of E\ ECTS is held in

London even' March and

September

EGA (Extended Graphics

Architecture) • A replacement

for the CGA standard for PC
video display. EGA detailed cards

displayed a standard .120x200

resolution at 16 colors. EGA was

also capable of several higher-res

modes that were very rarely used

in gaming

EISA (Enhanced Industry

Standard Architecture) •

Invented by a group of electronic

manufacturers to answer the pro-

prietary MicroChannel architec-

ture released by IBM. Defined as

a 32-bit bus, and a way that

machines could look at what

cards were in the system, and

what resources those cards need.

This ability to look at the card's

resource requirements was one of

the big factors in developing a

plug-and-play operating system

8-bit • 1) The processing power
of a chip or system. Refers to how
many bits of information can be

handled by the processor at once.

Can also refer to the width of a

bus or data path 2) A way of

describing graphics power. Eight-

bit eolor is 256 colors. See also

Emulation • A mode which

enables a computer to simulate

the operation of another comput-

er. The universal computing

nature of modem computers

means that any computer (given

enough time and storage space}

can emulate any other computer.

In game terms, many classic

games are being released lor next

generation systems in emulated

form. That is. instead of rewriting

a game for PlayStation, you sim-

ply write an emulator of the origi-

nal computer or arcade board for

the PlayStation and let the emula-

tor run the original code. For

classic games, this is considered

preferable than rewrites of the

warmly remembered "features"

of classic games were actually

bugs

Encryption • To prevent unau-

thorized use. many consoles

require that their eartridges or

CDs have specially encrypted

code on them before they will

work in the console. This encryp-

tion can only be placed by the

console manufacturer, which

allows them some measure of

control over who produces games

for the system. Most encryption

routines can be bypassed, some
more easily than others. The
PlayStation, notably, has an

almost criminally easy way to

bypass encryption

Engine • A collection of software

routines that perform a specific

Entertainment Alley • Coined

after Silicon Valley and

Multimedia Gulch. Entertainment

Alley refers to a strip on l.'S route

101 that runs from Redwood City

to Brisbane, CA and off of which

are located the greatest density of

game developers in the country.

Sega. 3DO, EA. Digital Pictures.

Domark. Capcom. Sony. SGI.

Game Players magazine, PC
Gainer magazine, and S'EXT

Generation are just of few of the

game industry-related concerns

located in the Alley, where lunch-

es at hip spots may resemble

mini-trade shows, or more com-

monly, cold war-era Berlin, with

people looking over their shoul-

ders before exchanging hot gossip

EPROM (Eraseable

Programmable ROM) • A ROM
chip that can have its contents

overwritten with a special hard-

B* • Electronic Entertainment

Expo. A computer entertainment

and videogame trade show held

annually in May in LA. CA

F
Ente

Fumieom • Short

for FAMIly

COMputer. the

Famicoin is the

Japanese nami

the Nintendo

System (N'ES)

for

Fatality • A special move that

can be executed in some fighting

games, notably the Mortal

Kombat series, after a match is

over, which results in (usually)

the graphic death of the losing

character. Variations include

Animalities (where the character

turns into an animal before

killing its opponent). Babalitics.

where the loser turns into a baby,

and "friendship" moves, where

the character does something

goofy, like signs an autograph for

the loser

Field • The image on a TV screen

is drawn in two parts. First, the

odd lines (across) are drawn,

then the even lines are drawn

(see interlace). Together these

two images are known as a frame.

A field is one half a frame, one

scan pass of the electron gun that

draws the image on the TV

5200 • A classic system released

by Atari as a follow-up to the

2600 in 1983. In addition to a

pause button, hetter graphics and

sound than the 2600. it sported

joysticks which did not center

themselves when released, ren-

dering many games nearly

unplayable

Fighting Game • A game which

consists of mic-on-onc duels

between two characters, one eon-

trolled by the player, the other

controlled by either another play-

er or the computer. The fighting

may be executed hand-to hand,

but characters may also use

weapons, or have supernatural

powers such as the ability to

throw fireballs. See also 2D fight-

ing game. 3D fighting game

Final Fight Game • A sub-genre

of the side-scrolling game, this

type of game, named for

Capcom's Fined Fight is a side-

scrolling game that involves

hand-to-hand fighting. Unlike a

true fighting game, however, you

are generally restricted to two or

three moves like punch or kick,

so these games require less skill

than true fighting games, with

button-pushing speed being the

main factor in success. Often the

game itself will cause your char-

acter to do special moves, with-

out any effort on your part.

Despite its title, the first Final

Fight game is generally acknowl-

edged to be Double Dragon

First party * The manufacturer

of a hardware system. The term

is used to describe the origin of

software for a given system. First

party software comes from the

manufacturer. For instance.

Nintendo is the first party pub-

lisher for the Super N'ES and

Ultra 64. See also second party

and third party

First Person • A perspective in

which a player's character is not

represented on the screen, but

rather the view is such that the

player "sees" what he or she

would if they were actually per-

forming the actions found in the

game (looking through the win-

dow of a cockpit, for example).

See also third person, simulation

Flicker • Mainly a problem of 16-
j

1 ©
bit systems. When too many
sprites appear on-screen at once

they would begin to flicker and

lines of sprite graphics would dis-

appear from the screen. This was

the 16-bit version of the polygon

glitch

Flight Sim • A simulation which

attempts to duplicate as closely

as possible the experience of fly-

ing an airborne craft. The game
may be based on a real craft

(Falcon 3.0, Apache), or an

imaginary' one (the Wing
C.ommaiulcr scries), but the

game must be designed with an

emphasis on realism and include

as much detail as technically pos-

Flight Yoke • a hardware input

device that is a facsimile of the

flight yoke used on airplanes, it is

used by some people to provide

maximum realism in flight simu-

lators. Flight Yokes are generally

analog devices

FMV (Full-motion video) •

Having FMV cut-scenes in games

has gained vogue since the rise of

high capacity CDs as storage

devices, and many games based

entirely on FMV have been

released. How much FMV cut-

scenes add to a game is still a

very open question and few

entirely F\IV-based games have

risen above mediocre. The quality

of FMV in games is generally

below that of TV or \TiS video

Forward Scrolling • A perspec-

tive in which objects in the back-

ground scale out "toward" the

player, typified by games like

Space Harrier. Burning Force.

and Afterburner. This differs from

first-person. 3D games by the fact

that the perspective is simulated

hy scaling 21) sprites

Frame * Made of two scan fields

(see field, interlace) it is the

"complete" image that appears

on it TV screen

Frames Per Second •

of how many frames are drawn

per second on a screen. In stan-

dard US NTSC TV broadcasts, 30

frames (and 60 fields) are drawn

on the TV screen per second. The
more frames drawn per second,

the greater the realism of the

1 sh.n a the
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Many games draw less than ,10

frames per second to the screen.

The TV image is still refreshed at

a rate of 30 FPS. but a new image

simply lanl drawn with each new
pass

Free Guy • In a game, when you

get an extra life, either by reach-

ing a certain number of points or

finding a one-up icon, it is often

referred to as a free guv (see also

life)

Game Boy • A portable game sys-

tem by Nintendo introduced in

November 1989, Games come on

cartridges. It has a monochrome
LCD screen which can display 16

shades of gray. Thanks largely to

the pack-in game. Tetris. the

Game Boy was a major success,

despite being the most technically

inferior hand-held on the market

today. It is powered by a 1 MHz
processor

64 colors at one*

<;<:..

G Eight-bit portable

game system

-odueed hy

Sega in April

1991. Although

the cartridges arc different sizes,

it is compatible with the Sega

Master System. It has a 32-Color

LCD screen, and is powered by a

3.5 MHz Z80 CPU

Game Over • Message which

appears on screen when a game is

over. Also, a book on the history

of Nintendo, by David Sheff

Gameplay The key element in

any game, the gameplay is in fact

the game itself: the act of bounc-

ing the dot which represents the

ball off the line that represents

the paddle (as in Pong): the way
one moves the plumber around,

jumping on heads when rescuing

the princess (as in Super Mario
Bros.), etc. The art and sounds in

a game are merely dressing for

the gameplay

Garriott. Richard • Founder of

( >rigin Systems & Director of

Development. Electronic Arts

Gales. Bill • Head of Microsoft,

and richest man in the world

Genesis • 16-bit console intro-

duced by Sega in August 1989. It

took about a year before it caught

on. hut it managed to wrest con-

trol of the videogame market

from Nintendo by 1991. It has a

7.8 MHz Motorola 68000 proces-

sor (the same one used in the

original Macintosh — a Mac OS
Genesis cart was once produced

at a Mac Hack conference as a

technical demonstration). 64

Kilobytes of RAM, and can display

ire • A game category that

can be generally described as hav-

ing similar styles of gameplay and

goals, like fighting, driving, shoot-

ing, action, puzzle, etc. Many
games fit into one genre or anoth-

er, and many are hybrids

Genre Fatigue • What happens

games in which you run from left

to right, jumping from platform

to platform, shooting bad guys (or

jumping on their heads) in your

quest to fight yet another boss

"digitized iron: actual movie

fon rage"

Glitch • Synonym for bug. In the

next generation, it often is used

in the phrase "polygon glitch" to

refer generically to drop-out and

God Game • a sub-genre of strat-

ilization or small tribe, often with

the tribe represented hy tiny, on-

screen animated people. The pro-

totypical god game is Populous,

although the definition has been

stretched to include titles like

Sim City. Usually the perspective

>verhead

Gold Disc- The final beta of a

CD-ROM game is called a "gold

disc" in reference to the color of

recordahle CD-ROMs, which are

gold, not silver

Gouruud Shading • Also known
as smooth shading, this is a

method of shading polygons. In

Qouraud shading, colors are first

calculated at each of the vertices

in a polygon. Then the surface of

the polygon is shaded to give a

smooth transition between the

different colors at each vertex

GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)

• A special processor dedicated to

graphics, it enables low cost sys-

tems to process graphics, particu-

larly ,1D graphics, that would be

impossible using a general pur-

pose CPU

Graphics • Simply put, anything

that is not text that appears on a

computer or TV screen. Often, a

distinction is made between the

art quality in a game and the rep-

tile graphics

Graphics Accelerator • A daugh-

terboard or add-on chip that

enahles a computer to off-load

any graphics- oriented instruction

to a separate processor. By
including tricks and cheats that

help draw certain objects and

shapes faster, in addition to free-

ing up valuable CPU cycles, these

hoards can improve graphics-

intensive software (like games)

performance by leaps and bounds

Graphic Adventure • An adven-

ture game which lias graphics in

addition to (or completely in

place of) text. Due to limitations

in storage technology, graphic

adventures

limited than text adve

unless the graphics are used pure-

ly as illustration for a text adven-

ture. They can range from totally

text-free games like MYST. which

simply involves pointing and

clicking with a mouse, to games
like Mission Critical, which con-

tains almost as much depth as a

Green Bonk • A CD standard

named for the color of the cover

of the book that described it.

Green book CDs are CD-i com-
patible

Guy • See life

H Hawkins. Trip

President and

CEO. The ,1DO

Company. He
s also the

founder of

Electronic Arts, the biggest third

party game publisher in the US

Head Tracker • A motion tracker

specifically designed to follow the

movement of a user's head.

Found in many HMDs

HDTV • A new high-resolution

TV standard that will more than

double the current resolution of

TVs. HDTV uses a digital rather

than analog transmission stan-

dard. An onslaught of technical

problem* have prevented its

acceptance as of yet. but it is.

allegedly, coming

Hidden Level • A secret level in

a game that requires the user to

discover it. usually by performing

a special action, such as going

down a pipe or smashing through

a wall. Sometimes hidden levels

are only revealed when a certain

goal has been reached — winning

even- race in a game may reveal a

new track, for ii

High-Res • An image or game
that has a high resolution. See

resolution

HMD (Head-Mounted Display) •

Used in virtual reality, an HMD is

used to provide an immersive

experience. Generally, they are

goggle-like Instruments that have

two small screens in them, one

for each eye. By offsetting the

image displayed in each, a com-

puter can generate stereo images.

Many HMDs feature head-track-

ing abilities. See also head track'

Hollywood Angle • A tragic off-

spring of the marriage of

Hollywood and Silicon Valley is

the "Hollywood angle." This is

when developers, usually based in

Hollywood and with Hollywood
ideas of what is and is not good

entertainment, set out to make a

game that is more like a movie

than a game. They are invariably

about as interesting as watching

home movies developed by game
designers (that is. not at all), gen-

erally lack all but the most rudi-

mentary interactinu. and have no

real gameplay to speak of. See

also FM\'

lloiuli-.il. Marty • President of

Sony Computer Entertainment of

America

I
lee level • A level in a

side-scrolling game in

which the platforms the

character moves on are

covered in virtual ice.

making the character

slide around when he or she tries

to stop. Along with mine-cart lev-

els, the ice-level is the most over-

used gag in the side-scrolling

world

Icon • A small, abstract graphic

representation of an object (a free

life or power-up. perhaps).

Generally, a game character

needs to touch an icon to gain its

IDSA (Interactive Digital

Software Association) • A com-
puter game industry trade group

ILM (Industrial Light and
Magic) • Special effects studio

owned by entertainment guru

George Lucas. ILM creates the

best special effects in the known
universe. Few software products,

even those from LucasArts, can

afford ll.M-geilcraled special

effects

1 Industry buzzword.

e that you forget the

real world." is the goal that every

game shoots for these days, and

every press release touts

lnfocom • A landmark game
developer in the early '80s.

lnfocom developed text adven-

tures, notably the Zurk series. Its

games were noted for having

more depth than any other

adventure games, before or since.

It was acquired by Activision in

1988. Activision has since revived

the brand name with a series of

good, if no! groundbreaking.
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graphic adventures

1 11form iilion Superhighway •

Media concept that weaves
together a nebulous mixture of

the Internet, video-on-demand,

future services from set-top

boxes, and a global "do even-

thing" network, on which, of

course, you'll also be able to play

games. Since most video-and-

game-on-demand trials have been

massive failures, don't hold your

littellivision • Classic console

introduced by Mattel in 1982 that

had greater graphics power than

the dominant Atari 2600. It was

slower than the 2600 and had

less software available, but it was

known for its superior sports

titles

Interactive Movie • A game that

purports to contain the best ele-

ments of a movie and a game —
the video and plot of a good

movie combined with the interac-

tion of a good game. Few if any

have succeeded. Because it would

he impossible to film footage of

every possible character move-

ment in an environment (which

can be represented easily with

sprites or polygon-based charac-

ters), control is extremely limit-

ed. Also, manv interaetiv

are designed by people utterly

unfamiliar with what makes a

good game. See also Hollywood

Angle. FMV

Interlace • Anywhere the user

interacts with the software is

interface. This includes even-

thing from select screens to char-

acter control. The term interface,

though, is generally used as a

noun to describe the part of the

software designed with user inter-

action involved. Thus, if you

must go through 20 select scenes

before you start playing the game,

you can say the game has a poor

interface

Interlacing * Because the elec-

tron guns that draw pictures on

TV screens were initially too slow-

to draw the screen in one pass —
the first lines at the top of the

screen would be fading by the

time the last lines were drawn —
pictures on TVs are drawn using

what is known as interlacing.

First, the odd lines down are

drawn (line 1. 3, 5. etc), then the

even lines down are drawn (line

2. 4. 6. etc). The image shown by

one pass is known as a field, and

the complete image drawn by two

passes is known as a frame.

Standard TV broadcasts run at 30

frames per second. In an effort to

hype for a product. some-

Conventional, point sampled image Is blocky (above). Billnearly interpo-

lated image (top) is smooth when viewed at the same magnification

times ads or press releases "ill

state that their games are "60

fields per second." instead of 30
frames per second. Most comput-

er monitors are noninterlaced,

and many arcade screens are

noninterlaced as well (one of the

reasons arcade screens always

seem to look sharper than TV
screens, other than their often

higher resolution)

Internet • A loosely knit, global

computer network initially devel-

oped by the US government to

exchange information between

academia and the military. The
looseness and intcrconnectivity is

intentional, designed to provide a

noncentralized communications

network that could function in

the event of a nuclear war. Today.

somen on the Internet are news-

groups — vast bulletin boards:

docunient-and-filc retrieval data-

bases: chat areas; online gaming

sites, and World Wide Web sites

Interpolation • Genetically, it

determines from two or more val-

ues what the "in-hetween" values

should be. Gamers will be more
concerned with graphic interpola-

tion, particularly the "bilinear"

interpolation of texture maps,

which reduces the blocky Doom
effect. For instance, when one

approaches a wall in Doom, the

texture maps scale up to such a

degree that a single texel is often

spread over many pixels, causing

the wall to look extremely blocky

and destroying the realism of the

scene. Bilinear interpolation (so

called because it works in two

dimensions, x and y) lessens this

effect by looking— for each pixel

— at the texel which should be

drawn to it. but also at the three

other nearest texels. It then

interpolates this texel data to

determine a color for the pixel, so

that two adjacent pixels, which

would have had the same color if

the texture map was point-sam-

pled, will likely have different col-

ors when the texture-map is hilin-

carly interpolated. The end result

is that when viewed at close

range, the texture map has an

apparently higher resolution than

it actually docs, keeping magni-

fied texture maps from looking

blocky. Ultra 64 and M2 are the

only next-generation systems

which will support bilinear inter-

polation. See illui

Intro Sequence • Generally the

"intro" is a fully animated

sequence that appears when a

game is first loaded and explains

the back story of the game and

may introduce the main charac-

ISA • Industry Standard

Architecture • Invented by IBM
and non-proprietary. ISA hecame
the standard for 16-bit PC bus

architecture

ISDN (Integrated Services

Digital Network) • A high-speed

digital line can transmit data

faster than a 2H.H K modem can

across a standard (analog) phone

line. Often used for Internet con-

nection from offices and homes

Isometric Mew • A game per-

spective that presents the action

as if viewed from above and at an

angle. Zaxxon was the first game
to be seen this way, and later

examples include I'lipuhilts.

Landstaiker, and Captain

Quaxar. Also known as a 3/4

view

J
Jaggics • A stair-

stepping effect in

graphics caused

when the resolution

of the display device

is too low to accu-

rately simulate a

Jaguar • A next-generation car-

tridge system released by industry

pioneer Atari in late 1993, Jaguar

has a Motorola MC68000 CPU
and two 64-bit RISC graphics

coprocessors. Although the sys-

tem has some power, the software

support is notoriously weak, with

mediocre games being the rule

rather than the exception.

Software standouts include

Tempest 2000. Rayman, and
I'ni^er Drive Rutly

JAMMA • 1) The Japanese

Amusement Machine

Manufacturer's Association 2) A
standard format of arcade game
circuit boards that enable

machine owners to swap JAMMA-
compatiblc circuit boards

between JAMMA-compatihle

arcade machines to change the

game that is played on them. This

enables the same cabinet to be

used for a variety of games, thus

reducing costs to the arcade

JovpinJ • An input device which

works the same as a joystick but

without the stick. Instead, there

is a pad (usually called a L)-pad)

which is cross shaped (Nintendo

has the patent on the cross, so

non-Nintendo joypads usually fea-

ture a cross in a circle) and is

manipulated with the thumb
instead of the hand. There are

also usually two or more buttons

on the joypad. Joypads are much
more common on console sys-

tems than on the PC. where joy-

sticks are more popular
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Joystick • An input device which

consists of a -stick, a base unit,

and at least one button. Moving

the stick can move objects on-

screen (like your character) and

pushing the button(s) perform(s)

some actions. There are two

types of joysticks, analog and digi-

tal. While analog joysticks relay

to the Computer how far in a

given direction the joystick is

being moved, digital joysticks

merely indicate if the joystick is

being pushed in a certain diree-

r not. Its output is binary.

ind he. able

JPEG (Joint Photo Experts

Group) • A compression standard

for still images which has variable

levels of compression. JPEG is a

"lossy" standard — the more you

compress the lower the quality of

the resultant image. Still, JPEG
offers one of the best eompres-

sion-to-quality ratios available

K
Kalinske, Tom •

President of Sega

of America, he

masterminded

Sega's challenge

to Nintendo's

Ge

Kilobyte • One thousand bytes. A
measure of memory storage

capacity. Abbreviated. "K." Can
also refer more precisely to 1024

bytes, depending on the usage

Latency Refers to

the time lag between

I computer} and
when it is executed (by an online

service, for instance). Latency \?

a huge problem with online gam-
ing, since many games require an

instant response, and even a tiny

lateney can destroy the feel of

gameplay

Level • A level is a discrete stage

in a game. In early games, such as

the original Donkey Kong, each

level was almost a complete

game, with a specific end unto

itself, and each level was marked-

ly different. In one you might

need to wind your way up the

girders of a building, avoiding

barrels, while in another the goal

might be to cross over rivets in

girders while avoiding roving fire-

balls. In more modern games, the

levels often scroll off the screen.

Sometimes levels are called

"stages" or "zones" as well, and

often groups of similar levels are

grouped into mega-levels called

"worlds." Generally it is accepted

that more levels a game has the

better it is

Licensed Games • Any game
based on a story or character

from another medium, such as a

movie, comic book or TV show
(liamictn Forever. Beavin and
Ralt-Head. Hurt's Xightmure,

etc.)

Licenses (NBA, MLB, etc.) • In

sports games, getting key licens-

es, like those of major league

sports and players unions, is

for success, so players can play

with "real teams" and "real play

ital

Lieberman, Joseph. D-Conn, •

Pushed the videogame industry

into establishing a ratings system

(1994)

Life • Many videogames give you

three chances with which to play.

These are commonly called lives,

because most of the time failing

in a videogame results in your

character getting killed in the

game fiction. When all the lives

are lost, the game is over. Almost

always, there is a way to get more
lives, either by finding special

in the game

Light Gun • An input device that

resembles a gun. The gun is in

syne with the screen update rate.

It can also sense when the pixel

at which it is pointed is updated,

and from those two pieces of

data, can determine exactly at

which pixel on the screen it is

pointed at any given time

Lincoln. Howard • Chai

Nintendo of America

a of

Linear • An adventure game in

which almost all the puzzles must

be completed in a specific order

is linear. You must progress

through the game in a straight

line, as though you were reading

a book. Linear games tend to

have limited puzzles which are

cither extremely easy or extreme-

Load Time • The time it takes

for information to transfer from a

storage device, like a CD-ROM or

cartridge to RAM. Long load

times from CD-ROMs were ini-

tially thought to be a potential

problem with next-generation

systems, however few consumers

have complained

Low-Res • An image or game
that has a low resolution. See res-

olution

Lynx • Innovative hand-held sys-

tem developed by R.J. Mical and

David Needle at Epyx (who would

later develop 3DO). under the

code name "Handy." It was sold

to Atari after Epyx went belly-up.

Released in 1990. the unit fea-

tured a large color screen, a 16-

bit graphic coprocessor (with an

tS-bit processor), hardware rota-

tion, eight-player network ability,

and an excellent crop of initial

games. Hampered by slow soft-

ware releases and a minimal mar-

keting hudget. the Lynx, while

still available in many stores, is

functionally dead

M Mac OS • The
operating system

for the

ish series

of computers.

the Mac OS fea-

tures a hierarchical file system

and an easy-to-use (but processor

draining} graphic user interface

Man See life

Marketing Blitz • A coordinated

public relations and marketing

attack designed to generate hype

for a game, hardware platform or

even simply a promotional event.

it typically includes print and TV
advertising, attempts to get edito-

rial coverage (especially covers)

in enthusiast and general interest

magazines, and hopefully, along

with the rhetoric, this blitz

includes a good game

Mascot • A character, usually

for a company and may star in

the company's games. Examples
include Nintendo's Mario. Sega's

Sonic, and Crystal Dynamics*

Gcx. Mascots often appear in

company literature and frequent-

ly have cameo appearances in

games in which they do not play

a major role. Por instance, there

is a bas-relief of Sonic carved into

n Dttytona USA

Master * Technically, this is a

piece of hardware used in the

actual creation of a CD; in game
terms, it means the copy of the

game, usually on a CD-R. that is

exactly what consumers will sec

in their boxes

Match • In modern pinball

games, at the end of the game,

numbers appear. One set for each

player, and the match uumher. If

the match numher "matches" a

player's number, he or she gets a

free credit on the machine

Maze Game • A game that con-

sists, in whole or part, of being

chased (or chasing things) around

entirely on the screen. The most

classic examples of a maze game
are Namco's Poo-Man and Rtilly-

X, but games such as Doom or

Top Image is bilinear ly Interpolated, tri linearly mlp-mapped and perspec

tive corrected. Contrast with aliasing in point sampled image (bottom)
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Descent can also he thought of, to

si iiiit- decree, as maze yums

Megabit • (archaic) A megabit is

one million bits, equal to 256

kilobytes, or .25 megabytes.

During tbe cartridge era. car-

tridge size was usually given in

megabits. Abbreviated, it's "Mbit"

Megabyte • One million bytes. A
measure of memory storage

Capacity. Abbreviated, it's "Mil"

MegaDrive • The European name
for Sega Genesis

Memory card/eiirt A cartridge

that contains RAM instead of

ROM and is used to save games

when a hattery back-up

sible (i.e. on CD-ROM h

is)

Miyamoto. Shigeru * Head of

Software R&D. Nintendo

Corporate Ltd. Creator of Muri<i.

Zeldti. and Donkey Kong.

Creative force behind PHotWings.

F-Zero. and Super Mario Kent
Marin games have sold more than

1 15 million units worldwide

MFLOPS • Millions of Floating

Point Operations per Second. A
measure of the math prowess of a

processor. Floating-point opera-

tions are more costly in terms of

processor power, hot they're also

more precise. They are used

isively in 3D rendering

MHz • A megahertz is one mil-

lion cycles per second and is used

as a measure of computer speed,

with higher numbers being better.

A quartz crystal with a specific

resonating Frequency is in ever)-

processor, and the frequency at

Which it vibrates regulates the

cycles of current going through

[lie processor which allow it to

perform tasks

MIDI (Musical Instrument

Digital Interlace) • MIDI is a

standard that enables electronic

musical devices to communicate
with each other. Music can be

stored in MIDI format, which

contains instructions for playing

the music rather than the digi-

tized music itself, which drasti-

cally loners storage requirements

Mine Cart Level • A level in a

(usually side-scrolling) game in

which characters get into mine

carts and careen around mines.

Mine cart levels arc generally

faster than most, and involve

memorizing the location of spe-

cific obstacles

Mip Mapping • When viewing a

distant texture-mapped object in

a 3D world, many texels make up

each pixel seen on the screen,

causing the textures to often

appeal' aliased or distorted, if

point sampling, the most com-
mon texture-mapping technique,

is used. .\lip-mapping solves that

problem by precomputing (that

is. prcfittering) different levels of

detail of your texture image, and

accessing the appropriate level

according to the object's distance

from the camera. For example, a

texture image which is 16x16

texels. will have four more mip-

maps at lower resolutions. 8x8,

4x4. 2x2 and 1x1. Bilinear mip-

mapping chooses the closest mip-

map image to your pixel's level of

detail, then performs a bilinear

interpolation upon that texture

image to get the color value for

the pixel. Trilincar mip-inapping

requires over twice the computa-

tional cost, as it chooses the two

closest mip-maps. performs a

bilinear interpolation on each,

then averages the two results to

arrive at the final screen pixel

MIPS • Millions of Instructions

I'er Second, a measure of the

computing power of a processor

Mode 7 • This graphics mode in

the Super N'ES enables scaling

and rotation of the background
image. Although a much bally-

hooed feature prior to launch,

lew programs have effectively

used it outside of flashy hum
sequences and cut-scenes

Modem • Contraction of

MOdulator/DEModular. a modem
is a device which converts digital

computer signals into analog sig-

nals so that computers can send

data over phone lines to other

computers

MOO • A text-based virtual envi-

ronment, a Ml'Ds object-oriented

is similar to a MUD, but is used

for purely social interaction, not

gameplaying

Motion Capture • A process by

which an object's motion through

.ID space is digitized. Sometimes

mechanical systems are used, but

the most common capture

method uses an array of video

cameras operating in infrared fre-

quencies to capture the motion of

special markers (usually balls of

reflective tape) in 3D space. The
object being captured (a human
making a pitching motion, for

instance), has several reflective

halls attached at key points, like

the head, hands, joints, etc.. and

is then filmed by the cameras

(most often an array of six cam-

eras is used). The video is com-
posited by a computer, and since

the base position of the e

is know, the 3D location of the

halls can he interpolated by the

difference in ball position in the

camera views in each frame. The
end result from motion capture is

basically the motion of the skele-

ton of the thing captured, around

which can he "wrapped" a 3D
modeled character, to generate

extremely life-like animation.

Games such as Virtuit Fighter 2

and NFL (lame liny use motion

capture effectively

Motion Tracker • Any one of

several different units designed to

follow the motion of a control

device. Different methods include

optical tracking, which uses light

in determining an object's loca-

tion and magnetic trucking,

which detects changes in the ori-

entation of the Earth's magnetic

field. Most eommonlv found in

various VR devices

Moves • At its most basic, a

move is anything a character can

do in a game. While early games,

like Galaga, may have had only

three moves (move left, move
right, and shoot), newer games,

particularly fighting games, may
have hundreds, from low punch,

to block, to mid-kick. etc. Often,

in fighting games, many of the

moves are bidden, and not

revealed in the documentation

Movie Tie-in A game whose

appeal is based
1

purely on its

movie license, not the quality of

the gameplay. Generally, the

quality of movie tic-ill games is

extremely low. as publishers

count on the quality of the

license to sell titles to less savvy

gameplayers

MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts

Croup) • A standard for com-
pressing full-motion video, it

enables far more video to he-

stored in a given amount of space

than when uncompressed. Like

JPEG, MPEG is "lossy" and
MPEG compressed video is of

lower quality than standard VHS
video

Mil) (Multi-user Dungeon) • A
realtime Internet game where

users can adopt aliases and par-

ticipate in adventures and com-

bat. As the name implies, any

number of players can be on the

site at once. Some MUDs rival

RPGs in complexity while others

focus strictly on person-to-person

combat or social interaction

Multimedia * At its most basic,

multimedia is an experience that

involves more than one medium.
TV. with the sound turned up. is

multimedia. In general, though,

multimedia refers to PC enter-

tainment software that features

sound, animation, possibly TMV.

and interaction by the user. Most
"interactive multimedia" prod-

ucts are far more restrictive than

games, particularly in what you

can do. Some multimedia prod-

ucts present themselves as games.

while others are of an education-

al, reference, or nebulously

defined "er

Multimedia Gulch • Region of

San Francisco, in the formerly

industrial South of Market dis-

trict. It is the location of

Macromedia, developers of

Director, the premier multimedia

authoring tool, as well as many
multimedia developers. Named
analogously to Silicon Valley

N
N'akamura,

Niikavama.

Hayao • President. Sega Japan

NEC Turbo Duo • A combined
NEC TurboGrafx and CD-ROM

Nco-Geo/Neo-Geo CI) • A 24-bit

system developed by SNK. the

Neo-Geo arcade unit enables the

easy switching of games. SNK
brought the concept home with

the Neo-Geo Gold system and

found a niche market with a

steady stream of 2D fighters,

shooters, and arcade sports titles.

In an effort to bring cart prices

down from the 8200 zone, a sin-

gle-speed CD based unit was

released overseas, but not in the

US. Still somewhat popular in

arcades, the Neo-Geo is going

nowhere in the home market

Neptune • A planned Sega prod-

uct which would have incorporat-

ed a 32X and Genesis in one unit.

It was scrapped due to dismal

32X sales

N'ES (Nintendo Entertainment

System) • Nintendo's 8-bit car-

tridge system, introduced in the

L'S in limited markets in 1985.

against the advice of almost

l the who,

still smarting from the crash of

'83-'S4. thought that videogames

were finished. Nintendo single-

handedly revitalized the industry

and was rewarded with total mar-

ket dominance, which lasted until

Sega introduced Genesis

Net Surfer • Someone who
spends time exploring the

Internet (particularly the World

Wide Web)

Network Games • Multiplayer
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Pamirs run simultaneously on

many computers or consoles

which are networked together,

either locally or remotely (gener-

ally through a direct modem con-

nection, the Internet or an online

service). The advantage ol' net-

work gaming is that playing a

game with other people is almost

always more engaging than play-

ing against a computer, the disad-

vantages include problems with

latency and the fact that most

local networks exist only in the

workplace, not the ideal environ-

ment for playing games

Neunil Network • A group of

software-simulated "neurons"

which can be collectively trained

to Identify patterns in data

Nest Generation • 1 ( An adjec-

tive referring to the newest wave
of gaming technology, beyond the

current state of the art hardware

technology 2) NEXT Generation
— A magazine that publishes

extremely in-depth material on

the gaming industry and which

no clever gamers are without

Nomad • An elegant hand-held

version of Sega's Genesis, it was

released in November 1W5.
Battery powered, it provides

video output and can accept a

standard Sega controller as an

accessory. It accepts any 16-bit

Genesis cartridge

Nonlinear • An adventure game
in which most puzzles need to be

completed in no special order is

considered nonlinear. Less struc-

tured than a linear game, it is

almost alwavs considered prefer-

able

NPC (Nonpbirer Character) •

Taken from the world of pen-and-

ink role-playing games, an NPC is

a character encountered in an

RKJ who is not controlled by the

o
Object Code • The
machine language

instructions run

directly by the

microprocessor, the

object code is gen-

erated when the source code is

compiled

One-up • In early two-player

simultaneous games, this message
would flash on-screen when the

first player received an extra life.

Two-up would appear when the

second player got an extra life.

Since then, though, it has come
to be shorthand for getting an

extra life, usually not by accumu-

lating a ecrtain number of points,

or items like coins or rings, but

by finding ;i special icon. The

One-up loop • A flaw,

intentional, in the level design of

a side-scrolling game, which

enahles yon get at least two free

guys and then die, leaving you

with a net gain of one life and

restarting you at a point in which

you can then do the loop again.

Musically, if you base enough

patience, you can use a one-up

loop to get an infinite number of

guys. The most famous one-up

loop is the fourth level of Sonic 2

Online • A word whose meaning

has evolved far past the original

definition, online was originally a

term used when a remote device,

like a printer, was connected to a

computer and ready to receive

data. Now. however, online is

most commonly used as a noun

to refer to the state of a local

computer when it is attached to a

remote network like the Internet

or a commercial service like

CompuServe

Operating System (OS) • The
program that runs a computer,

whether a PC. Genesis, or

PlayStation. It is loaded into the

computer's memory first when it

is switched on. and acts as the

interface between the hardware

and the software that runs on the

Over the Shoulder • See second

Overhead • Also known as top

down, this is just what it sounds

like — looking down on the

action, as if the roofs of buildings

had been removed and you arc

floating above them. Often the

on-screen characters are seen as

if from the side, or foreshortened

to simulate perspective

P
Pajitnov. Alcxci •

Creator of Tern's

I'u rid Ia\ Scrolling

• A method of sim-

ulating a 3D feel by

having multiple background

planes moving at different speeds

with the planes that are "far-

thest" from the player moving

more slowly than those in the

foreground

Password • A series of alpha-

numeric characters that can be

entered into a game to restore a

previous game, either starting you

on specific level or restoring a

game to that state it was in when
the password was received. A
password is different than a code

in that passwords arc not hidden:

while you may need to get to a

using them is not cheating

CI I! (Printed Circuit Hoard) •

Literally a fiherglass board to

which chips and other electronic

components are affixed.

Extremely flat copper pathways

connect the components. A
"motherhoard" is the main PCB

PC Engine • Japanese name of

the TurboGrafx

Perspective Correction • Also

known as inverse texture map-

ping. Without this, texture map-

ping is done relative to the 2D

"swim" and deform as the object

moves in .11) space. By mapping
the texture in 3D perspective

space, this effect is negated, but

at considerable computational

cost. Lack of perspective correc-

tion is most apparent when look-

ing at a texture mapped object

which recedes far into the dis-

tance, like the ground or a wall

Phong Lighting • A method of

lighting a 3D world, the phong
lighting model applies three dif-

ferent types of lighting to the ver-

tex of every polygon. Phong light-

ing works by performing opera-

tions based on the normal of the

polygon, the "normal" being an

imaginary line drawn orthogonal

(straight up from) the face of the

polygon. The first of the three

lighting types is ambient light —

light which is Just there because

god (in this ease the program-

mer) said it was. It affects every

polygon equally. Diffuse lighting is

the second type. It assumes that

there is no reflection from the

objects it is lighting (clay is an

example of a nearly perfect dif-

fuse surface), but it docs take into

consideration the angle that the

light hits the surface. If it hits it

fully, it will be 100% illuminated,

if the object is turned slightly, it

will be less illuminated, etc. The
third aspect is called specular

highlighting, which takes into

account the angle between the

light-source and the "eye" of the

viewer, so that if the light

bounces off a particular spot on

the object straight into the "cam-

era" it will be illuminated 100%.

and less so if it misses the cam-

era. The phong lighting model is

fairly realistic for games, but fails

to account for the fact that in

real life, reflections off of Steel or

other metals change color

depending on what angle they're

viewed from, while specular high-

lighting always gives a reflection

of the same color. Phong lighting

works only on the vertices of a

polygon (using Gouraud shading

to color the rest of the polygon),

so if a highlight happens to fall in

the middle of the polygon, it will

be missed, which requires pro-

grammers to "tesscllate" or

break-up large polygons into

many small ones to be sure of

"catching" highlights at vertices.

However, phong lighting is very

fast and doesn't require much
processor power

Phong Shading • A method of

shading that applies the phong
lighting model not to every poly-

gon, hut to every pixel of every

polygon. Even SGI's Reality

Engine can't do Phong shading, so

unless you're ready to spend a

few million dollars on your next

game machine (and write all the

games yourself), don't expect to

see phong shading anytime soon

Photorealistic • An image which

approaches photographic quality.

#& # #
Demonstration of phong lighting, showing ambient lighting (left), ambient and diffuse lighting (center), and

ambient and diffuse light with specular highlights (right). Phong lighting is a fast way to light 3D worlds
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With a large enough color palette

(around Id.(100 colors) it is possi-

ble to display photorealistic

implies uri ;i TV nr eomputer

Photoshop • Premier graphic

retouching software from Adohe.

it is used at some point in the

creation of almost ever.' single

reproduced graphic image you see

in magazines, advertisements,

and games

Pippin • An Apple-licensed "mul-

timedia player" console to be

introduced by Bandai in Japan,

Pippin uses the Mae OS and hard-

ware. Basically, the Pippin is a

nonexpandablc Mac Jr. that uses

a TV as the monitor

Pirate • Someone who illegally

copies games

Pixel • Short for Picture

ELement. it is the smallest dis-

crete unit of a computer or TV
tube that can be assigned a specif-

ic color, the "dots" that make up

TV and computer screen pictures.

It is also used to refer to smallest

element in a digitized image

Pixmup • Contraction of pixel

map. this refers to any digitized

image, and is the correct term for

"color bitmaps." although it is

rarely used outside the computer

graphics community

Platformer • A sub-category of

action game characterized by

requiring the player to (in addi-

tion to any shooting and fighting)

make his character run and jump
across gaps and other ohstacles.

See also aide-scrolling action

game

Player Killing • On a MOD, play-

er killing is just what it implies,

killing another player character

— the character of another

human, not an NPC. On most
MLDs this is discouraged,

although on some it thrives

PlayStation • A 32-bit videogame

console introduced by Sony in

September 1995. As of January

1996 it had sold more units in

the US than any other next-gen-

eration console. It features excel-

lent graphic capabilities and has a

superior game library

Point Sampling • The standard

way for mapping a texture map to

a 3D object. Only one point on

the texture map is looked at per

pixel. When the object being

mapped is very close to the cam-

era, the same texel is mapped to

many pixels, resulting in the

bfocky close-llpS found in Doom
and other games. When the

object being viewed is far from

the camera, the distance between

texcls represented in contiguous

pixels is too great, resulting in a

swimming, aliased effect.

Contrast with interpolation, mip-

mapping

Polygon • A three or more sided

2D shape from which 3D environ-

ments arc created, and which can

then be represented on a 2D

Power-up • All icon that is either

hidden in a level or appears when
an enemy is killed, which, when
"picked up" by the player (either

by touching it or shooting it. gen-

erally), gives the character special

powers, which a

temporan1 and s

until the player is killed or moves
on to the next level

Prerendered • A 3D scene which

is rendered and then stored, usu-

ally as a bitmap, Prerendered

images arc often used as back-

grounds and sprites in 2D games,

like Nintendo's Donkey Kong
Country. Unlike scenes which are

rendered in realtime, you cannot

change the viewing angle or sine

of a prerendered image

Preview • Often confused with a

review, a preview in a magazine is

a noneritical look at an unfin-

ished game, provided to give

readers a sneak peak at upcoming
software. NEXT Genei

Price Point • A marketing term.

To figure out its meaning in

English, drop the word "point." It

is generally used abstractly, as in

"For a system to succeed it needs

to come in under a S2IK1 price

Probst. Larry • President and

CEO of Glee

'

Producer • Although the roles of

producers differ at different com-
panies, generally, the producer

coordinates the activities of the

designer, programmers and artists

Programmer • the person who
actually writes the code that

makes up a game. Ten years ago.

programmers were often also the

designers and artists of their

games, but this is now the excep-

tion, not the rule

Propeller Head • A geek

PS-X • A prelaunch name for the

Sony PlayStation, the "PS-X"
evolved out of the name of the

original, unrcleascd PlayStation,

which was to be a CD-ROM add-

on for Super NES. This unit, the

"PlayStation X" evolved into the

system that was released by Sony
on Sept 9. 1995, the PS-X. or.

more formally. PlayStation

Publisher • A company which

actually physically produces

discs, boxes, and manuals, and

handles getting software boxes

into stores as well as marketing

and advertising. Publishers may
develop their own games (like

Interplay) or they may contract

all their games out to indepen-

dent developers, or thev mav do

some of both

Puzzle • In an adventure game,

the challenges that you must

overcome are called puzzles. One
classic puzzle comes from Zork

II. A certain door is locked and

the key is in the lock, on the

other side of the door. To get it.

you must find a place mat and a

letter opener, slide the place mat
under the door, push the key

through with the letter opener,

and pull the place mat back. The
quality of an adventure game is

based entirely on its puzzles

Puzzle Game • A genre of game
in which you solve puzzles which

generally involve manipulating

shapes and colors. The most

famous example is Tetris. and its

many clones, like Columns

Q
Quad Speed • A

e of speed

of CD-ROM dri-

. A quad-

speed drive, the

standard,

spins the CD
four times as fast as the original

standard called for (a single speed

drive), and enables the computer

to take information off the CD

R
RAM (Random
Access Memory)
• This is tempo-

i computing

device in which

is stored infor-

mation directly relating to what

the processor is currently work-

Rasterization • The process of

going from a mathematical, polyg-

onal representation of a 3D scene

to a 2D image displayed on a

screen. This is where the intensi-

ties of lighting on polygons are

translated into actual color values

for pixels on the screen

Rating(s) • In 1994, after a '50s

style senate witch-hunt in which
videogames were blamed for

even* problem facing American

youth, the videogame industry

caved in and implemented a rat-

ings system. See also Lieberman,
Joseph

Ray Tracing • A way of rendering

a 3D image which follows the

path of every ray of light.

Nomnteractive. it works best for

rendering images which have

many reflective surfaces, like

steel balls

RCA Cord • The standard con-

necting cord for video and audio

Information. Yellow cords are for

the video signal, white is for left

channel audio, and red cords arc

for right channel audio

Realtime • Adjective which indi-

cates that the thing it modifies

happens immediately. Almost all

games, except adventure games,

function in realtime

Red Book • A CD standard

named for the color of the cover

of the book that descrihed it. Red

Book CDs arc standard audit)

CDs. Some CD-ROMs contain

tracks of Red Book audio

Render • When the computer

creates a graphic representation

of an abstract mathematical 3D
model. It can take hours to ren-

der an extremely complex scene

(like a frame from the movie 7bv

.S'roi-y): 3D games exist in an envi-

ronment which can be rendered

enough times per second to pro-

vide the illusion of actual motion.

This is known as being rendered

"on-the-fly" or. in realtime

Resolution • A measure of the

density of pixels on a screen,

measured by two numbers, which

represent the number of pixels

available across and down the

screen (e.g. 640x480). Many
computers and game systems can

generate video output at a variety

of resolutions. Higher numhers
are capable of displaying more
detailed and lifelike images

Review • An article in a maga-
zine which provides a critique of

a game, often with ratings

RF Box • In older TVs which had

no direct vidco-in cables, an RF
box could be attached to the

antenna attachment and video

and audio signals were fed into

the TV via the RF box, which

turned the signals into electrical

impulses that the TV interpreted

as coming from the a

RGB • Red. Green and Blue,

refers to the way monitors and
TV's create color images. Creatiri

colors on a screen is an additive

process, in which the primary
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colors are red. green, and blue (in

the reflected color model, the pri-

mary colors are magenta, yellow,

and cyan — often misconstrued

as red. yellow, and blue). Each

pixel on a screen is made up of

three sub-elements, one red. one

green, and one blue. When each

sub-clement is excited by the

electron gun in the back of the

tube, it glows. Depending on the

intensity with which it glows, it

can have a state somewhere
between black (not glowing) and

hilly red. green, or blue. When all

three sub-elements are hilly glow-

ing, the pixel is perceived by the

eye as glowing white. By varying

the intensity at which the various

sub-elements of the pixel glow,

different colors are created.

Computers and consoles can

cause the suh-elements to glow at

a certain finite number of intensi-

ties. If the system can generate 8-

bit color, it can make each sub-

element glow at 8 different inten-

sities (one per bit), which results

in 256 different colors. The num-
ber of colors that can be dis-

played is equal to 2\ where X is

the number of bits assigned to

color. See also Mt

RISC (Reduced Instruction Set

Computer) • A processor archi-

tecture in which the amount of

operations the processor can per-

form on data is limited, but

which Is much faster than stan-

dard CISC chips. Preparing

instructions for a RISC processor

takes far longer than with a CISC
processor, since a RISC processor

can handle fewer commands.
Since most computer programs

are written in C + + or another

high-end language, the only thing

that needs to talk to the proces-

sor is the program (called a com-
piler] which translates the C++
into machine language. This

makes using fast RISC chips, like

the Power PC. much more attrac-

tive. RISC chips arc smaller and

run cooler than CISC chips with

comparable power

ROM (Read Only Memory) •

This is memory data that can be

read by the CPU. but cannot be

rewritten over. Traditionally.

ROM was found only inside com-

puters. Cartridge games changed

that, by storing games on ROM
chips which were inserted into

the system. The use of CDs as a

storage mechanism changed the

definition again, as ROM left

chips and began residing on plas-

tic discs

ROM Burner • It can either be a

hardware device to bum memory
into chip ROMs, or a device used

in the manufacturing process of

CD-ROMs

Rotation • Some consoles, like

the Super NES, have the ability to

rotate sprites in hardware, which

made rotation vcrv fast and fairly

smooth

Rotoscoping • A way of creating

animation by tracing the move-

ments of human actors from film

or video. Previous to the advent

of motion capture, this was the

best way of getting smooth,

humanlike animation

Round • Similar to boxing, fight-

ing games are generally fought in

matches, which consist of an odd

number of rounds. The first play-

er who wins the majority of the

rounds, wins the match

RPG (Role-playing Game) • The
category means slightly different

things depending on whether one

talks about PC RPGs or console

RPGs. hut the main characteristic

of both is that the player is free

to move from place to place in

the game environment, interact

with other NPGs. solve pozzies,

find and collect tools and
weapons, keep track of numerous
character statistics like Hit

Points, and (usually but not

always) combat is decided by

choosing battle options from

menu screens. Console RPGs.

heavily influenced by Japanese

games like the Phantasy Star and

Final Fantasy series, tend to

have a strong emphasis on story

line and character interaction,

while PC RPGs. typified by the

Might and Magic scries, more
heavily favor statistical bookkeep-

ing and tightly constructed puzzle

Rubbcrnecker • Analogous to the

"tire kicker" who frequents ear

dealerships without ever making

a purchase, a rubbcrneeker is

someone who bangs around game
stores like Electronics Boutique

or Software Etc. without ever

buying a game. Most hard-core

gamers "rubberneck" from time

Rumor • Because of the fiercely

competitive nature of the

videogame industry, these are

very secretive, which makes the

climate perfect for rumors to

sweep through it like wildfire.

The Internet also facilitates the

transfer of unconfirmed informa-

tion. Some magazines present

information for which they can

get no official confirmation (usu-

ally because it's bad news) as

Russell, Steve • MIT hacker who
Invented SpaoeWar!, the first

modern videogame, in 1962. Now
working at Digital Pictures

S
Sealing • Some eon-

soles like the Lynx
and Super NES. for

instance, had the abil-

ity in hardware to

scale sprites very

quickly and very smoothly

Saturn • A .12-bit console intro-

duced by Sega in May 1995. it

features duai Hitatchi 2S MHz
RISC processors. Released early

in a surprise move by Sega, it suf-

fered until late 1995 when the

first excellent titles. Virtua

Fighter 2 and Sega Ratfa were

released

SDK • Software Development Kit.

A collection of programming

libraries and routines: basically

an SDK is a set of premade build-

ing blocks of code for program-

mers, so they don't have to waste

time rewriting very basic — or

very complicated — pieces of

software, like sprite-sealing rou-

tines, or networking protocols

Second Party • A company
which publishes software exclu-

sively for a single company.
SqnarcSoft is a defaeto second

party publisher for Nintendo. See

also first party and third party

Second Person • A game per-

spective in which the player's

view is locked behind (and usual-

ly slightly above) their on-screen

character, as in Virtual Ilydlide

or Drahken

Sega CD • A CD-ROM drive add
on for the Sega Genesis.

Hampered by poor sales, long

load times, noiirevohitionary

graphics, and flat-out bad games,

the Sega CD never caught on and

died a quiet, unnoticed death

when Sega pulled the plug on it in

late 1995

Set-Top Bos • A media invention

that goes along with the informa-

tion superhighway, the set-top

box will (in the future) control

your cable. Internet access, play

games, and do everything else

you could ever want it to do.

Some companies have attempted

to generate some media hype by

referring to their consoles as sct-

top boxes

7800 • Follow up to the 2600

and 5200 (2600 + 5200 = 7800),

this S-hit system was shelved by

Atari in 19S.1. and not released

until the NES took off after 1985.

It never had the following of the

NES and suffered from too little

third-party development. The sys-

tem could play 2600 games as

well as games designed for it

SGI Workstation • A high-pow-

ered .ID workstation of which

many of the graphics and anima-

tion in next-generation games

come from Silicon Graphics. Inc.

Shareware • Software which is

made easily available (usually

online) with a "try-before-you-

buy" strategy. If you download

and use the software, you are

expected to pay the shareware

fee. Shareware is based on the

honor system, but many games

have key features disahlcd or

don't include all levels until you

pay the shareware fee

Ship Date • The date a software

or hardware product leaves man-
ufacturing and is shipped to retail

outlets. Also used generieally by

development staffs to refer to the

date they ship the product to

manufacturing

Shoot-'cm-up • Sec shunter

Shooter • A game consisting

mainly of shooting enemies and

avoiding bullets (or lasers.

bombs, etc). Often, they contain

power-ups which improve the

quality of your weapons, or add

options like bombs, etc. The first

shooter is generally acknowledged

to be Space Invaders. They can

be forward-scrolling (Nameo's

Burning Force /]. side- scrolling

(Williams' Defender), vertically

scrolling (Raiden), top-down

(Loaded), first-person (Doom),

isometric (Zaxxon. Cntsuder)

and non-scrolling (Gtdagct)

Shnvclware • A CD-ROM that

contains exceptionally poor soft-

ware, designed to sell units to

uninformed consumers: also, a

CD that contains dummy files to

appear more full than it actually

Side-Scrolling • The planes of

the foreground and background

move from left to right or vice

Side-Scrolling Action Game • A
sub-category of action game
which consists of having your on-

screen character run (usually

from left to right I. and jump,

shoot, fight, collect special items.

etc. as he or she goes. Possibly

the most prevalent action catego-

ry, it stretches back at least as far

as the original I'ac Land and

Maria World, through the

Shinolii. S'inja Gaiden, and

Cciatlevania series, to present

examples such as Cutthroat

Island, just to name a (very) few.

The niimher of such titles has

steadily dwindled as the use of 3D
has caught on

Sidekick • A special sub-category
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of mascot, a sidekick is the main
mascot's friend, who often takes a

subservient role in the mascot's

•lame. Examples include Yoshi

(Marin's sidekick! and Miles

"Tails" Prower (Sonic's sidekick).

In rare cases, a sidekick (like

Sonic's sidekick Knuckles) may
eclipse his or her mentor and get

their own game ( Yoshi's Island.

Knuckles Chaotix)

Silicon Valley • An area sur-

rounding San Jose. CA, which is

the location of many high-tech

companies, including Apple

Computer. Atari. Xerox's famed

Palo Alto Research Center,

NASA's Ames Research Center.

Siliwood • A word coined to

describe "the marriage of Silicon

Valley and Hollywood." in new

Simulation (Sim) • Any game
which attempts to re-create, with

as much detail and realism as

possible, any "real" activity.

Action-based games which "put

you in the driver's seat" of a tank,

plane, ship, and so on. arc the

most typical examples, but the

category has been stretched CO

include some kinds of strategy

titles which attempt to re-create

certain real-life resource manage-
ment problems, such as The
Perfect General which attempts

to "simulate" running a war. See

also flight aim

16-bit • 1) The processing power
of a chip or system, refers to how
many hits on information can be

handled by the processor at once.

Can also refer to the width of a

bus or data path 2) A way of

describing graphic power. 16-bit

color is usually 32.000 colors —
IS bits of color, with one check-

bit. In some cases. 16-bit color is

64.000 colors. See also bit

64-bit • The processing power of

a chip or system. 64 hit refers to

how many bits of information can

be handled by the processor at

once. Can also refer to the width

of a bus or data path. See also bit

SKI (Stock Keeping I nit) •

Pure marketing jargon, hi plain

English, an SKU is the box that

the software or hardware conies

in. Pronounced "skew"

Slip • When a product misses its

ship date, it slips. Also can refer

to the ship date (e.g. "the ship

date for Stoathunt slipped")

Slipstream Release • Often when
a product is rushed to market (to

make a heavily advertised release

date, for example) it ships with

bugs in it. Rather than recalling

the software, the bugs are quietly

corrected and the new software is

"slip-streamed" shipped in place

of the flawed original without any
announcement. Sometimes peo-

ple who find the flaw in the first

shipping copy receive a free

upgrade if they call and complain.

Sometimes not

SMS (Sega Master System) •

Sega's 8-bit answer to the original

NES, it and the Atari 7S00 shared

less than 10% of the U.S. market

to Nintendo's 90+% in the S-hit

age

Software Emulation * See emu-

Sound Blaster * A soundeard for

PCs by Creative Labs, the Sound
Blaster is the standard for PC

Sound Card • An add-in card for

PCs which allows these comput-

ers to produce sounds more
impressive than a rudimentary

Soundtrack • The background

music that may play when one is

playing a game. It is distinct from

the sound effects generated when

Sourec Code • Computer
instructions written in a language

like C or Pascal, which a compil-

er translates into object code and
which is then read directlv bv the

CPU

SPA (Software Publishers'

Association) • A trade group

made up of PC software compa-
nies, including many game com-
panies

Sprite • A 2D graphic object on-

screen which can he manipulated

without effecting the background
images. Most pre-32-bit systems

used sprites for everything that

moved on-screen

Stage • Synonym for level, in

some games it is also synonymous
with world. See level, WOrld

Stand-up • Another name for a

coin-operated videogame. This is

the standard arcade game format,

as opposed to "sit down" deluxe

games, like driving games, or

games in a cocktail table format

Storyline • Many games feature a

storyline or plot which provides a

rationale for the gameplay. Game
ston-lines are generally very sim-

plistic (e.g. "you must rescue the

princess"), although RPGs may-

have exceptionally complex.

involved storylines

Sub-boss • An enemy which is

larger and/or more powerful than

the enemies usually encountered

in the course of a game.

Although, like bosses, sub-bosses

are also usually singular enemies,

often they arc encountered more
than once, usually in the middle

of a stage or level, or as a prelude

to encountering the actual boss.

See also boss

Super Famieom • The Japanese

name for the Super Nintendo

Entertainment System (Super

NES)

Super NES • The Super

Nintendo Entertainment System.

Nintendo's 16-bit cartridge game
console

Suzuki. Yu • Chief Manager.

R&D Amusement Division. Sega:

creator of Hang On (1985).

Space Harrier ( 19S5), Out Run
(1986). Afar Burner (1987),

Power Drift (1988), G-LOC
(1990). R-360 (1990). Virtua

Racing (1992), Virtua Fighter

(1993). Daytona USA (1994).

Virtua Cop (1994). Virtua

Fighter 2 (1994). Virtua Striker

(1995). Virtua Cop 2 (1995)

SVGA (Super Video Graphics

Array) • A graphics standard that

began when graphics card manu-
facturers created cards that were

able to display 640x480 at 256
colors. Higher resolutions than

640x480. such as 1024x768 (at

any number of colors], are also

grouped under this term

S-video • A video cable standard

that is less subject to interference

than standard video RCA cables

T
Tester • Someone
who is paid by a

software company
to play a game
extensively to

ensure that it is

bug-free and that the gameplay is

at the appropriate difficulty level

Texel • A texel is the term for

the dots that make up texture

maps (many people incorrectly

call these bitmaps). Because tex-

ture maps scale larger and small-

er as the object which is texture

mapped moves toward or away
from the camera, the dot which

defines the color at any given

point of a texture map may corre-

spond at a ratio of less than or

more than 1:1 with screen pixels.

Thus, we call them "texels" to

underscore the fact that, unlike

the pixels that make up a stan-

dard bitmap, their size may he

different from a screen pixel

Text Adventure • One of the ear-

liest kinds of computer games,

predating screen graphics or even

video screens (early text adven-

tures could be played entirely on

printers, if necessary), most typi-

fied by Zork I-III. Descriptions of

what you "saw" were printed out.

you responded by typing in sim-

ple, usually two-word commands,
"light lamp." "go west." etc. —
known as "text parsing" — and

were told what happened. Later

text adventures incorporated

graphics to show an area, and

text parsers even became able to

understand full sentences, but by

then, graphic interfaces were

becoming increasingly popular

Texture Map • A Special kind of

bit-map, texture-maps are laid

over or wrapped around polygons

in 3D games to enhance the real-

ism of the look of the game. A
map of bricks may be laid over a

polygon wall, for instance, like in

Doom

Third Party • A company which

publishes software for a console

that it doesn't produce. Almost all

software publishers arc thus third

parties. Getting the support of

independent third parties is con-

sidered essential for a platform's

(or first party's) s

Third Person • The most com-
mon view in games, especially 2D
games. The character you control

is seen from the side or hack, and
moves independently about the

Throttles • input device that

looks like the throttle of an air-

plane, they are used to provide

greater realism in PC flight simu-

lators

32 bit • 1) The processing power
of a chip or system which refers

to how many bits of information

can he handled by the processor

at once, Can also refer to the

width of a bus or data path 2) A
way of describing graphics power:

32-bit color is 16,000.000 colors

— 24 bits of color, with eight

check-bits. See also bit

33X • An underpowered 32-bit

add on for Sega Genesis that

plugged into the cartridge slot.

The 32X had two 23 MHz RISC

processors, and could lay an addi-

tional layer of graphics over the

standard Genesis display. It could

display more colors than the

standard Genesis display as well.

Introduced at Christmas 1993. it

never caught on. Almost all 32X
projects in development were

canceled by Sega in late 1995.

due to lack of system support
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z 3D Accelerator » A hardware hardware is separate from soft- Pictures, like Quarterback Writer • In an adventure game or
m
X
H

add-in hoard that speeds 3D oper- ware. A few early computers, like Attack, and enables many fields RPG. the writer handles dialogue

ations OH PCs, accelerators are the Turing-constructed Enigma. of FMV to be overlaid and often description and back-

fi>
not optimized for displaying were hardware units capable of stories, but not puzzle design or

m graphics 'running" only one program. Voxel • Beyond the polygonal plot

z which was hardwired in texture-mapped world ties the
n

>
31) Fighting l.nmt • A sub-cate- voxel. A voxel is a 3D pixel, and ^^^p ^^ Yamauchi,

gory of fighting game (aee fighting Two-player Game * A game in exploring a voxel environment Vk/ Hiroshi •

H game) in which the characters which two people can play. In would be like visiting a world ^^W President of

z
are represented hy 3D polygon some two-player games, players made of tiny little lego blocks. IF Nintendo

models rendered on the fly by the take turns playing, each going for Voxel technology requires pro- M Corporate Ltd.

^ game machine, and where com- high score. In others, called two- cessing power far beyond that of He took Nintendo

5J bat isn't restricted to a single player simultaneous games, both the next-generation systems from being a traditional .lapaoese

§-
line, allowing characters to dodge players play at the same time. playing card manufacturer to the

h» and roll from sidc-to-side. The Fighting games are two-player VRAM (Video RAM) • This is largest videogame company on

ID first example was Sega's Vimta simultaneous games, while pinball memory iO a computer or console the planet
A

Fighter is not. Sometimes simultaneous that contains the image shown of

games are cooperative with both the screen. It can be read from Yellow Book • A CD standard

3DO • A 32-bit system intro- players trying for the same goal (painted on the screen) and writ- named for the color of the cover

duced in 1993. this console has ten to at the same time and it is of the book that described it.

an ARM60 RISC processor oper- 21) Fighting Game • A sub-cate- far faster than using standard Yellow Book CDs are CD-ROMs
ating at 12.5 MHz. Originally gory of fighting game (see fighting RAM
pushed as a 8700 "multimedia game) in which the characters ^ m̂

^^^f Zany • ^\n

machine," it languished until the are represented by flat bitmapped VR (Virtual Reality) • Any y^w attribute which

price dropped and games were sprites, and are generally fighting attempt to make working with a f^F many companies

emphasized. Still, it has not along a single face-to-face plane computer mimic the actions that M^f would like you to

gained the foothold in the US that (although sonic examples may a user would use to do the same f^f V associate with their

the .1DO company would like have more than one plane). thing in real life. Different exam- ^^^^^^^»
oiascots. Thanks to

enabling characters to hop from ples include: first-person 3D the popularity of Sega's wise-

Top Down • See overhead the foreground to the background graphic worlds. HMDs. crackin' mascot. Sonic, many B-

{Fatal Fury series). The sprites Datagloves. and light-guns ratc mascots also tried to go for

Track Ball • An input device can he hand-drawn (Street the zany look

which is basically an upside-down Fighter 11). digitized from actors ^^ Wmt ^T Wave Table

mouse. Instead of moving the (Mortal Kombat). or pre-ren- \\ W / Synthesis • A Z-buffering • When dealing with

mouse, you move the ball direct- dercd 3D models {Killer Instinct) \1 \1 m way of creating 3D graphics, it's very important

ly. In the classic era, several \\i\V that the computer not draw poly-

games were trackball controlled. y^ ^T l Itra 64 • Yf \f lated musical gons that can't be seen by the

such as Marble Madness and \m 1 Nbitemi ^ next-
" V instruments by user (that arc off the screen or

Missile Command. There are no 1 generation 64-bit using samples of the instruments behind other polygons closer to

trackballs available for next-gen- 1 1 system, the cat- instead of purely electronic music the user's point of reference).

oration systems V^^ J tridge-based Ultra
^"™^

fi4. eodesigned with

generation since drawing, or rastering. poly-

gons to the screen takes a lot of

Traitiiel, Sain. Jack • President Silicon Graphics, contains hard- Windows • Cludgy. slow, graphic time. To avoid this in convention-

(Sam) and Chairman of the Board ware for mip-mapping, z-huffer- operating system shell for MS- al 3D programming, the develop-

(Jack). Atari Corp. ing. and bilinear interpolation DOS computers, it bears more
than a passing resemblance to

ers must take special care to note

how polygons are drawn to the

TurboGralx • System released by ^5^P ^^ Vaporware • Apple's Macintosh OS screen, in what order they are

NEC in the late '80s. it used flat VI / Software for which drawn, and they must keep a list.

cards instead of cartridges, had \^ 1 a release date is Windows 95 • A more sleek ver- in memory, of the "order" in

an 8-bit processor with a 16-bit VaV announced, but sion of Windows for MS-DOS which the polygons go along the

graphics processor, and had only )^ fails to ship on computers. Win 95 makes run- z-axis. so that time is not wasted

one joystick port. Despite several time, or ever ning games on PCs far easier for drawing hidden polygons. Z-

innovations, like the first CD- the end-user than under DOS. buflcring is a hardware routine

ROM drive for consoles released Vertically Scrolling • The planes and it creates standards for game that takes care of the chores of

in the US and an awesome hand- of the foreground and background hardware knowing which polygons to draw

held version of the console, the more from the top of the screen and which to omit automatically.

TurboGrafx never caught on in to the bottom or vice versa ...With An Attitude • What many This speeds the process of draw-

the US. although it still has an companies present their mascots ing polygons to the screen and

extensive following in Japan, par- VGA (Video Graphics Array) • as ("He's a bandicoot with an can allow a faster refresh rate. No
ticularly with RPGs A graphics card standard that attitude!") in the attempt to 32-bit game machines support z-

demands a resolution of at least make them sound "zany." To buffering. although Ultra 64 and

Turing Test • Named after com- 640x480 at 16 colors. These date. Sonic the Hedgehog is the 3DO M2 will

puter pioneer Alan Turing, this is cards also made 256 color graph- only mascot that has ever heen

a test in artificial intelligence. If ics (at lower resolutions only) able to pull off the attitude thing Z-line/Z-axis • In a 3D environ-

an Al program can successfully available to PC owners ("Hedgehog with an attitude") ment, the Z-line or Z-axis, is

convince a human that it is depth. The X-axis defines height.

human, we can conclude that this View • Many 3D games provide Wizard • Someone who has the Y-axis defines width, and the

AI is actually intelligent multiple camera angles, or views. obtained a certain experience Z-axis defines depth into the

from which to see the action level on a MUD and is endowed world from the edge on the view-

Turing Machine • Named after with special powers, including. volume (the screen)

computer pioneer Alan Taring, a View Volume • The portion of a sometimes, the ability to add to

Turing Machine is a universal 3D world that is actually viewed the adventure world Note: The illustrations which

computer, a machine which can on-screen at any given moment accompany this article are real-

simulate any other machine. World • Sometimes a series of time images rendered on Silicon

Basically, in proposing the Turing Vite • A special video sprite that similar levels in a game is Graphics lndigo2 IMPACTS,

Machine. Turing was proposing contains FMV. it is used exten- grouped together in a mega-level courtesy of Silicon Ct*il
Graphics Industries v^J42 the modern computer in which sively in games from Digital heading called a "world"
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Hyperblade PC Antara PC Pax Imperia 2 Macintosh Into the Shadows PC, Saturn, PS-X Die Hard Trilogy

Saturn, PS-X, PC Cyber Troopers Arcade Generations PC Lighthouse PC Stahlfeder PS-X Subterrane PC

The first look at tomorrow's best games

his month we've delved deep into PC

territory and have come up with a few

shiny nuggets. Activision's sharp-

looking HyperBlade confronts the

consoles with a possible blockbuster while

Sierra's solid Antara, Scavenger's Into the

Shadows, and Blizzard's Pax Imperia 2 all

promise to be solid games. Make sure to

check page 78 for complete reviews.

46 Hyperblade pc

High speed in-line skating meets the 3D
polygon arena in this new sports romp

50 Antara pc

One of the most popular adventure games

of all time gets an updated look and feel

55 Pax Imperia 2 «>

Blizzard steps out again to create what

may be one very complex space game

58 Into The Shadows »ul-

An RPG with emphasis on action from the

hottest new developers on the scene

Virtua Cop receives its first real

competition in this all-action shooter

66 Generations pc

Spectrum Holobyte proves that even big

license titles can be good games

69 Lighthouse

Does this Myst-\\ke game have what it takes

to pull in an increasingly jaded consumer?

72 Stahlfeder pl.ysiation

With a purse full of visual effects and nice

graphics, this shooter may revive the genre

75 Subterrane pc

Swords, sorcery, and a futuristic storyline

play out in a strange new role-playing saga
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HyperBlade
Format: Windows 95

Publisher: Activision

The PC is known for a lot of things in

the game arena, but fast-action games

that actually look good probably isn't
Developer: Activision

Release Date: spring

Origin: US
one of them. With HyperBlade,

Activision is hoping to change all that

think of

HyperBlade
as playing

hockey on
the inside of

a zeppelin

very once in a while, a

game comes along on

the PC that shows the

potential of the system

beyond war sims,

trading games, and

pixely first-person shooters.

HyperBlade looks to be one of those

games. It combines true-to-life roller

blade physics with a futuristic setting in

an action sports title that should — if

the company can tweak the gameplay

One of the reasons for not texturing the polygons of the arona was to save

process cycles so that characters could be extremely detailed. Performing

stunts Is essential if you expect to get through with a winning season

out — challenge anything on the

consoles for total action potential.

The basic action takes

place in a 3D ellipticle arena — think of

it as playing hockey on the inside of a

zeppelin. The game is basically a high

speed hockey match with three

contestants on a side, a goalie or

defenseman and two forwards.

Interestingly, Activision has used mostly

flat-shaded polygons for the arena and

characters, versus the texture maps that

have become ubiquitous over the past

few months. "Part of it was an aesthetic

decision," said Lewis Peterson,

producer at Activision. "More

importantly, a texture-mapped polygon

costs about 10 times the processor

budget of a flat- shaded polygon, so we

had to make a decision as to whether or

Each arena has Its own
colors, obstacles, and
sound effects
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Brutalizing opposing players Is an excellent strategy, especially since, a la

Rollerball, there are no rules or player conduct in the world Hyparblado

There's a 16-

game season
with play-

offs, a six

game tourney,

a single-game

mode, a
playoffs-only

mode, and of

course,

hidden teams
and arenas

not we wanted one big texture-mapped

polygon, or a more detailed and fine-

tuned characters." The end result is an

almost retro-chic flat polygon look a la

Virtua Fighter or 4D Boxing.

The game features
standard sports options. There's a 16-

game season with play-offs, a six game
tournament, a single-game mode, a

playoffs-only mode, and of course,

hidden teams and arenas. There are 12

teams to start, including six from the

US and Canada, one from the UK,

Japan, Germany, Russia, and Poland.

The actual physics of the game closely

mimic superfast-paced rollerblading.Top

ranked US and British rolterbladers

were motion captured for all the

animation, and consulted on gameplay.

"Really, it's like NBA Jam on

rollerblades," said Peterson.

Each arena has a different color

scheme, and, more importantly, different

The high-speed pace of the game is truly stunning, and should make for a

Intense play experience. Even on a 486-66, the frame rate is high

The motion of the players was captured from world-class roller bladers and
adds every realistic feel to the action in the game

power-ups and obstacles, which include

various ways to smash your opponents,

like hurdles and turnstiles. There are

ramps for tricks, 360s, flips, rail

grindings, and more. The "aggro"

skating style is used to outrun and avoid

your opponents, but also to build up

your own skills. Power-ups, like doubling

the score of the next ball scored, or

charging the ball so it can be thrown at

your opponents to cause damage, are

temporary, while greater stats earned by

trick skating are permanent — at least

until a player is too injured to continue.

Luckily there is a bench from which

substitutes can be drawn before injuries

become permanent. There are aiso

elements that will please any action

sports fan: stats, realtime fighting,

cheering (or booing) crowds, and high

scores — an average score Is in the 20s

after a 15-minute game.

The game defaults to a second-

person over-the-shoulder view, although

a third-person moving camera is an

option for two-player cooperative

games. In early versions 'NEXT
Generation played, the scrolling and
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Keeping your players healthy Is essential to success; you have to have a pool

of reserve players but their skill level is far below that of the starters

HyperBlade
is one of the
first games
to truly take
advantage of

Windows
95's gaming
software

development
kit

animation were smooth, and there was

no visible draw-in or drop-out.

HyperBlade is one of the

first games to truly take advantage of

Windows 95's gaming software

development kit, rather than just being

compatible with the new operating

system, and it shows — it will take

advantage of 3 D cards as they are

released, for greater rendering speeds.

The DirectPlay APIs were also used for

network support. The game is four-

player networkable over a LAN and

supports head-to-head play across a

modem (Activision reasons no one will

want to play the goalies, although a six-

player version was an early development

idea). WAN support is planned if

latency issues can be resolved.

At its most basic, HyperBlade is a

very simple, fast-paced futuristic hocky-

style game — a good one to be sure.

Anyone who's ever played the Bitmap

Brothers' Speedball or seen the movie

RollerballwWl clearly recognize

HyperBiade's antecedents. What makes

The graphics of the game maintain an extremely distant feel, in or out of

the arena, this and stylistic "cyber deco" looks create a bizarre feel

it really stand out is that it's so clearly

a console game, except for one thing —
it's on the PC. Games like this, more

than any Windows 95 press release,

bears out Microsoft's claim about the

potential of the PC as a gaming

platform capable of handling any r^fj
type of game. ^JJ
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Antara
Format: PC

Looking for a follow-up to its successful

Betrayal at Krondor, Sierra tries to prove

Publisher: Sierra that it's the play, not the license, that

Developer: Sierra makes a good game
Release Date:

Origin:

September

US

"I'm coming
at the design

from the
perspective

of a

Krondor fan,

because I'm

one myself"

very now and again, a

company releases a

game that's such a

success even the people

involved in the project

1 are surprised. Insiders

say that after selling back the Riftwar

rights to Raymond Fiest due to poor

disk sales, Sierra decided to re-release

the game on CD-ROM. The results were

spectacular: Sales went through the

roof, and critics were calling the title the

best RPG to ever ship for the PC.

Although everyone loves a big hit,

this left Sierra with a pretty big

problem. The team wanted to do a

sequel, but no longer had the rights to

the Riftwar universe. The result was

Antara, a game that looks and plays

very, very closely to the original

Betrayal at Krondor, but with a whole

new set of characters and maps for

players to explore.

One of the most important things

that the all-new development team

wanted to be sure to do was to keep the

feel of the original title intact. As

entertaining as the Riftwar Saga is, it

wasn't so much the story itself as the

easy play, unique interface, and chapter-

based storyline. "The games are going

to be very similar," says Peter Sarrett,

the designer on the Antara project.

"We're going to use a chapter format,

which is one of the things I really liked

about the original title. There will be

Weapons will be more
varied than in Krondor,

hopefully including hacking

and thrusting weapons in

addition to sword use
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Better inside views and a

sharp new interface add a

lot to Antara's feel. As in

traditional inns, you eat here

plenty of subquests, some of which will

affect the plot, and some that won't,"

he explained. Some of these subquests

will offer players items that will aid

them with their main goal, but aren't

necessary to the completion of the

game. "I'm coming at the design from

the perspective of a Krondorian,"

continues Sarrett, "because I'm a fan

myself, I want my game to have the

same appeal for new gamers that

Krondor had for me."

Even though the team wishes

to stay as close as possible to the

original formula, it is also working to

improve facets of the game that weren't

perfect the first time around. "We're

definitely upping the ante," says Sarrett.

"One of the biggest criticisms of

Krondor was that the graphics weren't

as well crafted as everyone though they

should be." Antara will be displayed in

full 640x480 with 256 colors. The team

tried to create a very painted look that

is rich enough to suck players in from

the beginning, he added. To do this, the

team is taking camera shots of different

Talking to the right people can make the difference between a long,

dangerous Journey and a short, safe one. Being nice never hurts

landscapes, and then it'll go back and

touch them up with 3D tools to make

the game's backgrounds look more like

paintings. It's surprisingly effective, and

produces an effective fantasy atmosphere.

The game itself has plenty

of new elements, some of which are

continuations on a theme from Krondor

and some of which are all new. A new

magic system will use a set of skills

specific to different colleges of magic,

and will give players who see a spell

cast by someone else a chance of

learning that spell. A new skill system

will enable players to devote free time

when camping to practicing their skills,

in addition to the standard learn-as-you-

do system used in Krondor. Brilliantly

original magic items, like magic chains

that disperse damage received equally

through a party, and gems that spin

around characters protecting them

when invoked, are included.

In the end, Antara probably isn't

going to step far outside the path of its

predecessor. Even so, if Antara can

deliver the same amount of chal lenge,

ease of play, and depth that Krondor

did, it will definitely be a game that can

hold its own in the increasingly _^_
anemic adventure game genre. '-IH

A new magic
system will

use a set

of skills

specific to

different

colleges of

magic
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FEAR HAS A NEW FACE.

COMING SOON



The Time Has Come For Capstone's Groundbreaking Graphic Rduenture.

ana jane Ljnajsivoiu s

Time stands still! Thousands of Hues are at stake!

Join Horda, the Chronomaster, in this epic quest for uengeance in a Future where magic & science co-

exist. This ground-breaking Graphic Rduenture mill take you on a journey through man-made pocket

uniuerses full of cyborgs, pirates & witches. Can you guide Horda & use his bottled time to solue the

mystery, re-start the uniuerses and return justice to the stars?

*A "The Graphics are wonderful

...This aduenture is a game

apart, with its imaginatiue story

8c atypical gameplay...

Computer Gaming World
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Pax Imperia 2

One of the main

complaints about the

first version of Pax was
its lack of graphics.

Version 2 fixes this

The relationship between
Changeling and Blizzard

means Windows users

will be able to play this

game for the first time

very now and then a

I game comes out that

has enough depth and

long-term play value to

withstand the crushing
1

tide of obsolescence

and remain on gamers' hard drives long

after the graphics, sound, and interface

technology are old hat. Spaceward Ho!

and Civilization are good examples of

this type of ultra-addictive gaming that

moves titles out of the realm of being

merely great and into the elite ranks of

"classic" titles. Blizzard's newest

strategy game, Pax Imperia 2 has the

potential to be there as well.

At itS Heart, Pax Imperia 2 is

a lot like Spaceward Ho!— players

take the role of the head of a galactic

empire, building a fleet to colonize and

then defend a kingdom of planets. But

where Spaceward Ho! was built for

simplicity, Pax Imperia 2 is built for

absolute realism and richness of

gameplay. More than just a resource

gathering exercise, Pax 2 will give

players the option to conquer the galaxy

through combat, diplomacy, economic

savvy, or sheer political force. No way is

the right way, and the options within the

game seem limitless.

With 16-player network support, a

random universe generator, and even the

option to create your own alien races,

Blizzard offers Macintosh users a deep

and complex multiplayer space game

based on the Spaceward Ho! style

Format: Mac, Win 95

Publisher: Blizzard

Developer: Changeling

Release Date: March

Origin: US

Pax Imperia 2 would stand as a solid

title even with 16 color graphics, but

the design team has gone the extra mile

to ensure that the game will look and

sound almost as good as it promises to

play. Graphics are stunning, with

colorful high-res graphics, and 3D
rendered scenes. On the audio side the

team has employed an innovative text-

to-speech technology that enables the

computer narration to accurately follow

what's happening in the game rather

than merely rattling off stock phrases.

This isn't going,
game for everyone, even with the

adjustable play options, but this title is

easily one of the most complex games to

ever ship for home computers. So for

those who like their gameplay

experience as deep as humanly possible,

this game has the potential to .^,
keep you locked to your screen. LLjj

This Senate-style room is

the scene of important

political mechanizations

in your empire

Listening to your

advisors isn't just a novel

option, it's essential in a

game of this complexity

and breadth



Industrial Light & Magic uses the most powerful animation software on the planet

—

Softimage 3D®. Which happens to be, not coincidentally, the most fun to use.

MAKE YOUR VISION A REALITY You see, any animation software can make

something move. But only Softimage 3D gives your characters an uncanny depth

of personality and emotion. It offers more tools that can be combined

for an infinite variety of effects. Build inverse kinematic chains to create

subtle, interdependent movements between body parts. Use shape

animation to make the lip of the ravenous raptor quiver and

sneer. Easily write your own expressions to make the hide of the

charging rhino terrifyingly real. Use lattice deformations to elongate

Milo's wet nose into a snarling snout. It's all animation that's as real

as you want it to be.

^^ Absolute

urntY, It's A He

These are just three of the animators at Industrial Light &

Magic who helped to create the 3D animations tor Jurassic

Park,]timanji,The Mask, Casper, and more than there's room

here to list (Daniel jeannette from the rhino.Tom Bertino

riding Milo, Geoff Campbell on the raptor.)

NOW AVAILABLE
ON WINDOWS NT

Unprecedented Introductory Pricing.

Hardware and software systems

preconfigured and certified by

Softimage and Microsoft.



DESIGNED TO MAKE YOU MORE PRODUCTIVE The interface was designed by animators, for animators, so it becomes an

extension of your imagination. The tools you constantly use are always on screen. Key functions are just a mouse click or two

away. It's the most efficient, production-proven animation package available. Just ask the next velociraptor you see.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE Only Softimage 3D is available for either SGI* or the Windows NT™ operating system. You choose the

animation system that's right for your business and creative needs. The new Windows NT version offers the same remarkable

performance as high-end workstations, at significantly lower cost. And since it runs on several different processors, you can

choose from a variety of innovative hardware options. It also integrates seamlessly with your existing Softimage 3D

workstations so you can expand your possibilities while preserving your hardware, training, and imagery investments.

CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION -Be sure to ask about Softimage 3D on SGI and the turnkey Windows NT hardware

and software systems. In North America, please call (800) 576-3846, -^ _ _ _B ^ _
DeptC. Anywhere else in the world, call (8 1 8) 365- 1 359, Dept.C. S O F I I AA A G E 3D
Or visit us at http://www.softimage.com More Power. More Performance. More Possibilities.
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Into the Shadows
Format: PC CD-ROM

As more developers embrace back-to-

basics coding techniques, a team has
Publisher: Scavenger

been tipping the coding ceiling for
Developer: Scavenger

Origin: US some time. With many eager publishers

Release Date: 2nd Quarter
knocking on its doors, Scavenger talks

to NEXT Generation

Scavenger's a
programming
entrepreneur

attempting to

trick every
ounce of

graphic

ability out
of the PC

0ow that 32-bit

technology has slipped

into the mainstream

and software

developers have had

time to assess the

abilities of each platform, it's hard to

get excited over million color palettes

and texture-mapped polygons. Luckily,

several innovative companies exist who

are already looking to the future and

pushing hardware to the limits.

Scavenger is the Los Angeles, CA-

based development company responsible

for 16-bit Sega titles Sub-Terrania and

Red Zone. The company's policy for

never importing graphic technologies,

instead developing their own, has

already placed it in the N EXT
Generation spotlight in the form of an

extended alpha feature (NG 11). Now
the company is in the limelight again.

This time we provide a more detailed

look at its innovative and somewhat

crafty approach to PC graphics.

Into the Shadows a

D&D-style game with puzzles and

maze-like locations, but with the

emphasis placed firmly on action, and

more specifically, fighting. It's a game

All of into the Shade*
the Polyhemus syster

i' characters have been fully motion captured with

, creating an unrivaled fluidity and realism

that exhibits truly extraordinary graphic

quality. The scenery is incredibly

detailed and atmospheric with slimy

dungeon walls and flaming torches that

are crisp and beautifully drawn. Most

impressive is the game's cast of

characters: elves, wizards, etc. who look

gorgeous and exhibit an unparalleled

fluidity of motion — not an easy task

with antiquated PC hardware.

The techniques involved are no more

glamorous than the creative use of

mathematics. Where other developers

struggle to conform to the PC's

primitive architecture and operate
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Down in the

Dungeon
Scavenger has chosen to

exhibit its beloved editor in

a suitably eerie

environment. Dungeons and

Dragons games have been

around since the 8-bit days,

but recently the genre has

been dominated, if not

hijacked completely, by

Japanese RPGs in the Zelda

style. To win players back to

the Dungeon Master way of

doing things, Daniel Small

is seeking to create a

believable scenario in which

players can immerse

themselves. In this respect,

Scavenger is pushing the

graphic engine as a means

to accentuate the quality of

the game, rather than make

up for a lack of it."We're

really trying to meet the

interest group that enjoys

this type of Dungeons and

Dragons fantasy and we're

trying to remain faithful to

that group, and provide the

most realistic environment

in which to play."

Into the Shadows features amazing
animation (above). The game will be

transferred to Saturn and PlayStation

within its strict confines, Scavenger is a

programming entrepreneur, attempting

to trick every ounce of graphic ability

out of the machine. As Daniel Small

told NEXT Generation, "Every machine

can do something it's not supposed to,

and we have the tricks to exploit this."

These graphic deceptions are used

throughout Into the Shadows to fool

both the player and, more intriguingly,

the computer, into thinking incredibly

complex things are happening on-

screen, when in fact simpler things are

taking place — they're just being aided

by algorithmic tricks and short cuts.

Mikko Thatinen
the lead developers on the Into the

Shadows (ITS) project, was willing to

give NEXT Generation a few glimpses

into the workings of the Triton graphics

engine. ITS first captures the

imagination with its brilliant animation.

,
- \~ "-

f-

Good texturing and motion capture

ensure that the characters look detailed

and move convincingly

This skeleton warrior sways and lurches In an incredibly life-like manner.

The shadows cast by the iron doors (top) detract from the PC's low res

The characters are incredibly detailed,

intricately animated figures, yet they're

utilizing an anorexic 100 to 350

polygons. Thatinen explains this paradox

with a furtive admission, "We utilize a

doubling and transparency technique to

give the appearance of more polygons."

The shadows cast by the

characters provide another graphically

impressive element. It looks as if they

are formed from real shading affected

by light sources within the game and,

indeed, the shadows are calculated in

realtime. Thatinen points out, however,

there are limits to how much the PC can

calculate, so alternative techniques are

employed to make the effect appear

real. The team has in essence used

physics and complex algorithms to

create "elegant short cuts."

At the heart of all this chicanery is a

complex, state-of-the-art editor. "I've

seen some editors that people show, but

the tools we've developed to make the

game are just as impressive as the work

itself... it's very in-depth."

Reassuringly, gameplay is just as

important to Scavenger as looks. As

Daniel Small says, "The game that is all

the rage at Scavenger at the moment is

[Nintendo's] Yoshi's Island.We feel the

graphics are unattractive, but the

gameplay is so much fun. One day we

would like to work with Mr. r-wj
M iyamoto. He is truly a wizard." LXJl

Scorcher (top) and Amok
(above) are perfect

examples of Scavenger's

dedication to ground-

breaking graphics.

Appearing on Saturn,

both games feature fully

depth-cued, light-soureed,

z-buffered scenery
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Die Hard Trilogy

Boom boom boom! Just like

in the movies. Die Hard
Trilogy is about speed,

action, and massive
explosions — not plot

Although

none of the
games break
any new
ground in

terms of

design, all

seem
extremely
well done

I

ox has solved the

dilemma of cramming

|

three different movies

into one game in an

interesting fashion —
I there are actually three

games on the disc, one for each movie.

They are totally unrelated, except that

saving your progress in one saves your

progress in the other two. It's a cool

concept, and guarantees a substantial

amount of playtime, especially

considering the company maintain each

game is as long as other games released

so far for PlayStation — a claim that

anyone familiar with the disappointing

length of early PlayStation titles should

have no trouble believing.

The first game, Die Hard,

is basically a 3/4-vlew Crusader clone,

with you controlling Bruce Willis as he

battles his way through Nakatomi Plaza

in search of bombs, grenades, machine

guns, shoes (of course), and terrorists.

Die Harder is a Virtua Cop rip-off

with an impressive number of polygons

Movie games have a well-deserved/

horrible/ reputation. Die Hard Trilogy

may help to change all that

Format: PlayStation,

Saturn, PC
Publisher: Fox

Interactive

Developer: Probe

Release Date: May
Origin: UK

flying around the screen at any given

time. The Saturn version should be

compatible with the Stunner, as well.

Die Hard with a Vengeance is a 3D car-

chase-and-subway battle above and

below the streets of New York as you

quest to locate bombs before they

explode. You can pick from 15 cars,

fromYugosto Ferraris.

Although none of the games break

any new ground in terms of design, all

look extremely well done, with very

smooth action and enough polygons to

keep the graphics looking good.

By combining three proven methods

of gameplay with extremely competent

implementation, Fox Interactive should

help both its own reputation and those

of the notoriously bad movie

license games in general. m
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while playing modem games!
HeadOn is compatible for simultaneous voice/data remote play with Doom, Doom II, Heretic, Hexen, Rise of the Triad, Tyriar

One Must Fall, Terminal Velocity, VR Pool, Descent, Spectre VR, Wacky Wheels, Fighter Wing, Battledrome, Transport Tycoon,

Dark Legions, Machiavelli the Prince, Chessmaster, Grandmaster Championship Chess, Chessnet, Indy Car Racing, Nascar

facing, Tank Commander, Warcraft, Iron Assault, Power - the Game, Hardbalf 4, Wing Commander, Metal Marines, Battle Ches

Empire Deluxe, Flight Simulator 5.x, Commanche, Slip 5000, Werewolf, and Blood Bowl.

Introducing the Eiger Labs HeadOn"' interactive game

modem with simultaneous voice for PC's. You can now

talk to and hear your friends while playing your favorite

remote games over a single, standard telephone line.

Taunt each other while battling head-on or vocally

coordinate strategies for team playing. Breathe

personalities into game characters in your own voice and

words. Just imagine- no more boring, keyboard activated

pre-recorded messages. No more distracting chat

windows. Now you can truly interact with other players!

Doom deathmatches will never be the same!

With Eiger Labs' advanced DSVD (Digital Simultaneous

Voice and Data) features, the HeadOn modem offers

maximum real-time performance for true, fast-action

trigger-responsive voice/data game play.

HeadOn also includes standard

14.4Kbps data and fax modem

features, and it readily fits into

any standard PC ISA bus slot.

Easy-to-use software is provided

for plug-n-play installation, telephone dialing/answering,

and remote gaming with simultaneous voice.

Get the most realistic interactive remote gaming experience.

Get Eiger's new HeadOn modem. For more information,

call 1-800-OK-E1GER or e-mail

headon@eigerlabs.com.

Includes deluxe CD-ROM with 10 popular shareware games!
HeadOn is available at major retail computer stores.

Jump to World Wide Web http://www.eigerlabs.com to find another HeadOn opponent in your area code or world.

©1995 Eiger Labs, inc. The HeadOn and Eiger logos are registered trademarks of Eiger Labs, Inc. All others are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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specifically for 3D Blaster.
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Tired of games that play in slow motion? Tired of pixels

the size of houlders? Tired of 8-bit cartoon colors?

Get 3D Blaster" It will blast you with full color, hi-res,

3D graphics that fly across your screen at light speed.

Plus, it's bundled with five killer 3D games designed for

3D Blaster. And that's not all. Watch the shelves for an

avalanche of certified Blaster compatible titles.

313 Blaster was born to run on Windows 95, Windo
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THE MAKERS Of SOUND BLASTER

3.1 and DOS systems. And it's Plug n Play compatible.

Tired of being left behind? Then upgrade your 486

VL-bus PC with 3D Blaster, the standard in 3D PC.

From Creative Labs, the makers of Sound Blaster.
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Cyber Troopers

These insect-like characters are preparing for hand-to-hand combat. What
differentiates them from past "bets" Is their quick and agile abilities

he battle for genre

dominance between the

mammoth Japanese

arcade companies Sega

and Namco has just

grown fiercer with

Sega's upcoming entry into the one-on-

one action category.

Cyber Troopers ( Virtual On in

Japan) is, simply put, a nicely enhanced

rendition of the popular Namco tank

game Cyber Sled. Except AM3 has

produced "improvements" as well as a

game with agile flying robots, very

different from Cyber Sled's lumbering,

earth-bound tanks. With a choice of

eight characters, each including a set of

three projectiles and hand-to-hand

combat abilities, you fight one-on-one in

a large enclosed arena against either

the computer or another player, and

control it with tank-like joysticks.

While the object is simple the means

to winning are more strategic than they

might initial ly seem. You're able to

jettison into the air (by pulling the

joysticks apart) to see where your

opponent is, to attack, and, to a certain

extent, escape. Using button

combinations like pressing both the

Trigger buttons or Trigger and Turbo

buttons simultaneously, your character

n for the kill

(top). Beware of multiple

bombs (middle, above)

Giving arch-rivals Namco a taste of its

own copycat medicine, Sega AM

3

delivers a hot new arcade game in the

unmistakable style of Cyber Sled

Format: Arcade

Publisher: Sega

Developer: Sega/AM3
Release Date: Late March

Origin: Japan

can pummel his opponent hand-to-hand,

or he can employ homing missiles,

napalm bombs, fireballs, phalanx, and

other numerous weapons, many of which

force him to hide behind stationary

objects for defense. In fact, a key

strategy is to use the Dash option, a fast

linear sprint out of harm's way.

Character design is dean

looking and varied, and because the

characters move so fast, they often

appeared jagged-edged and occasionally

even blurry, something Sega hopefully

will fix. Character design seems evenly

varied: Bar-Bas-Bow is annoyingly slow

but can take more hits than his

opponents, while Temjin inflicts heavy

damage in hand-to-hand combat but

takes damage quickly.

Overall, the creation of flying robots

instead of tanks and upping the graphic

quality over its predecessor makes this

game a free-wheeling romp sure
f~+*y

to please action fans. <-lM

This character is avoiding the damaging
homing missiles by using the rigid dash

move. You can only run in a straight line

These guys
are loaded
All eight characters are

packed with three attacks,

plus a special hand-to-

hand move.

1. Temjin: This character

inflicts heavy damage with

his Beam Rifle.

2. Dorkas: Effective use of

his Hammer up close.

3. Fei-Yen: Is capable of

hyper mode when below

half its energy.

4. Belgdor: Can deflect

opponents missiles with

his own projectiles.

5. Viper II: Confuses foe

with jumping attack.

6. Bal-Bas-Bow: Confuses

foe with both the Mine

and Hand-bit.

7.Apharmd: Dangerous

with the strange Tongfer.

8. Raiden: Makes good use

of the laser when up close.



USE YO
OR LOS CI: J-JuiP

The original cinematic action
adventure game,
where engrossing game play
meets Blade Runner-style actio..

Plunge into this surrealistic 3D
world where dozens of
characters propel you through
mind expanding challenges,

to one shocking conclusion!

For Macintosh and PC Windows"

http://www.burncycle.com
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StarTrek:
Generations

Spectrum Holobyte once

again tackles the Star Trek

license, this time with a

game that is much more

than just a sum of its parts

Format: PC

Texture-mapping enables

Spectrum Holobyte to

re-create the feel of a

genuine Star Trek location

— the hills outside LA

Publisher: Spectrum

Holobyte

Developer: Spectrum

Holobyte

Release Date: Fourth

quarter

Origin: US

he Star Trek license is

so popular that a game

that bears the name is

almost guaranteed to

succeed. Generations is

' an even hotter property

than usual, as it has the advantage of

featuring characters from both the

original TV run and the cast of the Star

Trek: The Next Generation series. With

a sales success almost guaranteed, it

would be easy for the design team to

rush out a title counting on the license

to carry it through, but fortunately it

seems that the developers at Spectrum

Holobyte have added enough gameplay

and special effects options to ensure

that its newest title, Star Trek:

Generations is a game capable of

standing on its own merits.

In the beginning of the game, the

storyline is much the same as the movie.

Dr. Soren is trying to reclaim happiness

at the expense of millions of lives. You

and the rest of the Next Generation

crew are supposed to try and stop him

before things get out of hand. Therein

lies the strength of the game. Players

It's like Doom, but with

In touch with your

Phaser (set to kill, presumably). No more "getting

i", a la Councillor Troy— It's time to kill

are not forced to do anything at all. If

you choose, you can take control of the

Enterprise and go on a four month

mission to seek out strange new

breakfast locations.. .or at least until the

good doctor destroys your home.

Simon Ffinch, the producer

on the project, explains the theory

behind the open storytelling style: "We
were trying to put the player into the

situation that the characters were in the

movie Generations, but we wanted to let

them do what they wanted to do, and

have the situations deviate fairly far

from the film." This deviation can take

"We've
combined
elements
from action,

adventure,

and some of

the most
popular

RPGs"

No Star Trek game would be complete without the inevitable face-off with an enemy presence. As per usual, the Enterprise

will prevail If the correct mix of aggression, diplomacy, and "giving her more until she almost Mows" i
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Ever wanted to stride briskly down a corridor

before saving the universe? Now you can. God
forbid you should need a bathroom

place on a grand level; such as flying

away from the situation all together, or

on a more subtle level, such as using

deadly techniques on the enemies that

you come in contact with. "We definitely

wanted to teach players that violence

isn't always the right solution, but we

never wanted to water down gameplay

by taking that option away from them,"

said Ffinch. "We've combined elements

from action, adventure, and some of the

most popular RPGs,with an RPG-type

interface that allows for a lot more

complex interaction that what you'd

expect," he adds.
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Space combat requires tactics, steel nerve

and a fast ensign on the photon torpedoes

get through the

game, players will have to master

several different sets of skills, from

Doom-style shooting in the action

sequences, to space-combat strategy in

the flight sequences, and even diplomacy

and detective work in the adventure

segments. Although it's

too early to call, it's hard

to see how gameplay this

diverse will be anything

but entertaining in

a final run.

Graphics and sound

are truly phenomenal,

and obviously have been

based in part on

technology that was

acquired during the

making of the Star Trek:

A Final Unity project.

The space combat

sequences uses a full

640x480 resolution

running with 16-bit hi-

color that is capable of

displaying up to 65,535

colors simultaneously. In

action sequences, the

game uses the same

resolution, but drops

down to standard 256

Scenes such as these w
players into a strangely violent Star Trek

universe waiting to be explored

color mode. All of the game's interfaces

are designed to not only play well, but to

further pull players into the Star Trek

universe by mimicking the computer

designs used in both the film and the

"Next Generation" television show.

According to Ffinch, the game will also

feature the voices from all of the

original actors of the series, as well as a

solid soundtrack for background music.

All in all, the addition of another

Star Trek game to the PC shelves isn't

really all that much to get excited

about, but Generations holds the

promise to be much more than that.

With the very latest graphics, realistic

sound effects, multiple gameplay

elements, and an open script, this title

should be able to stand on its own. This

is one for fans of the series and --,*-,

those just looking for a good time. LL*3

Players will

have to

master
Doom-style

shooting,

space-combat
strategy,

and even
diplomacy

and detective

work
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Lighthouse

The lighthouse is a nexus between eur world and a dimension where rr

gameplay occurs— where you'll discover the answers to your questions

he success of MYST
has shown there is a

market for leisurely

paced, nonviolent,

intellectual adventure

games. And Lighthouse

certainly seems aimed at the audience

that made MYSTsuch a hit. Despite

being derivative in concept, Sierra hopes

to offer enough innovation with

Lighthouse to keep it from being a

strictly "me-too" product.

The game is set partially in our

world, but mainly in a fantasy setting.

At the beginning, your character is

frantically summoned by an old friend,

the eccentric physicist, Dr. Jeremiah

Kirk, to come to his home and

laboratory (located in an oid lighthouse)

to watch his daughter, Amanda. When
you arrive, the doctor is missing and

before long, his daughter is gone, too —
snatched through a portal to another

dimension by a mysterious figure. You

leap through the portal after her and

into a strange world. Who was the dark

being who took Amanda? Where is Dr.

Kirk? These are the questions you'll

answer as you work through the game.

"The game is very art-oriented, but

we're also stressing story, quality, and

payability," said Jonathon Bock, lead

designer and art director. "The game is

Nevermind
the first

word that

comes to

mind when
you see this

will be MYST

The Influence of MYST In

obvious in the art and
control but not (thank

god) the puzzles

Can Lighthouse capture the giant

Myst market?

Format: PC CD-ROM
Publisher: Sierra

Developer: Sierra

Release Date: May
Origin: US

I The subtle beauty of the world of Lighthouse is readily apparent in this fog

enshrouded shot. The rest of the game promises the same seamless beauty

very /WVS7"-like, but there are some key

differences." Notably, there is a lot

more character interaction, with 3D
characters. There are also some

realtime sequences, like when you pilot

a submarine pod. But what should

excite gamers the most are the puzzles.

One of the most promising elements

of the game is the alternate world. This

seems like a place where you'd like to

spend a lot of time. "It's a place where

they probably had a high technology

level and then they had a collapse, what

they've ended up with is a culture that

appreciates craftsmanship and handling

technology with care," said Bock.

Nevermind the first word that comes

to mind when you see this will be

MYST. It looks to offer enough

innovation, especially in that it actually

features enticing gameplay, to set

it ahead of the pack. fTwr'



Every day, nearly twenty

report having

In 1996, that number
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Americans

a near-death experience.

dramatically.

Coming Feb 96 on CB-ROii for Mao & PC.
angel devoid

ENEMY

Address -

http://www.mindscape.com
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Stahlfeder
The vertically scrolling shoot 'em up

seems to be enjoying an almost

cryogenic-like immortality. The latest

32-bit blaster is a visual orgy of effects

JriZWiTWi-iW

Not only

does the
scenery look

gorgeous, it

also plays an
integral part

in the game

Format: PlayStation

Publisher: Santos

Developer: Santos

Release Date: Out now (Jap)

Stahlfeder tries to add some spice to the hackneyed shoot-'em-up genre by Including Interactive scenery that Impedes your progress, and some lovely texture-

mapped 3D enemies. These features may sound more familiar, however — four planes to fly with bombs, power-ups, and shields, rlmm...

capabilities have been used to add depth

to the gameplay and visuals.

First, the backgrounds take full

advantage of the PlayStation's color

palette, including detailed texture and

lighting effects. And the scenery also

plays an integral part in the game, with

factories and windpumps interfering with

the player's blasting. Further, most of the

end-level bosses are 3D polygon

creations rendered on the fly. By

comparison, even Seibu's manic Raiden

//looks dreadfully flat.

But there are some drawbacks. There

is no two-player option and N EXT
Generation's development disc only had

four levels. Having said that, Stahlfeder

promises to be another spectacular game

to add to PlayStation's ever- _-
growing list of quality titles. tM

Origin: Japan

I he vertically scrolling

shoot 'em up has long

been a videogame

cliche. Big power-ups,

predictable waves of

' aliens, and overused

formulae often mean new releases

are virtually indistinguishable.

Stahlfeder, from newcomer Santos,

follows the same old routine of bombs,

power-ups, and end-of-level bosses, but

this time the PlayStation's graphics

In some areas, Stahlfeder

looks remarkably similar

to other vertically

scrolling shooters like

Raiden, but the use of

PlayStation's 3D
capabilities will hopefully

produce an original title

rather than the same old

rehashed formula

As with most vertical scrollers these days, Stahlfeder enables the player to fully destroy practically all of the landscape. Trees

burn, grass gets scorched, and buildings explode, all at the whim of an over-excited trigger finger. There's little original about

Stahlfeder, nonetheless it's all executed well and produces beautiful backgrounds as well as superb animation



ultimate power. The lifeforce of a HyperBlader. It powers the

thlete. Brines the disciple of fory. find propels the porsoer of

perBlade is more than just a sport It is the euolotioo of speed.
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Unravelling The Mystery Is Just The Beginning.

SECRETS OF THE

0.

A huge mining corporation has unearthed something unexpected. All they would tell you

yesterday was that it dated back to / 1,000 B.C. Now, you see it, an ancient Egyptian pyramid

that seems to reach out to the desert sky like a beacon. Secrets of the Lost Dynasty presents

a vivid 3-D environment with smooth and realistic movement in which you will explore a

complex and ancient architecture.
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Subterrane
New World Computing returns to the

fantasy realm, this time with an interface

and plotline straight out of the future

The hordes of stubby, rod-

eyed foes are a disarming

obstacle if only because
of their sheer numbers

£*rt)fc

*r

Various enemies present

a series of troubles

whan they appear out of

nowhere. Occasionally

the massive numbers
dwindle to just a few

Developer: New World

Computing

Release Date: March
Origin: US

ew World Computing

B has beer famous for

I k' H years as the creators of

I ^ H the Might and Magic

^^^^H role-playing series, and^^^^^^ more recently for the

creation of its surprise strategy hit

Heroes of Might and Magic, based on

that same world. And even though

development continues on sequels to the

popular series, it seems that the

company is now looking to use its RPG
skills to begin moving into other genres.

In its latest r -
;

New World Computing is trying to

recreate the excitement of multiplayer

pen-and-paper role-playing games in the

computer medium, but with a relaxed

play atmosphere that could introduce

new gamers to the RPG experience.

Subterrane's story deviates from the

standard swords-and-sorcery tale by

starting players in a futuristic world

above ground. During the intro

animation, players will watch as their

characters delve into a set of

underground caverns on an exploratory

trip, only to find themselves trapped far

beneath the surface with no way home.

As the tale unfolds, the team finds that

the only way forward is to go farther

down, and that the land below is

anything but friendly to uninvited guests.

Using a null modem cable for two-

player mode, or by hooking up a

network for up to four, characters can

fight alongside each other, and unlike

other first-person action-oriented

games, teamwork is encouraged, and in

many cases it's simply necessary.

A slew of companies are trying to

move the RPG into a more action-

oriented and visually intriguing direction

— a good way to exploit another strong

asset of the RPG — but they all seem to

be leaving out the player-to-player —
the human — interaction that's the

main reason pen-and-paper RPGs have

succeeded so well in the past.

Although it's still too early to tell

whether Subterrane will be able to do

what the others haven't, from the looks

of things, it's definitely a strong

step in the right direction. 4H

Subterrane
deviates

from the
standard
swords-and-

sorcery tale

by starting

players in a
futuristic

world above
ground



Solving the Mystery

means Visiting

the Dark Pit of

your Soul.

Mi^r

"NEW GENRE OF
INTERACTIVE HORROR!"

-GAME FAN

h

1

| /IlHI^H » i&
STARE INTO THE EYES

OF MADNESS!

available at participating retailers



"SPINE-TINGLING
ACTION!"-EGM

D... the Daughter.

D... Darkness.

D... Destiny.

D... Despair. \

omputer rendered 3-D j.jraphi

"SLICK, STYLISH, SCARY
FUN!"-GAME PLAYERS

D... Death.

D... Damnation.

DON T PLAY IT IN

THE DARK!

*a»fe%^^
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PlayStation

Doom
Publisher Williams

Developer: GT Interactive/Id

Software
Here we go again. It's fair to say

that, bar none, this is the best

version of Doom yet for any home
console, putting previous efforts

for 32X, Jaguar, and especially

Super NES, to shame. The high

frame rate, impressive light-

sourcing effects, and responsive

controls make this a treat for the

eyes and fingers.

The game supports the

PlayStation Link Cable, so two

players with two copies of the

game, two TVs, and two
PlayStations can go head-to- head

in a death-match, the disc also

includes not only a complete port

of Doom II, but also a 'new-

version of the original Doom,
Ultimate Doom, enhanced to

make use of the PlayStation's

polygon engine and throwing in

Chain Gunners, Revenants, and

other enemies, from the sequel.

While this spices up a game
that, by now, everyone who's even

remotely interested has already

played, the net effect is to make
Ultimate Doom and Doom II seem
like one long game rather than

two separate ones. Also, for some
reason the walls seem especially

"sticky," and it's easy to get hung

up, particularly going around

corners, but in the end, the only

bad thing you can say is that this

is getting really old. Sure, this is

the best version we've seen yet

for any home console, and for the

two people reading this who've

never played it, you're in for a

thrili. The rest of us are getting

tired, and next time we see it we
won't be so charitable.

Rating: •***

Gex
Publisher: Crystal Dynamics
Developer: Crystal Dynamics
That wise-crackin' gecko, having

traitorously left the 3D0 behind

(where, presumably, he was
supposed to evolve into the

system's mascot), has now come
to roost on PlayStation.

PlayStation

HAT TRICK
NHL Face Off
Publisher: Sony Interactive

Developer: Sony Interactive

NHL Face Offtakes all the qualities that

made EA sports' NHL series so good on

Genesis and adds everything that makes
32-bit games so special.

The 3D arena is made to perfection,

complete with reflections on the ice and

rotating advertisements along the boards.

Each team's uniform is done with

unequaled detail. The inclusion of one-

timers, four different types of checks,

slap shots, drop passes, every NHL player

and team, statistical tracking, and great

artificial intelligence give NHL Face Off

all of the great gameplay elements that

make NHL '96 so good. Throw in CD
quality sound, three different camera
angles, and some unbelievable graphics,

and you have a new challenger for Lord

Stanley's Cup.

The gameplay isn't as solid or as

easy to control as NHL '96 (Genesis), but

NHL Face Offs strength in graphics and

sound is far superior. The only

disappointment in NHL Face Off is the

lack of players' numbers on their jerseys;

with that one addition, Face Off would

look so real you'd swear you were

watching an NHL telecast.

Overall, NHL Face Off is exactly the

kind of 32-bit hockey experience you'd

expect and want.

Rating: *****

\%-
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Sony seems to have Improved on EA's model: The detailed

uniforms, slick rink, and beautifully motion- captured players

all come together with near perfection In NHL Face Off



ENIX INTERNET ENTERTAINMENT

CONTEST
GRAND PRIZE

us $200,000.°°

ENIX seeks for truely original PC -game software and highly qualified creators for

the next generation of entertainment. There are no restrictions of entrants, and no

distinctions between individual and group work. Total prize amount is $400,000.°°!!

\~ —\ GRAND PRIZE

PRIZES 2 FIRST PRIZES
I . I 10 SECOND PRIZES-

US$200,000. 00

-US$50,000. 00

-US$10,000.00

PROCEDURES OF ENTRIES
For those who can access internets

ENIX HOMEPAGE ADDRESS:

http://www.marinet.or.jp/com/enix

;an get more detailed information of the contest

jnd register your entries in the home page. Enix

e page has not only contest information but

ilso what ENIX is and does.

For those who cannot access internets

Please send a mail to ENIX to get more detailed

contest information including an entry registration.

We have two version of the contest information in

either English or Japanese. Please writ*. u

language choice for the contest information in your

mail to ENIX.

ENIX's address is:

Enix Internet Entertainment Contest Project.

ENIX CORPORATION 7-5-25,Nishi-Shinjuku,

Shinjuku-ku, TOKYO 160 JAPAN

APPLICANT PERIOD Oct.31/1996.



W Psy-Q Pla
Plug-in Development System From

SIM Systems and Psygnosis

AFFORDABLE, EASY-TO-USE hardware to

go along with it.

Simply plug the small Psy-Q interface

adapter into the expansion port of at

standard debugging (Blue) PlayStatio

and as they say, you
"

capable

of debugging on the real or

chines.

le new system drastically reduces the

ost of PlayStation development, whilst

laintaining FULL compatibility with the

onment. The
m is even shipped with our new
nuch acclaimed

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

Out of the

Check SN Systems' web site at

p://www.snsys.com

i

providing powerful
macro and data definition facilities

and section handling. Fully

compatible wfth the output from the

popular Freeware GNU-C (supplied).

- The Psy-Q Debugger for

Windows 95' as well as the popular,

Psy-Q Debugger for DOS. Both
debuggers allow developers to

debug via their C or

Assembly language source flies and
support full C expression handling

and data browsing.



rating saturn

This is exactly the same game
as the 3D0 version, with no

improvements to speak of, but it

has to be said it's still one of the

more inventive side-scrolling

action games available. Thanks to

his reptilian suction cups, Gex can

stick to all kinds of surfaces,

which enables him to do a lot of

strange tricks and adds an

interesting (if not completely

unique) dimension to gameplay.

The game's five areas, each

based around a different TV/movie

stereotype — a horror level, a

kung-fu level, a science fiction

level, etc. — are unique and

humorous, and there's plenty of

hidden areas and bonus levels to

dig out. Gex himself is voiced over

by actor/comedian/ "Saturday

Night Live" flunky Dana Gould, and

a lot of what he says is genuinely

funny, which makes the whole

exercise relatively painless.

In a world of polygons, we're

not sure one last side-scroller is

what the 32-bit universe needs,

but you could do worse.

Rating: ***

Jupiter Strike
Publisher: Acclaim
Developer: Taito

Acclaim has reached an exclusive

deal with the financially sagging

Taito to distribute its products

here in the US. Based on this

agreement is the first game to be

picked up through that deal; let's

just hope that Acclaim didn't shell

out too much.

A track-based shooter of the

worst sort, Jupiter Strike is

noteworthy strictly for having

almost no good qualities at all. A
relatively enjoyable intro sequence

segues to a game with jerky

control and uninspired, blocky

enemy designs. You have a choice

between two views: a third-person,

behind-the-ship view which enables

you see a lot of the surrounding

area but effectively blocks your

view of oncoming enemies, or a

first-person perspective, which

enables you see what's in front

but kills any peripheral vision. Your

weapons are limited to exactly

two — a regular laser and a

"locking" laser — and there's

never a way to upgrade and no
power-ups. The sound can be

singled out for special derision, as

it barely sounds better than the

8-bit shooters of yore.

It may be worth pointing out

here that if a company is in

trouble, there's probably a reason

for it. Stay away, don't add their

problems to your own.

Rating: *

Ridge Racer Revolution
Publisher: Namco
Developer: Namco
The original Ridge Racer was a

rush job, shunted out the door in

the space of six months so it

would be ready for the

PlayStation's release in Japan. As
such, it was an impressive effort,

but clearly lacking in graphic

quality, and the way the cars

handled (even mild applications of

the brakes yield ridiculous

fishtailing). It sold well though,

and has its adherents.

Considering that Sega had

similar, rush job troubles with

Saturn's Virtua Fighter, then

rectified the problem with the

incredible VF Remix a few months
later, one might have thought

Namco would be doing something

similar with Ridge Racer

Revolution. Such is not that case.

Namco has simply released a disc

with a new track, using the same
flawed game engine. The track

has been designed so that less of

it is visible, which reduces the

apparent amount of draw-in, but

there are no new cars and,

consistent with the structure of

the original, you're still only

getting one track. Higher difficulty

levels simply add additional, more
challenging extensions. Had this

been released as an expansion

disk at a reduced price it would

be worth it, but it's being

released at full price and billed as

a practical sequel, which it isn't.

Anyone who loved the original

will enjoy this follow-up, but be

aware, you're a half-step away
from being conned.

Rating: **

Shockwave Assault
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Developer: EA Studios

The original Shock Wave was an

early "must have" title for 3D0 —
not that it was really that good,

but compared to other 3D0 games
at the time, it was one of the best

available. For the most part, this

is a straight 3D0 port, and
includes not only the original

Shockwave, but also the

Operation Jumpgate expansion

disc. It does take full advantage

of the Sony's polygon engine,

moving noticeably smoother and

responding very well. On the other

hand, it's still pretty boring, at

least right up until the point

where it becomes utterly too

difficult to get any farther.

To keep your flagging interest

up, there's plenty of full-motion

video sprinkled into the game,

both between stages and during

stages, appearing on a small

window inside the cockpit. From a

technical standpoint, this is

actually the game's most
impressive feature, since the

video runs while the game
continues, and never stops the

action or even slows it down.

Each of the game's 15 levels is

theoretically based on aerial

photographs of the Earth and

Moon, although it's remarkable

just how much the levels look the

same. Some levels use desert

textures while others use jungle

textures, but you'd be hard

pressed to tell how that's

supposed to affect the way it

plays. The Dolby Surround that's

cropping up on a iot of discs lately

makes everything sound good, but

there are few other points of

interest, and with Shockwave 2
just around the corner, the whole

game is nearly redundant.

Rating: * *

Saturn
Galactic Attack
Publisher: Acclaim

Developer: Taito

Though it would be foolish to

recommend a game like Galactic

Attack to anyone but a die-hard

shooter fan, it is safe to say that

this is more than just another filler

game to satisfy the shooter jones.

Aside from the fact that Galactic

Attack is a super-fast action game,

Saturn

Battling other helicopters Is

the toughest aspects of

ThunderStrika 2, but also

one of the most exciting

STORMING
ThunderStrike 2
Publisher: US Gold
Developer: Core
The follow-up effort to the

original ThunderStrike on

Sega CD has seen the Core

development team take an

already great game and make
it exceptional. ThunderStrike

2 takes full advantage of

Saturn's 3D capabilities by

offering 360° free flight,

rotating camera views,

polygonal enemies both large

and small, and a wide variety

of texture-mapped, polygonal

terrains including both land

and water missions. The

most exciting aspect,

however, is the near

seamless integration of the

aforementioned attributes in

one action-packed attack

helicopter game.
Outside of a fairly

significant problem with late

draw-in, ThunderStrike 2 is a

near flawless operation and

quite simply, one hell of an

action game. The action is

highlighted by a uniquely

varied list of mission

objectives and a fluid sense

of control over the high-tech

helicopter featured in the

game. Other notables include

a long list of available

artillery, gorgeous 3D
graphics, built-in mip-

mapping, and the ability to

make things explode into

giant balls of flame.

ThunderStrike 2 also

shows the developers'

innovative thinking in the

use of a 2D graphic underlay

which mimics the 3D terrain

until the polygons have a

chance to draw-in.

Unfortunately, the draw-in

happens a little later than it

should and the 2D alias isn't

enough to hide it entirely.

Still probably the best

third-party game to hit the

Saturn yet, ThunderStrike 2
is a valuable part of the

Sega Saturn library and a

must-have for all action fans.

Rating: ***+



rating saturn

Saturn

SECOND BEST
Battle Arena Toshinden Remix
Publisher: Sega Japan
Developer: Takara

It was Sony's signature title upon release of

PlayStation in the US and it gave Sony a mascot for

their older-teen-focused advertising (Sofia says: bark

like a dog!). Most importantly, however, it was the

game that made many people look at the original

Virtua Fighter on Saturn and then buy a PlayStation.

Now, less than six months after its PlayStation debut,

Toshinden is available (in Japan, at least) for Saturn.

Having Toshinden, an awesome 3D fighting game,

on Saturn, especially with an extra boss and added

cinematics, would seem to have been the ultimate

reality check for Sony, except for one thing — it just doesn't look as good on Saturn.

The gameplay is just as good as the original and the graphics aren't so far off that

you won't want to play it, but there is a graphic downgrade evident in the characters

and backgrounds. There is, in fact, such a difference that Sega of America has the

project in development to bring it up to speed before its US release.

For all Saturn owners just dying to get Toshinden, there's still plenty of fun to be

had, but if you've waited this long, you can surely wait for the upgraded US release.

Rating: *••*

^n
The cinema screens at the

beginning of the game are a

nice added detail to the

Saturn version (top). With

the same gameplay that

made It a smash-hit for

PlayStation, Saturn owners
are sure to appreciate the

game's undeniable charm

there is a definite feeling of quality

development and several elements

of smart game techniques that are

displayed with this title. The best

part about Galactic Attack,

however, is that it offers everything

a good space shooter should

without any problems that may
have shown up on a 15-bit system

trying to do the same.

Essentially, the advantage to

developing a relatively simple

overhead shooter like Galactic

Attack on a high-powered system
like Saturn is that you don't have

to make any compromises with it,

which means no slow-down, even

when a load of sprites are on the

screen at once.

So, it comes down to this — if

you like space shooters, you're

gonna love Galactic Attack.

Rating: ***

Johnny Bazookatone
Publisher: US Gold
Developer: US Gold

While it's tempting to swear-off

the side-scrolling action game as a

by-gone product of the 16-bit era,

there's something devilishly

tempting about a game that

looks and plays as good as

Johnny Bazookatone.

Make no mistake, the

gameplay is all pretty standard

stuff (run from left to right and

shoot everything that gets in your

way), but what the title lacks in

innovative thinking it starts to

make up for in quality design.

Showing off the Saturn's color

palette and the speed at which

the machine is capable of

operating, Johnny Bazookatone

fares quite well on the next-

generation console and if the

focus of the gaming industry was
not shifting so definitively to 3D
gaming, this game would, no

doubt, be turning some heads.

In the end, Johnny

Bazookatone is a fun game with

awesome graphics and some
clever little surprises along the

way, but it is still highly

reminiscent of a different, and

rapidly fading, era in gaming.

Rating: * * *

Wing Arms
Publisher: Sega
Developer: Sega
While most air combat games are

eager to offer high-tech wonders
such as locking missiles and jet

engines, Wing Arms has taken a

different route all together. In this

WWII-style flight game, the

locking missiles have been

replaced by straight-shooting

rockets and the most effective

weapons are your mounted guns.

Creating more of an old-

school dog-fighting atmosphere,

Wing Arms features many
visually exciting missions

this scaling-down of the high-tech

gadgetry changes the dynamic of

the game quite a bit from what you

may be used to.

Definitely not a strict flight-

Sim, Wing Arms is more of an

arcade experience than anything

else, but you will be able to call on

several genuine flight techniques

including the ever-popular roll. The
biggest drawback to this game,
outside of the occasional problem

with polygon draw-in, is in the fact

that there are only six missions

and with just a little bit of practice

you'll have this one beaten before

you're ready for it to be over.

Even so, you're likely to have

quite a bit of fun along the way, as

the action is fast, the graphics are

beautiful, and the control is a joy.

Rating: **+

X-Men: Children
of the Atom
Publisher: Capcom (Japan)

Developer: Capcom
If there's one thing that's proven,

it's that familiarity sells. This is, no

doubt, the theory behind the 2D
fighter. Historically speaking, X-

Men: Children of the Atom is

nothing more than another name
added to a ridiculously long list of

games in very much the same
vein. Strangely enough, this game
somehow manages to distinguish

itself as slightly beyond the reach

of the countless other 2D fighters

already in existence.

Character recognition of the

X-Men adds to the experience,

and the fact that Children of the

Atom did well in the arcade also

lends credibility to the title, but

beyond these obvious factors this

title still stands out.

Perhaps it's the smooth

animation combined with the

brightly colored graphics, or the

differences in character strengths

and weaknesses, or maybe it's

just time for another good 2D
fighter, but whatever it is, X-Men:

Children of the Atom has a

definite spark that's missing in

other similar titles.

Rating: * * *
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IDUS CARNAGE.

Real-time combat and real-life conflicts -

a Middle Eastern invasion, a brutal siege in

Eastern Europe, gun-running in South America,

piracy in the South China Seas... 26 killer

missions in all! Including night and day assaults.

War-torn terrain and 3D graphics are ultra-realistic.

Look out for enemy vehicles, ships, and aircraft -

then vaporize them with bone-shaking explosions!
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rating 3D0

Oeathkeep
Publisher: SSI

Developer: Lion Entertainment
Like its predecessor, Slayer (also

from SSI) Deathkeep is a mix of

Doom-style action and AD&D-
based RPG, although the

emphasis is clearly on the action

side. On the technical side, it

moves along well enough, not as

smoothly as Wolfenstein 3-D for

3DO, but the texture maps for the

walls and floor are glossy and

Overlooking character control,

Deathkeep is a nice challenge

solid, and become increasingly

better-looking as you continue

through 25 different dungeons.

After sitting through the

introduction, which consists of

some of the least convincing 3D
character animation you can

imagine, you have a choice

between three different character

classes: a dwarf fighter, a half-elf

fighter/mage, and purely elven

mage. The dwarf, naturally, can't

use spells, but the dungeons are

so lethal — even the very first

one — that only the dwarf has

any chance of survival in the

hands of a beginner player.

The game is extremely

challenging and surprisingly

complex, but its major flaw is in

the area of player control, it's

difficult, if not outright impossible,

to stop yourself exactly where you

want to, either when moving

forward or turning, which makes
hitting enemies with missile

weapons and spells more of a

chore than it should be. The game
also has some trouble in enabling

you to pick up objects

consistently, and you often have

to pass over things several times

before it registers.

While these aren't minor

problems, the dungeons are

ingeniously designed, the game is

huge, and on the whole, It's

interesting enough to warrant a

look in spite of the annoyances.

Rating: ***

Iron Angel of the
Apocalypse: The Return
Publisher: Synergy
Developer: Synergy

The original Iron Angel was
notable less for its gameplay than

for the weird, psychedelic visuals

that surrounded it. For the most

part, the game was just a medium
grade Doom clone, but the intro

sequence, cut scenes, and

enemies were so odd that you

kept playing in spite of yourself

just to see what new bit of

strangeness came next.

For the sequel, the action is

more straightforward, and also

occasionally varies from the Doom
mold, throwing in the odd driving

and shooter stages, and there's

been some mild attempts to

enhance gameplay, with

improvements in how smoothly it

moves and controls.

However, it's clear that in

aiming for a more mainstream

approach, a lot of uniqueness has

been lost, symptomized by the

decision to dub the Japanese

dialog rather than to have it

subtitled, as in the original (a

touch that only served to

underscore its dreamlike quality).

The job is nearly as goofy as any

"Ultraman" episode, punctuated

by an annoying, cute robot named
Robbie who floats in and out to

state the obvious and move the

"story" along. Not only are the

cut-scenes less interesting, but

YOU WAKE UP FROM A DREAM-A
VERY BAD DREAM-TO FIND

YOURSELF IN A TRAILER WHERE
NOTHING SEEMS TO WORK QUITE

RIGHT. ONE THING YOU KNOW FOR

SURE, A COLLECTION AGENCY HAS

HIRED A THUG TO EXACT PAYMENT
FROM YOU, AND YOUR RICH UNCLE PROSPERO HAS

MYSTERIOUSLY INVITED YOU UP TO HIS MASSIVE
ESTATE. BUT CAN YOU REACH HIM AND GET THE

MONEY YOU NEED IN TIME?

Travel throuc

CHAOS
THROUGH NINE STUNNING ENVIRONMENTS AND
TERACT WITH INTERESTING-OKAY OBNOXIOUS-
CHARACTERS ON YOUR WAY TO WINNING YOUR

ITANCE IN CHAOS-THE INTERACTIVE FANTASYINHERITANCE IN

ADVENTURE GAME BASED ON

...THINK YOU'RE UP TO THE CHALLENGE?

Y -
— HarperCollins

|

Interactive
\

http://www.chaoscdrom.com

Available for Windows® and Macintosh® at a retaile





"More realistic
head-to-head
combat than
Falcon 3.0."

-Avenger, LA., CA
iiBrayiSiK.netcom.com

• Nationally ranked

flight-sim veteran

' More than 2,000
flight hours logged

1 Placed 2nd in

Intercept's National

Head-to-Head

Falcon Tourney
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for some strange reason there's

no way to even skip them. You're

forced to watch even if you've

played that section before.

Having sacrificed a lot of the

more bizarre elements that made
the original worth playing, the

sequel simply doesn't offer

enough improvements to make up

for the loss.

Rating: * *

Scramble Cobra
Publisher: Panasonic
Developer: Genki/Pack-ln Video
After Thunderstrike 2 for Saturn

and the upcoming Gunship 2000
for PlayStation, it looks as if

Scramble Cobra would like to be

3DO's entry into the field of 32-bit

assault helicopter games. But this

isn't good news for 3DO owners.

The game presents you with a

paltry 10 missions— not 10
mission areas, simply 10
missions. And while there are

three difficulty settings, that

doesn't up the replay value by

much. Control, while not exactly

intuitive, is responsive enough.

Oddly though, there's no way to

change your chopper's altitude, so

there's no chance of doing

something silly like running into

the ground or a hillside.

In fact, the game has few

strong suits to play: the pace Is

slow, and there's a noticeable

amount of draw-in at the horizon,

in spite of the fact that very few

missions take place over a

particularly dense or complicated

terrain. There are few weapons
available, and the main gun is

fnK^ Entertainment

nearly useless, but that's not a

problem as few missions provide

much challenge in the first place

(other than the fact that most

missions must be completed in a

certain amount of time, and

failure to do so results in having

to play it over again).

Add to this one of the most

annoying and least commanding
commanders ever seen in an FMV
cut-scene, and you have an overall

experience that isn't even bad

enough to be painful, just dull.

Rating: * *

Cobra Scramble Is one of the

poorest assault chopper games
available for a 32-bit system

Jaguar
Ruiner Pinball
Publisher: Atari

Developer: Atari

The key to making a great video

pinball game is in convincing the

player that he or she is playing a

real pinball game with accurate

physics and smooth animation.

3D0

STELLAR
Starfighter
Publisher: Studio 3D0
Developer: Krisalis

Over the last few months, Studio 3DO has released more than its

fair share of good titles, with only one notable failure (Captain

Quazar). While we'd like to report that Starfighter was another

raging success, it has a number of strikes against it, not the

least of which is that it's pushing 3DO to its extreme limits.

As a flight sim set over the landscapes of a number of alien

worlds, it does have a couple of noticeable problems. One, the

pace is pretty slow. Though, oddly, the frame rate is quite good,

your ship and everything else on screen moves at a lethargic

pace, as if they were floating through something much heavier

than air. Second, the amount of draw-in is ridiculous.

On the other hand, this is a very ambitious attempt in many

ways. When attacking ground targets, any weapon you choose

causes an impressive amount of collateral damage, burning the

ground, and creating huge craters. It's even possible to "carve"

huge hills right down to sea level if you want to. The control is

responsive, the missions are varied and require a lot of careful

planning, since enemy installations tend to be designed as if

someone were really trying to defend themselves, and with a

solid couple of dozen levels and sub-missions, it lasts a while.

In spite of the pace and the draw-in, Starfighter is still

addictive as hell. In the end, the worst thing you can say about

it is that the designers'

reach may have exceeded

their grasp, but not by

much, and if more
designers pushed the

envelope this way, our job

would be a lot more fun.

Rating: ****

It's a testament to the joy of mass destruction and wanton

landscape abuse that bad draw In and a slow game pace don't

detract much from the overall Starfighter gaming experience

Once the suspension of disbelief is

firmly in piace, that's the time to

introduce the bells and whistles.

Ruiner Pinb3ll unfortunately

misses the mark on the realistic

pinball experience by just enough

to make it tough to forget you're

playing a videogame. The title's

animation could only be described

as rigid and there are some
questionable physics that come
into play from time to time.

What Ruiner Pinball does

well, however, is in the bells and

whistles part of the formula. With

a couple of multiple-tier tables

there's plenty of creative pinball

action to master and, for the most

part, it's an enjoyable process to

do so. After all, there are unique

opportunities in making video

pinball games such as the ability

to make multiple-tier tables and

offer animated targets and Ruiner
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P/nt>a/' takes full advantage of

these and other possibilities.

Unfortunately, all the clever

tricks can't hide the fact that the

gamejust doesn't play that well.

And without the basics right, the

rest is merely superfluous.

Rating: **

Let's just say Ruiner P'mball is

basically a lot of lights, bells,

whistles, and (small silver)...

Virtual Boy

Panic Bomber
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Hudson Soft

The Virtual Boy is meant to be a

3D machine and therefore is best-

suited for 3D games. Panic

Bomber is a decent 2D game that

would have worked many times

better on 2D hardware.

So why are they here

together? Even if you set aside

the fact that Panic Bomber takes

zero advantage of Virtual Boy's 3D
abilities, the game's lack of

distinguishing colors makes
playing this fast-paced puzzle

game a tedious process at best.

This Tet/vs-ish game has all

the addictive elements of the

original portable phenomenon, but

spending an extended amount of

time with your face stuck in the

Virtual Boy is simply not an option

for most folks.

Rating: **

Vertical Force
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Hudson Soft

The back of the Vertical Force box

claims "Actual Game Play is 3D!"

but the truth is far less dramatic.

The definition of 3D employed
in this overhead shooter is one in

which two separate planes (one

foreground and one background)

of gameplay co-exist within a

completely confusing environment

of mindless enemy ships and

constant red gunfire.

If this were a regular game,
then it may have been a far less

troublesome ordeal, but it's not.

Beyond the very unsuccessful 3D
elements in Vertical Force, this

game is totally uninspired.

Rating: *

Ecco the Dolphin
Developer: Sega
Publisher: Sega PC
Ecco the Dolphin is the only PC
game to ever feature a dolphin as

a main character and that novelty

alone counts for a lot. No, really.

The great thing about this

title is its smooth graphics and

control response, even when
running with Windows. These

things said, the game is still little

more than a conversion from the

yesteryears of the 16-bit Sega
Genesis. Except for a few video

cut-scenes, there is little attempt

to make this game look or play

better for the PC. As a result, the

graphics look somewhat dated.

Control, while very responsive,

still remains difficult, since many
puzzles require the use of a shell

or other object, and trying to

move things using only your snout

can be an exercise in futility.

For what it is, a simple

arcade/action game, Ecco is a

great change of pace from Doom.
Helping a dolphin find its lost

family can be a fun experience,

even on a PC.

Rating: ***

EF2000
Developer: Digital Image Design
Publisher: Ocean of America
The EF2000 fighter plane is part

of the Eurofighter program,

started in 1983 as a collaboration

between Germany, Italy, Spain,

and the UK. While the superior

fighter won't be in active service

until the year 2000, Digital Image

Design has created a flight

simulator around it that will knock
your socks off.

The game has astoundingly

beautiful graphics. The 4 million

square kilometers of terrain are

completely texture-mapped and
true to their geography, meaning

you can expect thick snow on the

ground of Norway, and acres of

marshy lowland in Finland.

The interface is so simple to

use that within a few minutes you

can be up and blowing MIG-29s

Flight sims regularly set new
standards as new PC power is

utilized. EF2000 is no exception

Sure it's simply a port from the Genesis, but it's cute. This orca whale will

give you the first clue you'll need to find your lost pod in Ecco the Dolphin

out of the air. Even so, there's

enough realism to please even the

most fanatical flight sim fan. A/I

pilots, programmed with

information taken from

experienced combat veterans,

constantly adjust to your actions.

and react accordingly. Throw in

the title's networking options for

up to eight virtual pilots, and

you've got one of the best flight

sims on the market. If you're a fan

of flying, pick this one up!

Rating: *•*•

"It's the ultimate
combat tfm I've

experienced...

nothing compares."

• 11 years of flight

sim experience

More than 3,500
total flight hours

logged on 25+
different sims

' Designer of

cockpit simulators

—SurWeg, Hanalei, HI

swlilog@aliHig.net
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Full Tilt Pinball
Developer: Maxis
Publisher: Maxis

The first thing you'll notice about

this game is that each table

(there's three in all) seems to

have been created by different

teams of developers.

The Space Cadet table is by

far the best, with plenty of things

to do and a definite goal to

achieve. The other two, however,

are incredibly difficult to follow.

The artwork on the Skullduggery

table is cluttered to the point

where you can't tell what you

want to hit and what not. The

[ocecni ffff
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same is basically true for Dragon's

Keep, though to a lesser degree.

Also, the physics of the ball in

Space Cadet are much better than

either of the others.

In conclusion, it's obvious

that only one table received

enough attention to make it

worthwhile. If Cinematronics

would have spent as much time

on the other tables, this would be

a fantastic game. As it is,

however, it's barely adequate.

If you only want to buy one
pinball sim, we suggest you check
out 21st Century's offerings.

Rating: **

By far the best table of the three available In Full Tilt Pinball, Space Cadet
is clear of clutter, yet full of fun targets. Shame it's not much fun to play

PC

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

Michael "Worf" Dorn and his co-star share an enlightening

moment as enemy ships close in. Familiar territory, we're sure

Mission Critical
Developer: Legend Entertainment Co.
Publisher: Legend Entertainment Co.

If Michael Dorn playing a role other than Worf from "Star Trek:

The Next Generation" doesn't seem like much of a reason for

you to check out this graphic adventure, you should consider the

fantastic graphics and an edge-of-your-seat storyline.

The 12-minute introduction gives away nothing — only that

you're on a ship called the Lexington which was escorting a

science vessel to some unknown planet when enemy ships

sprang an ambush. The entire crew had no choice but to ship

out, leaving you behind to patch up the battle damaged
Lexington and finish its mission.

Legend has done a great job blending full-motion video and
gorgeous rendered backgrounds with an intriguing story, a feat

that not many companies have managed to pull off. The intuitive

interface is completely mouse driven, both simple to use and

understand. Unfortunately, the game suffers the same curse as

Sierra's Phantasmagoria — it looks great and plays great, but

it's too easy and way too short. Most experienced gamers will

probably finish this one off in a matter of days. Not a bad way to

spend a weekend, but if you're short on cash, you might want to

spend it on something that will give you more playing time.

Rating: ****

At one point you interface with

the computer to direct an

attack on enemy vessels

(above). Tool up well if you
want to survive (right)
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THE EMPIRE STRIKES OUT
Rebel Assault II

Developer: LucasArts
Publisher: LucasArts

You would think that LucasArts, usually known for its quality games, would

know better. Those who are unaware of the need for game publishers to turn

a profit in these turbulent times will surely believe that how this one slipped

by those in charge is more of a mystery than the game itself.

Rebel Assault II is — like the original — an FMV-based rail shooter. This

means you do nothing more than try to shoot digitized objects that fly preset

patterns across the screen. The video looks great and the

music sounds like it was put together by John Williams himself,

but it's still about as much fun as watching "90210" reruns.

So what's wrong with it? First of all, you aren't playing a

game. You're watching a movie that requires you to move a

stick around and press a button at certain points until you get

to see more of the movie. That wouldn't be nearly as awful as it

sounds if the movie wasn't so bad. The actors shouldn't be cast

on an episode of "Hercules," much less star in their own game.
Even then, this game wouldn't be so bad if the plot was

fresh. Sadly, it's not. It's a completely unimaginative story

involving the Empire's development of a new threat to the Rebel

Alliance, and an untested young man's attempt to prove his

worth by thwarting Darth Vader's plans. Sound familiar?

With the sole exception of one new piece of Imperial

hardware, a stealth Tie (a la Wing Commander II), there's

nothing here you haven't seen before.

Rating: **

From the creator of Tetris comes Knight Moves. While the game offers

soma neat new ideas, it lacks the payability that made Tetris such a hit

Knight Moves
Developer: Spectrum HoloByte
Publisher: Spectrum HoloByte

The newest of the Alexey Pajitnov-

endorsed puzzle games, Knight

Moves is strangely void of fun.

The object is to clear a series

of levels by collecting items from

the floor, then landing on certain

squares marked by a crown. To

reach this end, players must move
their knight in correct chess

fashion — two up and one over. If

at any time he or she so much as

touches one of the monsters

patrolling the board, they're toast.

The control is easy — your

knight is in constant motion, and

you simply put the cursor where

you want him to land next. The

simplistic nature of the game is

fairly self explanatory, and

reminiscent of the classic Tetris.

However, where Tetris

required forethought and

cleverness as well as speed and

luck to succeed, Knight Moves
relies almost purely on speed and

9KI
LucasArts remains one of the world's

most respected developers, despite

this stumble. Ultra 64's Shadows of

the Empire should be compensation

'A new benchmark
in graphics and
textures.J'm
very impressed/'

FlightMaster™

Profile:

• Air force vet with

15 years of real

flight experience

• Combat flight-sim

credentials of 13
years and more
than 1,000 hours

Degree in aerospace

engineering

—Psyche, Enid, OK
74367,251 G@CDmpuscnue.com
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TSUNAMI

Human farces lay

waste to an orclsh

outpost (top). The

flames engulfing

buildings when they

get destroyed Is one
of the game's
greatest effects. A
cut scene (right)

Title: Warcraft 2: Titles of Darkness
Developer: Blizzard Entertainment

Publisher: Blizzard Entertainment
Blizzard took every comment, complaint, and pointer gamers
made about Warcraft and acted on them. The result of Blizzard's

hard work is immediately apparent in its new Warcraft 2: Tides of

Darkness. Graphics are better, the play control is smoother, and

the network setup is easier. In short, this is the game that fans

have been waiting for.

Starting six years after the humans were defeated in Azeroth

(the land of Warcraft) the war now continues in Lordaeron across

the Great Sea. The background is flushed out with biographies of

important figures, histories of the different races, and enough

detail about the land to make a fantasy novelist proud.

A whole new realm of strategic possibility has been opened

up by the addition of several great new units and resources.

There's flying units, such as the long-ranging and far-scouting

Goblin Zeppelin, marine submersibles like the stealthy Gnomish
Submarine, several sailing ships, and a host of original spells for

mages and the new paladins.

Sporting smarter Al, you can now expect a fairly decent

challenge from the computer, although it still isn't terribly

aggressive. Even if you sit back and hammer some isolated units,

such as an oil rig, the computer rarely responds with force unless

you find its units yourself.

Ultimately, the largest part of the game's improvement lies in

character control. Similar to Command & Conquer, you can drag a

rectangle around several units to select them all at once, although

the total limit of nine selected units can be a bit binding in higher

levels. An Auto Command feature enables you to right click to

perform an appropriate action, such as mining, attacking, or simply

walking. The new system makes it easier to concentrate more on

strategy rather than what key to press or button to click on.

Blizzard would be hard pressed to make this game any

better. Even if you've never played the original Warcraft, pick this

one up — it may be the best strategy game of all time.

Rating: *****

luck. Players must have

supernatural accuracy to land on a

certain square and snag an item

before a patrolling creature comes
back to do them in.

Coupled with a set of

frustratingly difficult levels early

on, Knight Moves almost seems
made to disappoint puzzle gamers.

Rating: **

Lion
Developer: Sanctuary Woods
Publisher: Sanctuary Woods
Sanctuary Woods hit a home run

with its predator simulation Wolf.

Its next title in the series, Lion,

continues the trend by

demonstrating in a very

entertaining way what life can be

like for large, aggressive creatures

living in today's wilds.

There are two methods to

playing this game. Twenty different

preset scenarios present you with

certain tasks that must be

completed to win. Each one is an

example of a lion's everyday needs

and actions necessary for survival.

The other option is to choose to

play a free-form simulation, and

lead your lion through its entire

lifetime, including mating and

4" %
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Just another day, lion around.

You'll soon learn that you're not

the only hungry predator around

having cubs. When the lion you

control gets to old, you take over

one of its offspring, and control

the life of the original feline's

progeny. Kind of a "Circle of Life"

deal, for those who know the film.

Even though the mechanics of

the game can be a little clumsy

and take quite a bit of getting

used to, this is a surprisingly

entertaining title.

Once you master the controls,

you may find yourself not only

having fun but also more in tune

with the difficult plight of the lion.

Rating: ****

DEADHEAD:
Bad to the Bone.

In the war of the Gearheads,

this guy's M.O. is dead simpie:

Scare the other toys silly.

Hey, no problem. One

glimpse of that fiendish

X skull, bulging, blood-

shot eyes, cracked

cranium and clatter-

ing jaw and what

would you do-introduce

PHILIPS
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"It's efforts like these that will establish a new 32 bit
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MINER HIT
The Dig
Developer: LucasArts
Publisher: LucasArts

LucasArts has always been praised for its graphic adventures. From Indiana

Jones and the Fate of Atlantis to Day of the Tentacle, it's always tried to

make its games a pleasure to play while breaking new ground in the areas

of graphics and player control. Although it's not perfect, The Dig is yet

another solid graphic adventure with some great attributes.

The story is a Steven Spielberg original that starts with a group of

astronauts sent to divert an asteroid from a collision with Earth. Shortly

after landing, they find themselves transported to an alien world. Your

goal is to discover the reason they were brought to the planet, who
brought them here, and what they must do to get home.

Puzzies tend to be more frustrating than in some of LucasArts'

previous titles. For example, some doors require a combination to open

them, but your clues are so confusingly drawn that you stilt need to try

several variations.

However, even though the puzzles can make the game a trifle

frustrating, the interface is a dream. A right click gives you full access to

your inventory, while a left click will perform a variety of actions. LucasArts

has finally perfected its point-and-click system to where it becomes second

nature while you play. The Dig may not be the best graphic adventure

ever, but it's definitely worth a look.

Rating: ****

Early in your explorations

of the planet, you'll run

into this strange apparition

(above). As Commander
Boston Low delves deeper
into the recesses of the

alien world, his

surroundings get more and

more bizarre (right)

SU-27 Flanker
Developer: Flying Legends
Publisher: Strategic

Simulations, Inc.

There is no doubt that SU-27
Flanker is one of the most

realistic and detailed flight

simulators out there. The Russian

fighter plane, designed in the

1970s as an answer to the

American F-15 Eagle, is so well

modeled in this flight sim that you

can do anything the actual jet can

do, including tail slides and

dynamic braking maneuvers.

It's so realistic, in fact, that

unless you're a real flight sim

fanatic, you'll be completely lost

after two minutes.

When you first load up the

game, there's no introduction, or

any sort of lead-in to help you get

your bearings. You're simply

presented with a screen full of

filenames. Even though the

product runs under Windows 95
(they're now working on a DOS
version), there aren't any long

filenames, making it incredibly

difficult to figure out which file to

choose. If you select a file

randomly, you stand a fair chance
of selecting one of the General

Missions. -General" meaning that

you are the ranking officer of the

forces, and you have to configure

the mission before you can fly it.

The learning curve to this

game will daunt any but the most

persistent pilot. On the positive

side though, There's no digitized

voices or full-motion video to deal

with, just pure flying. Down to the

notations in the cockpit which are

ZAvm-.
HE'S A REAL LIVE WIRE.

Feeling rundown? Lost your zip? Then

maybe you've been zapped, iapbot

gets a big charge out of draining

from other Gearheads.

So, unless you want an i

shock therapy, get out of his
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in Russian (the manual comes with

an introduction to the Russian

alphabet — like that's going to

help), the game is designed for

realism over ease of use. In the

end, the game is unsurpassed when
it comes to modeling the SU-27.

If you're an intense flight sim

fan, you might want to check this

out. Otherwise, give this one a

wide berth.

Rating: **

Torin's Passage
Developer: Sierra On Line

Publisher: Sierra On-Une
Al Lowe has tried his hand at

something other than the naughty

Leisure Suit Larry series and

surprisingly enough he's not only

crafted an entertaining family-

oriented adventure, but one full of

depth and character.

The story is right out of a

child's fairy tale. Torin's parents

are mysteriously kidnapped, and

he has to find them by traveling

through different layers of his

world (it's built like a jawbreaker

with many different layers inside

of each other).

Graphics are superb — hand-

painted backgrounds

complimenting Disney-esque

animated characters. The humor,

while certainly not Lowe's usual

Leisure Suit Larry-style, is

genuinely entertaining, if a bit silly

in parts. The only real hang up is

that the puzzles themselves are a

bit difficult. If a family plays

together (which is what game was
designed for), a child might feel a

bit excluded if mom or dad has to

do all the puzzle solving for the

adventure to continue. For the

single adventurer though, this one
is definitely a winner.

Rating: * + • *

Torin'* Passage Is full of

Interesting creatures, all from

the creator of Leisure Suit Larry

Wetlands
Developer: New World
Computing, Inc.

Publisher: New World
Computing, Inc.

Wetlands is yet another rail

shooter, with nothing to do but

watch the scenery go by and hit

targets when they appear on the

screen. This time, you play a

bounty hunter searching for an

escaped convict on the planet of

Rail shooters aren't NEXT
Generation's cup of tea, but at

least Wetlands is inventive

Waterworld, which — as you may
have guessed — is a vast ocean.

There's only a few things that

sets this rail shooter apart from

the hordes available, one of which

is the graphics. First, the

traditional eel animation does a

great job of modeling true human
movement. And when a character

stumbles or falls, it looks exactly

like it would in real life.

Unlike Rebel Assault II,

Wetlands plot is truly inventive.

Although it's not award-winning

stuff, there are a few loops

thrown in that might catch you

unaware. Finally, a couple of nice

humorous touches were thrown in

(like elevators that play Musak at

to add to the game's overall

atmosphere). If you're a big fan of

rail shooters, this is a good one,

but if you're a big fan of gaming,

keep shopping.

Rating: **

Williams Arcade
Classics
Publisher: Williams

Developer: Digital Eclipse

Riding high on the wave of

retrogames is Arcade Classic from

Williams. Digital Eclipse has

developed an emulator for the

Motorola 6502 processor — the

brain behind some of the most

impressive arcade games of the

early 80s, enabling you to play

arcade-perfect copies of Defender,

Joust, Robotron, Defender 2 (aka

Stargate) , Sinistar, and Bubbles

on your PC.

Although there are shareware
versions of most of these games
around, many of the best features

of the games were unintentional

bugs, all of which are faithfully

recreated. The book keeping

modes and difficulty settings of

the games are fully adjustable,

enabling you to play "virtual

arcade operator."

The package also comes with

a multimedia presentation that

features in-depth histories of the

games and QuickTime interviews

with their creators. It really is a

chance to own the arcade games
that made this industry what it is

today. If you're into the retro trip,

you can't do better than this disc.

Rating: **•**

Macintosh

Curse Of Dragor
Publisher: Domark
Developer: Domark
The PC industry used to be full of

simple first-person RPGs that

enabled characters to take a few

simple skills, develop a character

around them, and to explore a

simple dungeon floorplan. Curse of

Dragor from Domark is one of

these simple adventures, bringing

a simple and ultimately two-

dimensional play experience to

Macintosh owners.

Gameplay basically consists of

wandering around a maze picking

up items, fighting evil creatures,

and trying to find the clues that

will lead you to the end game
sequence. Up against today's

more sophisticated RPGs, thisjust

isn't going to be enough to excite

most players. The minimalistic

approach to skills and character

design ensures that RPG fans

aren't going to be too excited,

while the step-by-step statistical

nature of combat will leave action

fans bored as well.

Once you're past the game
itself (unfortunately, we mean it)

Curse is an impressive product.

Graphics, sound, and control are

all excellent, and the game has

enough twists and turns to keep a

player who does like the basic

nature of the product playing for

hours. In the end, while it's by no

means a bad game, Curse of

Dragor is a holdover from a genre

that has run out of steam.

Rating: **

Shockwave Assault
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Developer: Electronic Arts

Like the 3D0 version before it,

Shockwave Assault for the Mac is

basically a graphically intensive

shoot-'em-up in a 3D world.

Players watch a little video

footage detailing their mission,

step behind the controls of a

ground fighter, and then weave
through a dangerous outdoor

course trying to destroy everything

that moves. Sound like fun?

It is... for a while.

Although Shockwave
Assault's many missions take

players everywhere from Peru to

DISASTEROID:
Loves to kick asteroid.

Gearheads battle, Disasteroid

always laser hot. So, if you n

o hack holes in your

opponent's defenses.

Disasteroid's

the guy.



rating super nes genesis

Egypt trying to defeat the alien

menace, there's just not enough
variation in actual gameplay to

keep the title fresh and interesting

after about an hour. The three

levels of difficulty control can add

a little challenge to veteran

players, but the basic elements of

gameplay never change. Fly,

shoot, destroy, move on...

Shockwave Assault is the

perfect title for those who don't

mind brainless action patterns

over and over. It's a perfect game
for those days when you want to

lose a couple of hours and have

nothing to show for it.

But if you're looking for

innovation, or play changes that

are anything more than merely

superficial, you'll want to find your

weekend fun somewhere else.

Rating:***

Warcraft
Publisher: Davidson
Developer: Blizzard

Finally a Mac conversion of one of

the most entertaining PC strategy

games of all time. Blizzard's

Warcraft is fantastic realtime

tactical adventure in the style of

Command & Conquer and Dune II.

Players start with a Town Hall

(an edifice capable of producing

basic workers) and a few peons

with which to try building enough
soldiers and new structures (such

as farms, barracks, and

lumbermills) to meet the changing

requirements of each level.

A choice is offered between
Ores or Humans, each with their

own special soldier, structure, and

voice options.

Amazingly easy to pick up and

play, Warcraft still manages to

offer enough challenge to keep

gaming veterans happy for hour

after hour. Completed by sharp

graphics, and good voice acting,

the only thing holding this game
back at all is its somewhat limited

play options, a flaw that Is

corrected in the sequel.

The perfect game for any Mac
strategy enthusiast.

Rating: ****

Genesis

Spot Goes To Hollywood
Publisher: Acclaim/Virgin
Developer: Eurocom
Talk about marketing, a circle on a

soda can now is starring in his

second videogame. And despite the

ridiculous idea, Spot Goes To

Hollywood really isn't all that bad.

The game is played from a 3/4

Spot's a great looking Genesis
game, but there just isn't enough
good action to go around

perspective (traditionally a difficult

point of view from which to control

an action game) but this time by

using a diagonally oriented control

method, Eurocom has managed to

make it work.

Graphics are nice for the

humble Genesis, but in a final

analysis, the game offers only

enough excitement to be

considered average.

Rating: **

Cutthroat Island
Publisher: Acclaim
Developer: Software Creations

Cutthroat Island doesn't suffer

from any one blatant shortcoming.

Instead of punching and kicking,

like In Final Fight, you slash and

kick. End result, no difference

instead it suffers from a lack of

anything that sets it apart from an

action game three years ago.

There's the Final Fight gameplay,

the 8-bit NES quality graphics, and

finally the obligatory mine-cart

level that all together make
Cutthroat Island one of the more

generic titles available.

If there was a formula for

making poor action games (and

we're starting to believe that

there is), Cutthroat Island would

be the template.

Rating: *

SORRY!
No new games
were made
available

for review this

month on the

following systems

Sega CD

Neo-Geo

Arcade

Super NES

DON'T WALK THIS WAY
Revolution X
Publisher: Acclaim
Developer: Rage
While it's true that the arcade version

of Revolution X, a redundantly

repetitive shooter featuring Aerosmith,

has done reasonably well, it is

questionable as to whether this game
will please anyone as a home game.

Moving a cursor around the screen

to plow-down what seems like endless

supplies of totally generic and mindless

targets is about as challenging as

getting your shoes on the right feet

and not quite as much fun.

This game is for the most die-hard of Aerosmith fans and shoote

fanatics only — and in case you're wondering, no the girl that's

always in Aerosmith's videos is not in the game.
Rating: *

I More tedious drivel from the masters of tedious drivel, Acclaim
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gearheads:

ar is tun

Welcome to the Battle

of the Century. Gearheads:

A fast-paced, wacked-out,

wind-up toybox full of fun.

Say hello to Disasteroid,

Zapbot, Deadhead,

Kangaruffian and company.

You'll pick a team for

speed, power and
maneuverability. Then
launch them against

an opponent or

your computer.

You'll tackle a

variety of different

environments, each with increas-

ing levels of difficulty. You'd

better have a strategy and

think fast. 'Cause the one who
ends up with the most toys wins.

Gearheads. For grownups
who still like to fight over toys.

For Windows and Mac CD-ROM.

To order call : 1-8Q0-8B3-3767. Visit our Web Site at http://www.philipsmedia.com/medla/games

'

a furious war of wind-up toys

i PHILIPS
©1996 Philips Media, Inc.
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BPB n finals roundup, NEXT Generation Tnu Publisher NG Rating TITLE Publisher NG Rating

• provides you with a comprehensive list
PGA Tour Invitational '96 Electronic Arts *** SteomGeor Mash Takara (Japan) **

of all the significant next generation
Philosomo SCE ** Street Fighter; The Movie Acclaim ***

games released so far. Please note that some

of the games reviewed here have been
Power Serve 3-D Tennis Ocean *** Toma (Japan) Tengen **

superceded by sequel . In this case be jure to
Power Baseball (Japan) Konami * Theme Pork Electronic Arts ***

check out the newest iame first. Roiden Seibu ** ThunderStrike 2 US Gold ****

Also, a simple rating out of five stars does Roymon UbiSoft ***• Virtue Cop Sega ****
not give enough information to judge a game. Ridge Racer Namco **** Virtue Fighter Sega ****
If you require further nformation, back issues Ridge Racer Revolution (Japan) Namco ** Virtue Fighter Remix Sega *****
of NEXT Generation can be ordered on

Shockwave Assault Electronic Arts ** Virtua Fighter 2 Sega *****
page 32, or you can cc nsult NG OnLine it

Spoce Griffon ** Virtuo Racing Time Warner ***
http://www.next-generation.com/ng/.

Where a game n ed by
Tekken Namco **** Virtua/ Hydlide Atlus **

ame is accompan

the suffix (japan), it means the game (at press Total Eclipse Turbo Crystal Dynamic ** Virtual Volleyball (Japan) Imagineer *

time) is only available )s an import from Japan, Toukon Retsuden flapan) Tomy **** Wicked IB Vic Tokai ***

and will not work on tandard US mac ines. Twisted Metal SIE **** Wing Arms Sega ***

Viewpoint Electronic Arts * World Series Baseball Sega ****
t,tle Publisher NG Rating Worhawk Sony Interactive **** Worldwide Soccer Sega ***

Wipeout Psygnosts ***** X-Men: Children of the Atom Capcom ***
PlayStation WWF Wresdemania Acclaim ****

3DO
Agile Warrior Virgin ** X-Com: UFO Defense Microprose *****

Alone In The Dark 2 Interplay ***•
SCE *** Zero Divide

Aquonout's Holiday (Japan) ArtDink **** Battlesport Studio 3DO *****

Arc The Lad (Japan) SCE **** Saturn Bladeforce Studio 3DO *****

Bottle Arena Toshinden SCE **** Astol Sega *** Burning Soldier Panasonic **

Boxer's Rood (|apan) New Corp *** Bottle Arena Toshinden (Japan Sega of Japan *** Bust o Move Panasonic ****

Cosmic Race (Japan) Neorex * Battle Monster (Japan) Naxat Soft ** Cannon Fodder Virgin ****

Crime Crackers (Japan) Sony Entertainment ** Sincere Sega *** Captain Quazar Studio 3DO **

Criticom Vic Tokai ** Bug.' Sega *** Crime Patrol American Laser Games **

Cyberspeed Mindscape +** Clockwork Knight Sega *** D Panasonic **

Cyber Sled Namco ** Clockwork Knight 2 (Japan) Sega *** Deothkeep SSI ***

Cyber War (Japan) Coco Nuts ** Cyberspeed Mindscape *** Demolition Man Virgin **

Defcom 5 Data East **** Dork Legends (Japan) Data East ** Drug Wars American Laser Games **

Destruction Derby Psygnosis **** Doytono USA Sega **** Family Feud GameTek ***

Doom Williams **** Deadolus (Jspan) Sega *** Flying Nightmares Domark ***

Dragon Ball Z (Japan) ** Double Switch Digital Pictures ** FIFA International Soccer EA *****

Gex Crystal Dynamics *** F-l Live Information Sega **** Flashback US. Gold ***

Goal Storm Konami **** Galactic Attack Acclaim *** Gex Crystal Dynamics ****

Gunner's Heaven (Japan) MediaVision **** Gotho (Japan) Sega *** Ghost Hunter Matsushita ***

In the Hunt Xing *
Hong-On GP '95 Sega *** Guardian War Panasonic ***

In the Zone Konami *** High Velocity Atlus *** Hell: a Cyberpunk Thriller GameTek **

Jumping Flash! SCE ***** johnny Bazookatone US Gold *** Icebreaker Magnet Interactive ***

Jupiter Strike Acclaim **** Lost Gladiators (Japan) KazeCo **** Immercenary EA ***

Kileok The DNA imperative SME *** Mansion of Hidden Souls Sega *** IronAngel of the Apocalypse Panasonic ***

King's Field From Software Inc ** Myst SunSoft *** Iron Angel':The Return Panasonic ***

Looded Interplay **** NHL Atf-Star Hockey '96 Sega ** Jommit Street Sports **

Metal jacket (Japan) Solan * Off-World Interceptor Crystal Dynamic *** John Madden Football EA ****

Mobile Soil Gundom (Japan) Bandal ** Panzer Dragoon Sega **** Killing Time Studio 3DO ****

Mortal Kombot 3 Publisher *** Pebble Reach Golf Links Sega *** Kingdom:The Far Reaches Interplay **

Motor Toon GP (Japan) SCE ** Riglord Saga (Japan) Sega *** Lemmings Psygnosis ****

NBAjam Tournament Edition Acclaim **** Quarterback Attack Digital Pictures *** Lost Eden Virgin Interactive ****

NFLGameday Sony Interactive ***** Sega Rally Championship Sega ***** Mazer American Laser Games *

NHL Face Off Sony Interactive ***** Shinobi Legions Sega *** Mega Race Mindscape **

98 Sim City Maxis *** Microcosm T&E Soft **



Trm; Publisher siG Rating rtTLE Publisher NG Rating

Mpt Panasonic ** -7ifj0ut' Atari ***
PO'ed Any Channel **** -figblonder Atari ***
Off-World Interceptor Crystal Dynamics *** -lover Strike Atari **
Panzer Genera' SSI **** ran Soldier Atari ***
PGA Tour Golf '96 EA Sports *** -War Atari **

Quarantine GameTek *** itfalLThe Mayan Adventures Atari ****
Rebel Assault Lucas Arts ** ower Drive Rally Time Warner ***
Need for Speed EA ** '.aymon Atari ****
Road Rash EA **** luiner Pinball Atari ***
Samurai Shodown Crystal Dynamics *** yndicate Ocean ****
Seal of the Pharaoh Panasonic ** Tempest 2000 Atari ****
Scramble Cobra Panasonic ** heme Park Ocean **

Shanghoi.The CreatWall Activision *** royAikmon Football Williams **

Shack Wave EA ** hi d'lsere Skiing Atari **
Star fighter Studio 3DO **** rVhite Men Can't jump Trimark ***
Operation jump Gate EA *** A/oifenstein 3-D Atari **
Slam 'N'jam '95 Crystal Dynamics **** ZqqI2 Atari ***
Soccer Kid 3DO **

)2X
Space Hulk EA ****
Space Pirates American Laser Games***

Star Control II Crystal Dynamics *** "osmic Carnage Sega *

ahrenheit Sega **
Starblade Panasonic **
Station Invasion Club 3DO

Knuckles Chaotix Sega **

Super Street Fighter II Turbo Panasonic
Metal Head Sega **

Mortal Knmbat II Acclaim ***
Super Wing Commander ****
Supreme Warrior Digital Pictures

Motocross Championship Sega ***

Syndicate EA
NBA Jam Tournament Edition Acclaim ***

The Doedalus Encounter Panasonic *** Night Trap Digital Pictures *

The Last Bounty Hunter American Laser G
PitfalkThe Mayan Adventures Activislon ***

Theme Park EA
Quarterback Club Acclaim ***
RBI '95 Time Warner **

Trip'D Wrap ***
VR Stalker

... _ Shadow Squadron
American Laser Games***

Sega ***
Slam Crtv with Scortie HMma Digital Pictures **

Way of the Warrior Universal Interactive **
Star Wars Arcade Sega ***

Wing Commander III EA *****
Wolfenstein 3-D Id/Logicware

Super Afterburner Sega ***

World Cup Golf US Gold
Super Space Harrier Sega ***

ZhadnostThe People's Party Studio 3DO
Wrtua fighter

Sega

Sega

**

Jaguar Virluo Racing Deluxe Sega ***
Aircor Midnite *** World Series Soseboll Sega *****
Alien vs. Predator Atari **** WWF Raw Acclaim **
Baldies CD Atari *** Zaxxon's Motherbase 2000 Sega *

Battlemorph CD **** 36 Great Holes Sega ***
Blue Lightning CD

Z
***
**

***
Subs/: Fractured Furry Tales

BvrnOut
For your information

Cannon Fodder Virgin Interactive **** Here's what the rati igs signify:

Checkered fiog Atari **
Revolution ary

Club Drive Atari * **** Excellent

Doom Atari *** *** Good

Double Dragon V

Dragon

Tradevvest

***

** Average

* Bad

Everything you ever

wanted to know

about computer

and video games.

Updated

EVERY DAY.

How smart do you

want to be?

http://www.

next-generation.coL

From the makers

of the world's #1

games magazine
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And Get Paid For It!

i-D Artists and
Animators

Games
Programmers

mProducers/Designers

We offer an attractive

compensation package,
excellent benefits and a
beautiful location offering
the highest quality of life.

Please send or fax resume to:

Human Resources Dept.

Sculptured Software, Inc.

2144 So. Highland Drive

2nd Floor, Salt Lake City

UT 84106

FAX: 801-467-2905

PH: 801-486-2222
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...Or come hang with us,

If you're thinking of ending your current situation, come talk to us. We're building a team of talented people who are

focused on creating games that people can't get enough of. BOSS Game Studios is the new offspring of an Academy Award

winning Hollywood special effects studio. And we need: ARTISTS with at least 2 years experience in 3D modeling and animation, character

design, environment design or modeling. PROGRAMMERS with published game titles. C programming and assembly language

experience and a college degree or equivalent. DESIGNERS with published game titles and a passion for video games.

Fax your resume to 206.556.0547 or e-mail to HUNG@B0SSGAME.COM. (Recruiters needn't bother.)

B*>SS
GAME STUDIOS



526 Penn Avenue
BtfHIstagf Pittsburgh, PA 15222-3269

ff you enjoy games and want to work with a small, dynamic group in a great city,

checkout Drive D:\StudiosatJones Digital Century. Located in Denver, CO, the

heart of the beautiful Rocky Mountain region, Jones Digital Century is now hiring for

the following positions:

In this position, you will develop Windows and Mac

software for state-of-the-art CD-ROM and networkMultimedia
.SOFTWARE g.,.

ly II ICCI j qUa |jjyp you '|| nee(j a degree jn Computer Science

or related field and 2-3 years working as a software engineer or programmer.You

should be able to program in C or C++ and debug software using a symbolic or

assembly level debugger. Experience developing software for Windows PC or Mac

platforms required, 3D graphics or game development experience preferred.

Knowledge in the areas of networking/Internet, soundcards, video compression, and

3D modeling/animation is a definite plus.

Senior
ARTIST/

3D Modeler

You'll use Alias and 3D Studio to create models and ani-

mation for our strategy games and home learning prod-

ucts.You'll create stills and user interface graphics using

Adobe Photoshop, Debabeliier, and Illustrator. In addi-

tion, you'll assist our Art Director in research, concept drawing, and graphic design.

To qualify, you should have a BFA or equivalent experience, plus 3D modeling and ani-

mation experience. Ability to draw in traditional media or on computer required.

Must be team-oriented and self motivated.Video or photography background a plus.

Drive D:\ Studios is a creative team of dedicated gamers.We are developing strategy

games and high-end learning tides for Windows and Mac.We offer an environment

that rewards individual creativity and encourages personal growth. Our parent com-

pany,Jones Digital Century, is affiliated with one of the largest cable and communica-

tions companies in the U.S.—Jones Intertable.

Please send resume and salary history to: Jones lntercable,Attn:

Human Resources-MM/3 D, 1 305 N. Grand Avenue, #5 1 2,

Nogales,AZ 8562 1 or e-mail jones@jwtworks.com

The Jones companies have a strong commitment to the principle

of diversity. In that spirit, we are particularly interested in receiv-

ing applications from a broad spectrum of people, including

women, people of color and individuals with disabilities.

tnnm

^ /

i, I LEAD GAME
PROGRAMMERS

OR CA"'

CAME PROGRAMMERS
use your 68000 assembly, RISC, C or

Windows programming experience

to work on the latest technology and
cutting edge video games.

CAME ARTISTS
If you have knowledge of 2D and 3D
tools, Alias or 3D Studio and Dpaint,

Photoshop, Deluxe Animation, bring

your creative talents to work with

the most innovative design teams.

If you would like to take your career to the next level,

submit your resume to:



asSE

If you're a graphic designer/animator: 3D,

SGI, sound designer, sound programmer: C, C++,
graphic/animation programmer: C, C++ assembly,

make the a leap to Konami Computer Entertainment

Chicago Inc. Youl feel the rush ofwhat real creative

Rfreedom can do for your career.

We're aggressively building this new
American R&D arm of Konami Company Ltd. We'll

give you the kind of leading edge equipment plus

the no-holds-barred freedom you need to create

the rewards of a terrific pay and benefits package.
We're looking for the most outrageously tal-

ented people to come create in our state-of-the-art

facilityjust outside Chicago. So send your resume
and salary history to: Konami
Computer Entertainment Chicago
Human Resources Dept (next), 900
Deerfield Parkway, Buffalo Grove, IL.

60089-4510, Tel: 847/215-5100 ejft

242, or fax: 847/21 5-5242. KONAMI.



To Be SQUARE.
SQUARE is one of the most successful games developers in the world. Our "Final Fantasy"

series of role playing games has sold over 10 million copies worldwide and the first title in

the recently released "Chrono Trigger" series has rapidly reached sales of 2 million copies.

Now SQUARE is opening a graphic research facility in Los Angeles. This new facility will

help redefine the intensity and scope of the interactive gaming experience of the future.

We're looking for talented, self motivated professionals with a proven ability to stay ahead
" the industry and apply the latest innovative techniques, if you have experience in hig'

graphics software development or animation production, we'd like to talk to you ab

joining our team and sharing in our success.

We are looking for individuals with experience in some of the following areas:

Senior 3D
3D Animation (min. 3 yrs)

' 3D Character Animation
* Nurbs Modeling
* Motion Capture
* Shader Writing

* Particle System5
* Alias/Wavefront

Software
:

Real-time Graphics

programming
* Open <3L * Performer
* Open inventor * C++
* Artificial Life

* Parallel Processing
* Alias/Wavefront



Educational opportunities

technology

s
tudy at The Art Institutes International and develop

your talent in the fields of graphic design, computer

\ animation, video production and multimedia. Learn

'
the foundations of drawing, perspective,

color and composition under

professional instruction. Explore

typography, design, computer

graphics and 2- and

3-D animation. Financial

aid is available for those who

qualify. Nine locations to choose

from: Atlanta, Dallas, Denver, Fort Lauderdale,

Houston, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, and Seattle.

Miht Art Institutes International
300 SIXTH AVENUE. PITTSBURGH, PA 15222

(800) 592-0700 SskSMS;

BKome consoles ctn^

you
have,,
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corresponding

Communicate. Everyone's doing it these days. So why don't you? Write to NEXT Generation letters, 1350
Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010. Or fax us at (415) 696-1678. Or e-mail us at

ngonline@imagine-inc.com. We cannot reply personally to all correspondence, but everything is read.

Just the fax, ma'am. Just the fax.

Is
M2 going to be a

system, or is it going to

be an adapter for the

3DO system, or both?

Renato D Maduro
GeneratCUDZ 5 6A@

prodigy.com

Right now the system is

scheduled to be released as both

a standalone unit and as an

upgrade for the existing 3DO
machines. Plans are also still in

the works for an expansion card

that will enable PC owners to

add M2 capability to their home
machines as well.H hat does it take for a

lyj game system to go out

of business, or in

simpler terms to get pulled off

the shelves? I own a Jaguar and

wonder how long these guys are

going to keep it up.

Now that I own a

PlayStation and a Saturn, and

although I do love my Jag, I don't

see how somebody would want

to buy a Jag when looking at the

new 32-bit system games.

Sergio Martin

umbles@mcl.ucsb.edu

Obviously, there's no set answer

for what happens to make a

system fade away, and it's usually

not an overnight occurrence.

Systems like the NES and Sega

Master System are still in use in

many homes, and while

cartridges are harder to find than

they used to be, they are still

floating around.

These systems were

replaced by the companies which

created them. Companies whose

systems leave the market due to

poor sales performance, like the

original TurboGrafx- 1 6 here in

the US, usually find that to lower

prices any further will cause

them to quickly lose a large

chunk of money, forcing them to

throw in the towel before more

financial damage is done.

Concerning the two

systems you named in your

letter, if they are phased out, first

you will see a major marketing

push aimed at selling through

their existing stock as quickly as

possible. After this phase, you

ME****

Dirty, smelly memory card*? No
problem — just slick 'em In the

laundry with your clothe*

may see a few more games

released that were still in

development at the time the

company decided to drop the

system. Eventually both the

system and the games will

become more and more difficult

to find on the shelves, and

eventually they'll become

novelties seen mostly in "What

ever happened to?" articles. Still,

there's no telling what the future

will bring....

nwas wondering, is the

Jaguar really 64 bits

without Jaguar CD?
Farley 1 1 @aol . com

If you're measuring the bits of a

system by its data path

(something only Atari does), then

the Jaguar is indeed a 64-bit

machine, with or without the

CD-ROM drive.n here is your web page?
"* * J Could you please list the" address again so that I

can take a look? Thanks.

David Crawford
David_0._Crawford@NLT L.

Columbia.edu

Lots of you have been writing in

with compliments and

suggestions for our new web

page, NEXT Generation Online.

For those of you who are still

having trouble finding it though.

take a look at http://www.next-

generation.com/ng/.

PVPl hat is the significance of

1*1*1 the knob near the plug of

the Sony controller,

which the third-party controllers

don't seem to have? Is that

related to the fact that third-

party controllers are rumored to

work poorly with the Sony

Memory Cards? If this is the

case, doesn't it raise ethical

questions about truth in

advertising to the consumer and

fair business practices for the

companies that make the third

party controllers?

Also, is there any validity to

the claims that the pack-in

Sony controllers are of lesser

quality than the extra ones you

can buy separately from Sony?

Mitch Jones

Placaville, CA

The knob you refer to is an RF

shield that includes a piece of

iron used to keep radio

frequencies emitted by the

controller down so that the unit

meets FCC standards. While you

could make an argument that

poor shielding on third party

controllers may interfere with

the memory card's performance,

it would not be due to any sort

of subterfuge on Sony's part.

Every manufacturer of

control pads should have some

sort of shielding unit on their

pads to keep down emissions

(keep in mind it may not look

the same as Sony's).

And in response to the

second question, nope.

According to Sony's vice

president of operations, "they

squirt out of the same machine."

The units are produced by the

same equipment in the same

location, and each one is exactly

like all of the others...

nlove to do throws in

Tekken. Car wars in

Twisted Mewl rule. Flying

Warhawk is a blast. However, a

brand new PlayStation and I I

games later, I'm wondering,

where are the RPGs? I

support Sony big time; so when

is it going to support my favorite

videogame genre?

Sony says it wants to capture

the mature gamer. I hope it

doesn't think this is done solely

with sports titles. I'm 26 and

have been playing videogames

since Pong. People in my age

group tend to play ail types of

videogames because we grew up

on them. Someone should

realize that this age group needs

RPGs. This is a very mentally

stimulating type of game that

provides more than just a break

from the latest fighter, shooter,

or new 3D wonder.

It is also very satisfying to

plunk down $60 on new game

knowing you'll be playing it for

the next several months. Unlike



corresponding

other videogame genres that you

sometimes finish in a week.

Graphics are not everything.

DwayneV@aol.com

Cheer up, there's already a few

RPGs due out for PlayStation,

and the tendency toward re-

release of PC game titles almost

guarantees that some of the

more successful RPGs from past

years will see new light on the

console systems. In the

meantime, we recommend that

you give those sports games

another try. Some of them are

well worth the effort.

nhave never written to a

game magazine before,

although I have wanted

to on many occasions. It took

your December (NG 12) issue

to break the ice for me. I felt

compelled to write in about the

feature "Which game system

is the best?" The day this issue

came out it caused a bit of

debate. Everyone had a

comment about it, some very

good, some very bad.

I personally agreed with

your system ratings, but that's

besides the point. I just wanted

to commend you for being the

first magazine I've ever read

that's courageous enough to rate

the next-generation systems. You

obviously aren't worried about

support from the mega

corporations that tend to sway

the decisions of other magazines.

I hope you continue to be

unbiased in your coverage of this

multibillion dollar industry.

Please continue to keep in mind

that this industry revolves around

the consumer, not Nintendo,

Sega, or Sony. We decide who
comes and goes. Following this

simple guideline will assure you

continued success and most of

all, respect.

Jason Wisdom
wiseone@ix.netcom.com

hanks for having the guts

to finally rate systems

instead of just

games! I have been an avid

reader of your magazine since

issue 7, and I admit you've shown

guts before with your extremely

close scrutiny of Saturn in issue 8

and the weird letters you

sometimes publish, but this is

unprecedented. While most

magazines are content to

sometimes have a "top 10

reasons the [insert system name

here] is so cool," you went out

there and gave an honest, well-

researched, and fair review of

each and every system.

Keep up the good work!

SamSikola@aol.com

We continue to receive letters

on our recent system wars

article (other less favorable

opinions were printed in our last

issue, NG 14), and we're happy

that so many of you took the

time to write in and tell us that

you liked it.

Hould somebody please

tell me why not one of— the 32-bit (or 64-bit)

game consoles was made with a

modem for multiplayer games?

It boggles my mind that

Sony, the company that has

thought of almost everything

before making its first foray into

the videogame console market,

decided to limit PlayStation to a

link-up cable instead of a modem.
It's hardly convenient to pack up

PlayStation and the television

(assuming it's portable), and take

it to my friend's home (assuming

my friend didn't buy a Saturn,

Ultra 64, or M2). A modem
would be much easier to use

for playing a game with your pal

across town.

Allen Townsend
alleng@ra.isisnet.com

Although no one's ready to give

out details quite yet, it seems a

certainty that with the current

explosion of PC online gaming,

every console manufacturer has

plans for some sort of modem
device. The reason that modems
weren't included in the base

systems is surely just a matter of

pricing— but you can bet that

doors have been left open to

facilitate the addition of a

modem at a later date.

Keep in mind that right now
both Sega and Sony are devoted

to selling the machines

themselves with a view to seizing

market share and establishing a

large installed base. A major

effort to sell new peripherals

(possibly including a modem add-

on) can be expected later in

1 996. It's also expected that

Nintendo will introduce Ultra 64

with plans for some form of

gaming network.

9P^I f all the interviews you

had with game designers

and producers since your

first issue, the best one, I think,

was the one with Yu Suzuki in

NG 1 1 . I really look up to both

Yu Suzuki and Shigeru Miyamoto

for the games they have created.

But there is someone else

who I greatly admire, and his

name is Masaya Nakamura, the

creator of Pac-Man, and head

of Namco. Can you please give

me a brief history on the games

that he had created? Thank you.

Trevor Cuthbertson

tcuthber@cycor.ca

happened is I have a much whiter

card! The Sony PlayStation never

MyCo
Mike Horner

ier7@aol.com

NG 12'* "Which game system Is

the best?" feature earned us

extreme criticism and respect

Masaya Nakamura did not create

these games himself. As head of

Namco, however, he is ultimately

responsible for the influence

these games have had on the

developing game industry.

Iestament to PlayStation:

One morning, to my
dismay, I found out that I

had washed and dried my
PlayStation memory card

with my work clothes. We're

talking heavy-duty cycle with lots

of detergent, and then a very

long, high-heat drying.

Of course, the card was

chock full of 1 5 blocks of my
most important saves and game

data. I took out the two screws,

wedged it open to air out, and

hoped for the best. Three hours

later, I tried it out and it was fine;

no data lost at all. All that

Well, you've just discovered

something new about solid-state

electronics. As long as there's no

current present to short across

the water, you can soak

components for as long as you

want In fact, an editor at

NEXT Generation once took

a garden hose to an arcade

board to clean it. Just make sure

everything is dry before you give

it any juice, and oh yeah,

remember, if this doesn't work,

you read about it in EGM.

n'm glad to see that you

are covering XBand but

I've noticed that you are

only covering the good points

and not the bad ones. I used to

have an XBand but I had to give

it away because I got a $200 bill.

XBand charges you for

everything that you do to your

account, they also charge you for

long distance play and chat time.

I still think that XBand is a

good Idea (I'm now running a

club on XBand from the

Internet), I just think that people

should be warned.

Jake Lebow
lebow@infi.net

Obviously, it's up to all players to

make sure that they understand

how any online service charges

for its services. But it is worth

printing this letter as a reminder.

nn NG 1 0, you ran a

letter that I wrote

complaining about NG's

"borders and format" I

suggested that maybe you could

pick up some tips from EGM.

Well, I have to say, from the

time that I wrote that letter, until

now, I have never seen such an

improvement! EGM went way

down in terms of picture quality

as anyone can see, and it seems

like your mag has gone way up!

Bradley Y.Olson

BYOIson@cris.com

Our art department has been

waiting for this day, Bradley.

Now they can sleep at f^wa
night We thank you. 4H
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Our site.
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Next Month

Hopeful parents

How to get a job in the game industry

Next month, NEXT Generation explains how to turn a hobby into a profession.

We explain what jobs are available, what qualifications you'll need, who to

apply to, and yes — we'll even tell you how much you'll earn.

ation #16
on sale March 12, 1996.

mrse, the smart way to get NEXT Generation is to subscribe and have

ey. To find i

. -,.livered to your door c

;rt between pages 48 and 49.
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The wavl games
ought to be

Hi-octane game theory by Chris Crawford

So what Is Chris Crawford's problem with graphics? How can great visuals actually

make a game worse? Gamlng's most controversial columnist explains all...

sJ
ince the beginning of time, I have

I had a reputation for an anti-graphics

|
philosophy. Ask anybody in the

industry — they'll tell you. "Old Man
Crawford hates graphics," they'll say. "He

rudely calls it 'eye candy' and expects his

audience to make sense out of screenfuls of

numbers. He's completely out of touch with

market reality, that crazy old fool."

In this article, I will explain what I

really believe. My comments apply not just

to graphics, but to all cosmetic factors in

entertainment software: graphics,

animation, sound, and music.

I'm not extremist, everybody else is!

My first observation is that

the design community has always been ga-

ga over graphics. The genesis of this

attitude is not hard to understand. In the

early days, when we were screwing around

with Apple Ms and Ataris, the graphics

available on computers were execrable. The

best you could get was a 320h x 192v x 2-

color display. Even that display taxed the

resources of the 8-bit machines to the limit.

Each such display ate up one-eighth of the

RAM in the machine, and it took several

seconds to redraw such a screen, so that

animation was an impossibility. Moreover,

the floppy disks of the time only held about

100 K of data, so a dozen such images

would fill a floppy disk.

The IBM-PCs didn't start to get

adequate graphics until the advent of the

VGA boards just a couple of years ago. Their

sound capabilities were limited to silly

squeaks and mechanical tones until

SoundBlaster boards and their equivalent

became widespread. Thus, for most of our

history, we've been fighting the cosmetic

limitations of our machines. And this battle

has warped our thinking.

Entertainment designers have been

warped by "cosmetics deprivation." They've

fought the problem for so long that it has

become the only problem that matters, the

one overriding issues that determines

everything. This generation of designers has

no sense of balance.

The fundamental point on

which I insist is that the use of cosmetics is

a means to an end, not an end in itself. I

maintain that graphics, sound, and

animation serve to communicate situation,

emotion, context changes, and other

aspects of the overall game experience, but

that cosmetic factors are not in themselves

the goal of the experience. The essence of

Interactivity is

composed of three

fundamental steps:

listening, thinking, and
speaking. Cosmetic
factors contribute to

the success of the

third step, speaking.

That's all.

the interactive experience lies not in what

you see and hear — it lies in what you do.

Perception is certainly the essence of

the expository media. What you see and

hear is unquestionably the essence of a

movie. The fundamental difference between

exposition and interactivity is that the

interactive audience is active. Supporting

and enhancing that active role for the

audience is the prime objective of all

interactive entertainment. Thus, perceptual

factors, while playing the central role in

expository entertainments, are reduced to a

supporting role in interactive

entertainments. They are a means to an

end, not the end itself.

And what is the end? It is interactivity.

Does anybody out there remember

interactivity? It's what this whole revolution

is supposed to be about. You don't see

magazine covers touting "Graphics

Entertainment." And what is the

relationship between cosmetic factors and

interactivity? I once wrote an article in

which I explained that interactivity is

composed of three fundamental steps:

listening, thinking, and speaking. Cosmetic

factors contribute to the success of the

third step, speaking. That's all. They are

necessary — but they are not central.

The mainstream game industry rejects

this notion. The conventional wisdom is that

graphics, sound, and animation are the

defining characteristics of good product.

Occasionally you'll hear lip service paid to

other factors, normally in the inarticulate

comment that "a game needs good

gameplay, too." Even then, the notion is

merely an addendum to the prime directive

of cosmetics. Industry wisdom holds that

graphics are an end, not the means.

'But Graphics Sell!" is the

justification proffered for the mania over

graphics. "Hey, we're not imposing our own
values on the customer, we're just giving

them what they want. Products with lots of

impressive cosmetics sell. Products with

weak cosmetics don't sell. Crawford's

theories are all sound; the only problem is,

they don't make money."

This argument appears compelling, but

its wording belies a catch. Yes, graphics sell

— but to whom? Exactly who is buying

these graphics extravaganzas? Well,

customers, of course — but what kind of

customers? I would argue that graphics sell

only to customers who value graphics. At

this point, the "industry wisdom" response

is that, of course, everybody values good

graphics. That's self-evident.

Here we come to the fundamental

logic misstep: industry people are guilty of
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assuming that the general public shares

their own values. We all love graphics so

much, we just can't imagine how anybody

else wouldn't share our joy at a clever

animation. But the belief that the general

public values good graphics is nothing more

than an assumption, a wild unsubstantiated

theory. We need solid facts, facts directly

related to the public's real interests.

Sales figures for individual products

aren't the most revealing statistics to use

here, because their interpretation is

dependent on lots of other factors. For

example, consider the role that the

distribution system plays in distorting the

customer feedback. We often call it "the

pipeline," a term that suggests that we
stuff product into this passive pipeline, and

customers purchase what they like. On the

contrary, the distribution system is an

active element in the equation, one that can

reinforce an industry's misperceptions. If

the distributors and retailers decide that

cosmetics sells product (as they have

indeed done), then they're not going to

carry cosmetically challenged product, and,

voila! we have our proof before the public

even gets a chance to vote with its dollars.

Of course, the whole point of the retail

system is to allow experimentation that

permits good new ideas to make lots of

money, but that experimental opportunity

works much better in the positive direction

than in the negative direction. If we have a

hot new Madonna Cone-Grabbing game, we
can try shelf-talkers, self-display racks,

posters, and all sorts of positive

experiments to goose sales. If the public

decides that Cone-Grabbing just isn't

entertaining, then we shrug our shoulders;

at least we gave it a try. But when it works

in the other direction, when our industry

expectations run against a class of

products, the public never gets that chance

to surprise us.

No, we need data that is more
fundamental, more pertinent to our problem.

And I have just the numbers to make my
case. Consider first that there are more

than 25 million home computers installed in

the United States. Not personal computers,

not business computers, but computers

actually installed in people's homes.

But now let's look at some other

numbers. A typical computer game might

sell 50,000 units; a good one will sell

100,000 units. The best-selling computer

games sell perhaps a quarter of a million

units. Now these numbers might seem good,

but compare them with the installed base of

home computers. Our best-selling games
achieve a market penetration of 1%.

Look at it this way: 99% of all

potential customers turn their noses up at

our best-selling games. Sure, graphics sell,

but they sell to a very small subset of the

possible computer population. For the vast

majority of possible customers, graphics

don't have any proven sales value.

We are doing something

seriously wrong, folks. We have missed the

boat. The home computer revolution has

arrived, millions of people have home
computers, and yet we're still selling

games by the thousand, not the million. We
blew it bigtime; perhaps it's time to re-

evaluate some of our assumptions.

At this point, a possible counter-

argument arises. It runs like this: "The

general public is even less tolerant of poor

cosmetics than computer aficionados. They

are waiting for decent graphics. We must

Here we come to the
fundamental logic

misstep: industry

people are guilty of

assuming that the
general public shares

their own values

redouble our efforts to provide graphics,

animation and sound that will appeal to the

masses, not just computer nerds. Only then

will the penetration rate increase."

This argument collapses when we
consider the historical record. We can all

agree that graphics, animation, and sound

have all improved dramatically over the

years. This argument would predict that

penetration rates would have increased

along with the quality of our cosmetics. But

in fact the reverse is the case. In the early

'80s, the typical computer game sold about

10,000 units and the best-selling games
sold 100,000 units, on installed bases of

perhaps a million machines. That's a

penetration rate of 10% for best-selling

games, 10 times better than the

penetration rates achieved today.

So penetration rates have decreased

even as cosmetic quality has increased.

What more proof do we need that better

graphics are not the way to the promised

land? It's plain to see.

Another argument in defense of giving

primary importance to graphics is that

"Graphics are necessary to the fantasy. If

the player is moving around in a dungeon, or

flying an airplane, or wandering in a forest,

shouldn't we show the dungeon, sky, or

forest as clearly as possible? Aren't

detailed walls, textured landscape, and

realistic trees better than line drawings or

crude sketches?"

The \nb\u games
ought to be

This argument belies the narrow-

minded obsession that designers have with

spatial issues. Notice that alt three

examples involve moving around in a spatial

universe. Visual stimuli are necessary for

successful navigation, and so, yes, better

graphics are essential for such games. But

why must our games always be so cloyingly

spatial? Why are we always navigating,

targeting and maneuvering? How many
movies focus their attention on the spatial

behaviors of the characters? The design

community has missed the boat here; we
spend all our time designing games about

trivia when the rest of the world cares more

about nonspatial factors. And if you

concentrate on nonspatial factors, the

argument in favor of graphics loses force.

Then there are people who say "Better

graphics can't hurt and always help. C'mon,

Chris, you can't be claiming that, given a

choice between better cosmetics and worse

cosmetics, we ought to choose the worse

cosmetics. Any product will be more

entertaining if it has better imagery, better

sounds, and better animation."

This argument ignores business

realities. Products are built on budgets with

schedules. You have only so much time and

money to put into the product. Every dollar

spent on cosmetics is a dollar that is not

spent on the other elements of interactivity

{listening and thinking). Every day's work

devoted to cosmetics is a day that is not

devoted to interactivity.

"But text Is boring." This is a straw

man argument. It presumes that the only

alternative to state-of-the-art, budget-

breaking graphics is plain text on a black

background. The reality is that we have a

wide range of options, most of which are

graphic but don't push the envelope.

I argue against the
extremist notion that cosmetics are the

primary criterion for quality in interactive

entertainment. I instead argue for the

notion that cosmetics play a vital

supporting role in successful interactivity.

We should design our products with

enough graphics, animation and sound to

support the interaction, without

detracting from it.



Diddy's back and
better than ever.

Fasten your seat belt.

This jmT» ; 'TT^n c o m i n g**»*imm^m a Torrential rain, bloodthirsty Dixie twirls her ponytan I

pirates, and now your ship is to fly chopper style—

fuLL throttle. Donkey sinking.. .have a nice day. talk about a buzz cut

!

Kong Country 2: Diddy's Kong Quest™ Sleek, stylish and fully loaded. With

^3iH*lE3HSfl 32 megs and so many ^t ."
: .:^31^B it even outperforms Last year's

model. But don't take our Tl|^3|jfef word for it. Let Diddy take you once around the

park — sunken pirate ships, W^^^HrrolLer coasters, beehives . (Watch the ^IH^ESfli*



Or take his new pal Dixie for a

spin

—

literally. This chimpette flies! There are other special

moves too. Like the yrfffTfT^KW^^ ( p I e a s e kids,

don't try this at home). We even threw in a

bunch of multiple endings. But hey, what do you

expect from the ^H?PB?PKyBIITnffi! i n history.

910m a'anarIT levrJs slooJ Now there are smarter

Except another game that Leaves everything -isvs hbh? ttuje nsbbfri Kremiings out to slap yoi

monkey around. Ouch!

else far behind. (Ever been behind a
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Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so fh

they are not lost permanently.

People interested in helping out in any capacity,

please visit us at www.retomags.com.

We only scan magazines with a cover date prior to December 1999.

No profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything

available from the Publishers themselves.

(f you come across anyone selling releases from

this site, Please do not support them and do let us know.

Thank you!


